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Dedication 

The merit of this publication was dedicated to the long 

life of His Holiness, the Sakya Trizin, during the long life 

ceremony offered in 2004 at Sakya Centre, Rajpur, India. 
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Preface 

I had the fortune to take on the responsibility of 

publishing Jetsun Rendawa Shonnu Lodo's commentary to 

Aryadeva's Four Hundred Verses in 1974 as first publication 

to be selected by the Sakya Students' Union, Samath, 

Varanasi. After thirty years, again in 2004, Manjushri 

Publications has the good fortune to bring out the English 

translation of the same text and dedicate the merit of this 

publication for the long life of His Holiness, the Sakya 

Trizin. 

Along with Nagarjuna and Chandrakirti, Aryadeva was 

one of the most foremost Madhyamika masters in India. As a 

direct disciple of Nagarjuna, Aryadeva is uniquely qualified 

to express the intent of his master. Nagarjuna and 

Aryadeva's works are collectively known in the Tibetan 

tradition as the "System of the Father and the Son", and are 

held to be identical in intention. 

My late master, Khenpo Rinchen, often emphasized 

that although the Mulamadhyamikakarika and 

Madhyamikavatara are very important in explaining primarily 

the view and conduct respectively according to the Mahayana 

tradition, Aryadeva's 400 verses emphasizes view and 

meditation. For Dhanna practitioners 400 Verses is a very 

important text to help and guide them on the path of personal 

transformation and spiritual cultivation to realize the wisdom 

of the ultimate truth of emptiness. 

There is a saying among scholars "U ma re la thug", 

i.e., "Rendawa is the most authoritative of Madhyamaka
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scholar among Tibetan scholars. As such great scholars like 

Rendawa's direct pupil, Je Tsongkhapa, and others have 

studied and followed his Madhyamaka teachings. 

400 Verses contains 16 chapters. These may be divided 

into two sections : the first eight chapters are a detailed 

commentary on the methods of distinguishing true relative 

truth from the false conceptions that plague ordinary 

persons. The second eight chapters are a detailed 

commentary on ultimate truth, how to understand, meditate 

and realize the reality of things as they are, i.e. the emptiness 

which is the emptiness of all extremes of proliferation. 

To summarize each of the chapters: the first chapter 

shows the method of giving up grasping to permanence 

through contemplating death and impermanence. 

The second chapter shows the method of giving up 

grasping to pleasure through contemplating the painful nature 

of our conditioned physical and mental feelings. 

The third chapter shows the method of giving up 

mistaken grasping to cleanliness through contemplating the 

mistaken nature of desire as opposed to the actual nature of 

that which is the object of desire, the physical body. 

The fourth chapter shows the method of giving up 

grasping to the self through contemplating the example of 

proud rulers. 

The fifth chapter shows the conduct of a Bodhisattva 

through contemplating the qualities such Bodhisattvas - 

display in their activities.
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The sixth chapter shows the method of giving up

afflictions through contemplating the nature of the three

afflictions, desire, confusion, and hatred, why they cause the

affliction of suffering, and what antidotes to apply in order to

give up the three afflictions.

The seven chapter shows the method of giving up 

attachment to wealth though contemplating the negative 

consequences of worldly attachments. 

The eight chapter prepares students through 

introducing the various ways in which the path to liberation 

is taught according to the capacities and interests of ordin�ry 

beings. 

The ninth chapter shows the meditation on the 

refutation of permanent things through contemplating the 

nature of production via causes and effects. 

The tenth chapter shows the meditation which refutes a 

self through contemplating the nature of identity and the 

consequences of impermanence. 

The eleventh chapter shows the meditation on the 

refutation of time through contemplating the nature of past, 

present and future, dependence, and impermanence. 

The twelfth chapter shows the meditation on the 

refutation of views through contemplating how the views of 

those who do not understand emptiness are not able to enter 

into liberation. 

The thirteenth chapter shows the meditation on the 

refutation of sense faculties and sense objects through 
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contemplating the interdependent nature of sensory 

cognitions. 

The fourteenth chapter shows the meditation on the 

refutation of grasping to extremes through an analysis of the 

characterized and the characteristic, as well as singleness and 

plurality.

The fifteenth chapter shows the meditation on the 

refutation of conditioned entities through contemplating the 

negation of production. 

The sixteenth chapter settles the status of master and 

disciple through contemplating the concluding arguments 

which show Madhyamaka to be unassailable. 

Manjushri Publications would like to share its great joy 

in being able to publish Khenpo Tashi Tsering' s much 

needed English translation of this seminal work of Tibetan 

Madhyamaka scholarship. We would like to congratulate 

Khenpo Tsering on his important work, and we hope that he 

will be able to produce other such beneficial works in the 

future. 

Lama Migmar Tsetan 

Manjushri Publications 



Translators' Note 

Four Hundred Verses is a Madhyamika treatise 

composed by Acharya Arya Deva which deals with both the 

view and activities of Universalist Vehicle. Rendawa's 

commentary on it is accepted as an authentic by all the four 

Tibetan Buddhist Schools. Concentrating on this, my friend 

Mr. Jurgen Stb'ter Tillmann and I undertook to translate the 

text and completed the work some years ago, though we 

have been able to publish only now. We have based our 

translation on the Tibetan text published by the Sakya 

Students' Union, Varanasi and have indicated its page 

numbers and stanza numbers in each of the chapters, hoping 

that these will benefit the readers. The treatises we have 

translated till now are-

1. Rendawa's Commentary on Madhyamakavatara of

Candrakirti. Published by Central Institute of Higher Tibetan 

Studies, Samath, Varanasi in 1997. 

2. Removal of Wrong Views of Goramspa which will

be published by International Buddhist Academy, 

Boudhanath, Kathmandu. 

3. Rongton's Commentary on Mulamadhyamikakarika

submitted to Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, 

Samath, Varanasi, for publication. 

4. Rendawa's Commentary on Four Hundred Verses.

Published by Manjushri Centre, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A. 

in 2004 (i.e. this very text). 

5. Rendawa's Commentary on Mulamadhyamika

karika. 
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6. Restoration of the first five chapters of

Madhyamakavatara into Sanskrit with Hindi translation as 

well as introduction in English, Hindi and Tibetan. ( In the 

press given by Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, 

Samath, Varanasi) 

The publication of this text is the result of the kindness 

of Lama Migmar Tsetan, the Founder and Head Lama of 

Manjushri Centre, Cambridge, U.S.A., who has taken keen 

interest to have the text published by the Centre on the 

auspicious occasion of the Long Life Ceremony of H. H. 

Sakya Trizin on 30th Dec. 2004. In the absence of Centre's 

contribution this treatise would not have materialized in 

English. Therefore, I would like to convey heartfelt thanks to 

Lama Migmar Tsetan and the Manjushri Centre.  

I also convey thanks to Mr Albion Butters, Ph. D. 

student of Columbia University, New York, U.S.A., and 

student of the well-known scholar Professor Thurman, who 

examined our translation thoroughly and gave important 

suggestions. My thanks, also, goes to my student Tenzin 

Sangmo Gyaldortsang who undertook to read the proofs 

without which we would not have been able to complete the 

task within the timeframe. 

Dr. Tashi Tsering 

Senior Lecturer in Sakya Philosophy 

& Head of the Sakya Department 

Varanasi. 



Reverence to the Victors of the ten directions and 

Their Sons! 

I bow down before him who, though bare of the ramifications 

of knower and knowable, cognizes all knowable existents 

with utter clarity and without confounding them, and whose 

exalted activity, like space inexpressible and devoid of all 

ramifications, is unbroken in its continuity. May he be 

victorious who - with the aim to stabilize the doctrine of the 

Victor, the Supreme among the Noble Ones - in the manner 

of a young god1 assumed excellent birth in Sri Lanka, in a 

garden of stainless lotuses, and then promulgated His 

doctrine in the world ! The radiance of the sum of his textual 

tradition, illumining the real nature of infinite objects of 

knowledge and utterly dispelling the darkness of extremist 

views with its thousand rays, is to open so that they might 

unfold the lotuses of the intelligence of fortunate ones. 

The matter now to be expounded is the "Experientialist 

Four Hundred Verses", in which are lucidly demonstrated 

the two truths of Bodhisattvas, or the procedures for 

meditating on Thatness. 

1. GENERAL TOPIC

1.1. TOPIC OF THE PURPOSE 

One may ask : "With reference to which object to be 

discussed (and) for what purpose has this treatise been 

composed?" It has been composed in order to expound the 

l. That means, Aryadeva is thought to have been born in a miraculous

way, without father and mother, fully dressed, etc.
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two truths, viz superficial (truth) and (truth of) ultimate sense 
taught by the master Nagarjuna, through such texts as ''Root 
of the Middle" 1

, etc. One may ask : "But had these not 
already been expounded in precisely those texts? What is the 
point in expounding them once more now?" As for those, 
they principally demonstrate destruction of reification by 
means of hearing and contemplating whereas what is 
principally demonstrated here is practice of meditative 
stabilization, or the practitioner's meditative experience of 
Thatness of two truths. Moreover, after the master, in his 
Centrist treatises, had rebutted postulates [2] of Buddhist and 
non-Buddhist schools by means of various kinds of 
reasonings, others wondered whether the Centrist treatises 
were treatises designed for debate, made with the objective 
to defeat antagonistic debaters. But since in this treatise the 
practical application of meditation upon Thatness of two 
truths, the matter demonstrated in the master's text, has been 
clearly demonstrated, what will be understood is this : this 
practical procedure of applying two truths is made clear 
because the master's text is not designed for debate but has 
clearly demonstrated, through various kinds of 
reasonings,Thatness of existents for the sake of the world's 
realization of Thatness. As is declared in the "Entry into the 
Middle" : "He does not execute his analyses in the Treatise 
(on the Middle)2 out of love of debate, but he teaches 
Thatness in order to liberate. Should the others' systems get 
destroyed upon the elucidation of Thatness, that is no fault." 1

I. In sanskrit the full title of this text is : prajnanamamulamadhyama
kakarika. It is Nagarjuna's fundamental work on the central way.

2. That is, in Nagarjuna's prajnanamamulamadhyamakakarika.
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One may say : "The practical steps of entry into 
Thatness of two truths are indeed demonstrated in this text, 
but what is lo be accomplished by this?" Through realization 
of Thatness of two truths, by the steps of hearing, thinking 
and meditating, one's own and others' perfect welfare, the 
status of omniscience, will be attained, in keeping with the 
following scriptural statement : "The Knower of the world, 
without having heard them from others, teaches in terms of 
these two truths : the superficial one (and), likewise, the one 
of ultimate sense. No third truth whatever exists"2

, and the 
following statment from the "Middle"3 

: "The Buddhas' 
proclamation of the doctrine is fully based upon the two 
truths4

. 

1.2. CONDENSED MEANING 

1.2.1 THE MAIN (MA TIER) 

One may ask : "In which manner does this (text) 
demonstrate the procedure of the two truths?" In 
the commentary5 is declared : "In it6

, [3] after disclosure of 
how worldly things exist, the ultimate sense will. 
gradually be exposed". Thus, proceeding in accordance 
with the 

I. See Candrakirti's "Entry into the Middle", VI, 118

2. This occurs in the sutra "Meditative Stabilization which reveals

Thatness"

3. That is, prajfianamamulamadhyamakakarika, which throughout this

text, is mostly mentioned in abbreviated forms, viz "Middle", "Root

of the Middle", "Root Wisdom", Fundamental Treatise of the

Middle", etc.

4. Chapter 24, verse 8

5. ie in Catuhsatakatika, Candrakirti's commentary on

the "Experientialist Four Hundred"

6. That is, in the "Experientialist Four Hundred"
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statement : "Without relying upon the superficial, the 

ultimate sense is not understood 1; without understanding the 

ultimate sense, freedom from suffering2 is not attained"3; the 

first eight of the sixteen chapters of (the work) in hand, as 

means to understand the ultimate sense, will demonstrate 

through differentiation how superficial truth exists while the 

-last eight will demonstrate the truth of ultimate sense. The

first four chapters among those (first eight), through

elimination of the four perversions, make completely clear

how a group of four worldly properties exist in the true

superficial : the five aggregates, form, etc., arise in

dependence upon c;ause and condition, and since these are

also subject to arising, (those) are impermanent. Since

whatever is impermanent is without doubt susceptible to

harm due to its destructibility, it is associated with suffering.

Since whatever is associated with suffering just causes

weariness all the time, it is repellent. what is repellent is

precisely what one wants to discard, and therefore, since it

is not appropriate as object to be apprehended as self and

property by a subject apprehending it as self and property,

it is without self. Thus, since worldly properties such as these

appear in their unperverted aspects, cyclic existence is

without doubt recognized as precisely that which is to be

given up, so that, by implication, the necessity to attain

enlightenment is what has been demonstrated. Again, since

this enlightenment is attained through demonstration of

Bodhisattva deeds, the fifth (chapter) demonstrates the deeds

of a Bodhisattva. Since he who is over-powered by emotional

I. The Sanskrit has : desyate (taught, proclaimed)

2. ie nirvana

3. "Middle" 24, I 0
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afflictions cannot perform Bodhisattva deeds, the sixth 

(chapter) examines emotional afflictions. Since objects are 

the causes of arisal, growth [ 4 J and persistence of emotional 

afflictions, the seventh (chapter) examines objects. Again, 

since objects are the causes of the arising of emotional 

afflictions in living beings who, bereft of proper thinking, 

fail to comprehend the intrinsic nature of phenomena, it is 

imperative that 1 as remedy for this, the ultimate sense be 

demonstrated, and since the minds of students, those who 

listen to the demonstration of the intrinsic nature of 

phenomena, have as its repositories to get adjusted to it, the 

eighth (chapter) demonstrates the procedures whereby the 

students' minds are completely cleansed. Since Thatness of 

phenomena is to be demonstrated to minds which have been 

utterly cleansed, the four chapters after the (first four) 

demonstrate in the aforementioned manner, through 

Bodhisattva deeds, up to the purification of students, the 

generation of the mind committed (to enlightenment). 

Thereafter, the last eight chapters demonstrate the generation 

of the mind (of enlightenment) of ultimate sense, the nature 

of non-dualistic spontaneous wisdom. Thus, this text, 

consisting of sixteen chapters, comprehensively demonstrates 

all conditions conducive to an individual worldly person's 

attainment of supreme enlightenment, for it comprehensively 

demonstrates the three principal properties causative of 

omniscience as they were mentioned by the illustrious master 

Nagarjuna in following way : "When onself and this world 

want to attain supreme enlightenment, then its roots are a 

mind of enlightenment firm as the king and lord of 

mountains, boundless compassion, and spontaneous wisdom 

not based upon duality" 1
•

l. From rajaparikatharatnavali/rin chen 'phreng ba (Jewel Garland)
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1.2.2. REMOVAL OF MISCONCEPTIONS CONCER

NING THIS 

1.2.2. l.  REMOVAL OF MISCONCEPTION WITH 

REGARD TO THE BODY OF EXPRESSIVE WORDS 

Present experts in poetics have regarded this (work) as 

two separate ones. Irrespective of the fact that, in 

consequence of what had just been set forth, these sixteen 

chapters are a single body of treatise, present experts in 

poetics, after having unloosened the Venerable Dhannapala's 

mode of chapter arrangement, declared them to be two bodies 

[ 5] of treatises, that is, the eight (chapters) of the first half

just as "Doctrinal Hundred" and the last eight just as "Debate

Hundred". Now, with a statement such as this : "I have to

classify it as one", (which means) "I, Candrakirti, have to

regard, or classify, the sixteen chapters as body of a single

treatise", the intention of the very author of the treatise is

being met, and thus the former arrangement will be

maintained. Thereby, also trainees to be benefited will be

greatly benefited,· because adoption of what the treatise

stresses, all meditative procedures of the two truths, truly

brings about one's own and others' weal.

1.2.2.2. REMOVAL OF MISCONCEPTION WITH 

RE GARD TO THE GENERAL MEANING TO BE 

EXPRESSED 

Further, the Venerable Dharmapala, after having 

regarded his own faith as superior, interpreted the general 

meaning of the treatise as procedure of the Mere 

Consciousness (school). This, however, is not correct, for this 
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master Aryadeva is clearly confirmed as master Nagaijuna's 
disciple and, hence, his tradition does not differ from that 
one's tradition. Because master Aryadeva was a royal son 
born on the island of Sri Lanka, he embraced the monastic 
life there after finally having renounced succession (to the 
throne), came from there (to India) via the southern 
direction, became Naga1juna's attendent and followed his 
tradition. It is precisely because of this that it would not be 
rational for the Thatness which is the subject in this treatise 
"The Four Hundred" to be characteristically distinct from 
the Thatness expounded in master Nagarjuna's treatise 
"The Middle". Therefore, whoever after having regarded 
their characteristics as distinct declares that the traditions of 
these philosophers are distinct talks in a thoughtless way, 
for he misconceives their noumenon. 

1.3. MEANING OF THE TITLE 

This treatise [6] has four hundred stanzas. That is why 
it is properly called "The Treatise Containing Four Hundred" 
or (in Sanskrit) "Catu(h)satakasastra". With regard to (the 
title) which, in-espective of this, occurs in copies of the basic 
text, (viz) "Treatise Containing a Hundred" or "Satakasastra", 
(the following is stated in Candrakirti's commentary:) "This 
'Treatise Containing Four Hundred' is called 'Containing a 
Hundred' since the word 'four' remains unexpressed and 
since it clears away concepts, it is a treatise since it changes 
grasping." (This means:) the first word, that is "catu(h)", 
remains unexpressed; then it is "Containing a Hundred" 
because it causes removal of concepts; and since it changes 
various kinds of grasping, this very one is a treatise. Thus, 
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through its function, it is called "The Treatise Containing a

Hundred''. 

2. SENSE OF THE VERSES

2.1. PRESEN TA TION OF T HE PATH CAU SING 

MATURATION ON THE BASIS OF SUPERFICIAL 

TRUTH 

2.1. l. REMOVAL OF THE FOUR PERVERSIONS, THE 

OBSTRUCTIVE CONDITIONS 

2.1. l. l. MEDITATION ON IMPERMANENCE 

(The perversion of permanence) is equivalent to 

distress, and through its comprehension it is easy to gain 

insight into suffering, etc. Therefore, since it is imperative 

that the mode of superficial existence of things be fully 

clarified, first, as remedy for the perversion of permanence, 

meditation on impermanence is to be expounded. 



PROCEDURE OF 

CHAPTER ONE 

2.I.1.1.1. THE THRUST

MEDITATION ON IMPERMANENCE

2.1.1. I. 1.1. MEDITATION OF RECOLLECTION OF 

ONE'S OWN DEATH 

2.1.1.1. l. I. l. BRIEF TEACHING URGING CAUTION 

THROUGH RECOLLECTION OF DEATH 

I, 1 1 For no man not freed from the demonical lord of 

death is there an agent so that another one might command 

the royal lord of death, himself a sovereign arbitarily 

wielding power over the three worlds, be they of desire, form 

and formlessness, or [7] the hells, earth, and realms of gods. 

Nor does he command another one but rather, as lord of 

death, crushes all beings' life-force himself. Thus, by no 

human skill whatever is he to be diverted. He is there like 

an executioner who has already raised his sword. Therefore, 

acting as if already seized by the portents of death or as if 

fire had broken out on one's head or at one's clothes, one 

must make every endeavour to engender the holy path so as 

to vanquish the demonaical lord of death. When (a person) 

does not respect the method whereby the lord of sleep and 

death is driven away, Jike'real Buddhas, Foe-Destroyers, etc., 

who vanquished the lord of death, can there then a person 

even more mischievous than this careless one? Therefore, 

persons living in the midst of the retribution of the lord of 

death should, aware of the mode of their nature, remain 

careful all the time. 

I. This indicates chapter (I) and stanza (I) of the ba:,ic text which are

being elucidated in this commentary
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As for the instantiating remarks on each stanza in the 

commentary I on the first eight chapters in this (text), they 

are not set down here, for fear of excess verbiages. 

One may say : "To generate respect for the Master, 

there should also be a salutation at the beginning of this 

treatise." This is true. However, the illustrious master 

Nagarjuna celebrated the Transcendent Destroyer and 

Possessor at the beginning of his "Fundamental Treatise of 

the Middle" by declaring: "Who (taught us) relativity .... " 

etc.2 Since this treatise, the Four Hundred Verses), is also 

included in that, no separate salutatory verse was 

composed. This is what former masters teach. 

2.1.1.1.1.1.2. EXPOSITION ENLARGING ON THIS 

THROUGH QUESTION AND ANSWER 

2. l. l.1.1.1.2.1. IMPERMANENCE OF THE GROSS

CONTINUUM

2.1.1.1.l.l.2.l.l. [8] REFUTATION OF DEATH BEING 

A VER TED BY LIFE 

One may say : "Granted, the lord of death, having 

authority over the three worlds, exists. But, nevertheless, life 

exists prior to him and therefore, as long as one lives, the 

lord of death is not feared." Life does not avert death for it 

I. i.e. Candrakirti's commentary

2. The full wording of these .;alutatory verses is : "who taught us

relativity, free from cessation and creation, without annihilation and

permanence, with no coming and no going, not a unity, nor a

plurality, fabrications quieted, the supreme bliss, the supreme

philosopher, that perfect Buddha I praise."
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also has the referent of death. After all, since decay and death 
have the condition of birth, all beings, are primarily born only 

in order to die just as for example the preparation of food 

only serves the purpose of its being eaten. ( 1, 2) Even in 
between, it is just as (a person) to be put to death being Jed 
to the place of execution by the executioner does not on the 
strength of the other conditions causal in bringing them 
together with the lord of death, (viz) aging, disease, frailty, 
etc., stand still even for a moment. One who is alive but thus 
moves by his natural disposition, towards the lord of death 
is as if about to be executed (and) about to have his head 
chopped off, seen rather as one who is dying and not as one 
who is living, he entered life for the purpose of dying, like 
cattle driven to the slaughterhouse. Therefore, one should 
shun from the outset the self-deception of placing one's hopes 
in life. It is in keeping with the following teaching : "In some 
initial night the hero of men became fixed in a worldly 
womb, and from then onwards from day to day, there being 
no escape and no deferral, he moves towards the lord of 
death". One may think : "But when nowadays a life has one 
hundred years, after the first sixteen years having passed, 
there still remain eighty-four. Thus living is longer. 
Therefore, it is appropriate to place (one's) hopes in life"; 
( 1,3) When one regards the past as shorter and is convinced 
that the future is other than short, (that is,) longer, such 
imprudently proceeding mind is not appropriate. It is in line 
with the statement : "The causes of death are abundant [9] 
but those of life only few; and even these themselves are 
causes of death". No certainty exists with regard to the time 
of death, and just as because of this one is not certain whether 
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the future will be long or short, in the same way one cannot 

be certain either whether the past has been longer or shorter, 

for its being longer or shorter hinges upon its being long or 

short in the future. Thus, it is exactly this speculation 

whether past and future are equally long and short or whether 

they are not equal in that the past is shorter and the future 

is longer which one's fear of death clearly only exposes 

when for example, a man on a frightening path, after having 

voiced fearlessness despite being afraid of robbers, loudly 

cries out for help, it is exactly this which exposes his fear. 

2. l. l .1.1.1.2. l.2. REFUTATION OF GENERALITY

BEING THE CAUSE OF FEARLESSNESS

One may say : "But even though the future cannot be 

regarded as long, fear of death does not arise since death is 

a generality for living beings". ( 1,4) Should one think that 

there is no fear of death because death is common to other 

beings as well, this is not appropriate. It is not true that, 

when the harm done by the lord of death to one person is 

not seen in another, death cause suffering through envy, and 

that by seeing that it also occurs in others at that time, the 

suffering of this is removed. This death causes suffering, nor 

because when it occurs in one it is not seen in others - in 

line, for example, with the parable� "In the beginning, that 

city from which the king first collects taxes will suffer but 

later, when he collects them from all, it will not suffer" - but 

(because) it causes suffering by its own nature. Therefore 

generality is not a cause [IO] for the removal of suffering. 

Thus, the very fright in the face of the object of fright is 

justified. 
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2. I. l.1.1.1.2.1.3. REFUTATION OF A CURE BEI NG THE

CAUSE OF FEARLESSNESS

One may think : "But death does not even occur 

without disease and aging, and since these are curable 

through medicine, (the art) of extracting essences 1, etc., one 

does not fear death". ( 1,5) Because disease is curable by 

medicine and aging is stopped by extraction of essences, 

indeed these need not be feared . But since the la ter 

punishment, the lord of death, is not curable by anything at 

all, one should with utter clarity fear this death. One should 

not deceive oneself by pinning one's hopes on the mere cure 

of aging and disease. 

2.1.1.1. l. l .2. l .4. REFUTATION OF ABSENCE OF 

DEFINITIVENESS BEING CAUSE OF FEARLESSNESS 

One may say : "Indeed, this so-called death not to be 

averted by human force esixts, but, this notwithstanding, it 

does not arouse excessive fear, since today it is not yet 

definite". I f  death was not general and obvious, such 

utterance would be true; however, it is not difficult to note 

death. ( 1,6) When, just as death is common to animals to 

be slaughtered and just as they also see each other dying, 

death is also common to all men and, further, the deaths of 

many have already been seen, for what reason will one be 

free from fear of the lord of death ? For two reasons could 

one be fearless of death : (because of) not having perceived 

it and (because of) having transcended it. (But) when these 

two are not even present, why does one act without prudence 

? One may say : "But even though death is seen by direct 

I. From flowers, etc., for the sake of health and longevity
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perception. it is not frightening because its time is not so 

certain (that one could say) : "Exactly at this (time) I die". 

(I, 7) Because of the uncertainly of the lime of death one 

may think [ 11] : "I don't die, I am permanent''. But it is 

extremely foolish to claim, even though death must be feared 

because of the very uncertainty of its time that it is precisely 

because of this that one does not fear it, for after some time, 

be it today or tomorrow, the approaching lord of death will 

do harm. Therefore, after having stopped pinning one's hopes 

on a long lifetime, one should develop awareness of death 

and exercise caution.

2.1.1.1.1.1.2.1.5. REFUTATION OF DEATH NOT BEING 

CAUSE OF FEAR FOR A HERO 

One may say : "Indeed, it is certain that one will die. 

However, (death) only causes fear in cowards, not in heroes. 

For it is seen that heroes in their drive to secure wealth, 

honour and fame are not even apprehensive that in battle their 

bodies would be struck with sharp weapons, or that dangers 

would beset them. Rather, it is seen that they themselves, 

with strong self-confidence, assail others". They go out to 

battle. ( 1,8) looking for the future things of this existence 

while unconcerned at the destruction of their basic lives for 

which the things to be secured, wealth, honour, etc., are used. 

So, which intelligent person will say that he who secures 

future things (by) an action of bartering away his own life 

is a well-discriminating man ? No intelligent person, only a 

fool, would regard such (action) as wonderfu1. One may say 

: "Sacrifice of one's own life for the sake of wealth is to be 

spumed, but for the sake of the protection of one's own life 

it is fitting that one should commit even sins''. (1,9) Why 
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should one, through attachment to the mirage-like object of 

this (life), give on self as a pledge to hells, etc., taking their 

fierce sufferings into account, and then commit sinful acts 

for the sake of desire [ 12], like some man who drinks beer 

after having sworn a vow, but who does not consider his 

sufferings, his hunger, etc., in the future? Thus, he who 

commits sins for the sake of desired properties should only, 

like the expert Foe-Destroyers, definitely disencumber 

himself of adherence to a self. Or else, at a very self, he 

should not commit (sins) since to commit sins, (which are) 

the causes whereby suffering is generated, is irrational. 

2.1.1.1.1.1.2.2. IMPERMANENCE OF THE SUBTLE, OF 

MOMENTS 

Further it is not rational for one to commit sins after 

having bartered away oneself in this existence ( or) while 

placing one's hopes in a long lifetime because, even though • 

(1, I 0) a so-ca11ed life is ascribed to every living being, apart 

from single moments none exists. All creations are 

momentary, for immediately after their arisal there are no 

obstructions to their destruction. Again, what is impermanent 

merely depends upon its having arisen. One may say : "But 

when creations are momentary, why is it that the mundane 

assume life to last long and thus do what is improper?" (In) 

creations appearing as flow of equal moments it is the 

similarity of anterior and posterior (moments) which 

deceives. Having no clear understanding of these moments, 

men assume life to last long and thereby what is improper. 

Hence, (persons) having gained insight into the nature of the 

self as it rea1ly is are rare in the world, for those cognizant 

of the self's nature do not commit sins, The causal 
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perversions do not exist, yet the world usually inclines to 

sin. One may say : "Even though life consists of moments, 

adherence to it is appropriate since their continuity is long". 

(I, I I) When he who is pleased with longevity is not pleased 

with that is concomitant with it, with old age and its wrinkles, 

white hairs, etc., then, alas, it is only to the likes of ignorant, 

ignoble persons, and not to others that his perverted 

behaviour appears noble. Thus, since he does not wish 

old age he should not adhere to a continuity (of 

moments). 

2.1.1. l .  l .2. DEMONSTRATION OF THE INAPPRO

PRIATENESS OF ,GRIEVING OVER THE DEA TH OF 

OTHERS 

2.1.1. l .  l .2. l BRIEF DEMONSTRATION 

One may say : "Old age and death are indeed 

unpleasant, but still, the existence of these two for oneself 

is not as much the cause of grief as their existence for ones 

sons". Oneself functions as the basis of death. Therefore, 

since oneself has not yet performed the task of transcending 

death, it is appropriate for (I, 12) one to be distressed about 

one's own death. So, why be distressed about the deaths of 

sons, etc. ? That means, it is not rational. It is he who himself 

has (already) transcended the lord of death who should be 

distressed about the deaths of others. Thus, how should it 

not be appropriate for others, holy ones, to rebuke the one 

who, while himself still being an object of the harassment 

of the lord of death, declares that he is harassed by the lord 

of death in terms of others. Hence, rather than ever spoiling 

the positive aspect by entering into the little house of grief, 

one should decide whenever one sees others dying that it 1s 

also like this for oneself and then proceed cautiously. 
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2.1.1.1.1.2.2. CLARIFICATION OF THIS THROUGH 

AN SWERS TO OBJECTIONS 

2.1.1.1.1.2.2.1. REFUTATION OF DEPARTURE 

WITHOUT HAVING ASKED BEING CAUSE OF 

GRIEF 

One may say : "Still, the cause of suffering is that the 

one taken as son departs for the other world without having 

asked''. (I, I 3) When some living being, without having been 

ordered to become one's son, had become son on the strength 

of his own wish, then it just stands to reason that, also at the 

time when he wants to depart for the other world, he may 

depart merely on the strength of his own wish and without 

having asked whether he may depart. It is in the nature of 

a (living being) to execute both coming and departing on the 

strength of his own wish. But then again, he does not even 

depart without having asked : he did, wordlessly, indicate 

his departing for the beyond. (I, 14) Because of one's own 

stupidity, however one simply failed to recognize [ 14 J the 

manner in which the son's departing was indicated. One may 

say : "(But) what is the manner in which he indicates his 

departing?" His inclination to depart for the beyond is made 

evident by what is produced by means of change in the 

continuity of moments, his very aging and decay. 

2.1.1.1.1.2.2.2. REFUTATION OF AFFECTION BEING 

CAUSE OF GRIEF 

One may say : "Still, it is the great affection for his 

son which becomes the cause of a father's grief'. Excessi�e 

affection for a son is also inappropriate. The son (I, l 5) may 

be extremely dear to the father (but) love for the father will 
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not equally arise in that son. Thus, since (in) the world the 

ascending craving for those who are higher- fathers, etc., does 

not grow as much as the plunging craving for those who are 

lower- sons, etc., and since evolutionary actions in 

accordance with one's own craving project the world, this 

world progresses towards ever lower places of birth, such that 

attainment of heaven even, let alone freedom, is difficult. 

Therefore one should strive after reverential affection for 

those who are higher, such as parents, etc. Further, is this 

affection for a son (affection) for a son who is in harmony 

( with the father) or for one who is not in harmony ( with 

the father)? (I, 16) When a son is not in harmony with the 

father and does not follow him, not every father will have 

Jove and affection for (such) son. When he is affectionate 

towards a son who is in harmony with him, then he says: 

"This (son) is acting after me". In response to this, his 

affection arises so that it is only an affection similar to that 

of a dealer who gives or takes in exchange but not an 

affection for a son. One may say: "But the father's affection 

for the son, without hinging upon his being in harmony or 

his not being in harmony with him, stably exists". Affection 

has no stability, for (we) see that (1,17) the very suffering 

which is caused by separation from the object of affection

son, etc., quickly expels it from the hearts of men. Thus, 

affection is also attended with instability. It is evident that 

it is unstable. When ( 15) the fetters of affection remain 

unloosened, the suffering generated by it will not be 

reversed. Since what is being envisaged is separation from 

resultant suffering, separation from the casual affection is 

also implied. 
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2. l. I. l .1.2.2.3. REFUTATION OF OBLIGATION TO

GRIEVE IN THE FACE OF THE WORLD

One may say: "Still, complying with worldly custom, 

one is obliged to grieve over misfortune". When, in 

compliance with worldly practice, one takes on ostensible, 

artificial grief in oneself (I, 18) while being aware that, even 

if grief over harm (like) change of the body, etc., were really 

produced in oneself it would be of no benefit whatever, then 

also this obstensible, artificial (grief) is a procedure on which 

crafty fools rely. Therefore, it is not fitting that the intelligent 

should employ it for themselves. 

2. l. l. l.1.2.2.4. REFUTATION OF THE WISH TO GET

CONTACT BEING CAUSE OF GRIEF

One may say: "Grief has indeed no virtue whatever, 

but, nevertheless, when one wishes to get contact with a 

beloved a son, etc., then also the grief occurring through 

this is unavoidable". When in (I, 19) this world, where on 

the strength of their evolutionary actions and emotional 

afflictions living beings circle here and there other persons, 

after they become sons, daughters, etc., going to the beyond 

first acting like ones who are used to rambling around, they 

allot to relatives, to fathers, mothers, etc., the special 

suffering caused by separation. Were the mundane without 

suffering and were they to Jong for it, then it would be 

appropriate to a11ot suffering (to them). But what is the point 

in alloting special suffering to creatures who do not wish to 

suffer but are subject to suffering anyway? There is 

absolutely no point in it. Thus, which intelligent (person) will 

grieve over separation from a son, etc., who come to 

engender suffering? 
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2. l.1.1.1.2.2.5. REFUTATION OF ADHERENCE TO 116 J

MEETING

One may say: "Of course separating, since it is cause 

of suffering, is unpleasant. But meeting, since it is cause of 

happiness, is pleasant". ( 1,20) Why is he who is pleased with 

his meeting, which goes along with suffering, not also 

pleased with his separation? He must be pleased with it, for 

since there is beyond all doubt separation where there is 

meeting, can he fail to see that separation goes along with 

meeting, just as, for example, good fortune with bad fortune? 

That means he sees it. Hence, even though meeting is a cause 

for happiness, since the end is bad, one should, realize 

freedom separate from both of them. One may say: "Even 

though separation is certain, it is negligible. In the beginning 

the time for being together is long". In cyclic existence, 

( 1,21) the past of living beings subject to misknowledge has 

no beginning and, again, their future has no end. Even both 

are distinguished by separation, and as for the meeting with 

beloved ones, i t  is a moment, for all treations are 

momentarily destroyed. Therefore, due to what reason does 

one cling to meeting after its time has been seen as extremely 

short? (Due to what reason) failing to see the separation 

involved in past and future even though it is long, one is not 

distressed about this? Thus, it is because of this delight in a 

merely momentary meeting that one necessarily has to be 

distressed about separation involved in a beginningless (past) 

and endless (future). 

2.l.l.l.l.2.2.6. REFUTATION OF ADHERENCE TO

SEASONS

One may say: "Separation may be long, -but still, the 
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mind is captivated by the seasonal highlight, the copiousness 

of flowers in summer, the brillance of the moon in autumn, 

etc., Since it does not reckon with separation, it does nol 

become distressed". ( 1.22) These seasons - winter, spring 

etc., formed by moments, seconds, minutes, etc., [ 17) are 

truly like enemies in that, through their steady increase, they 

cause depletion of the moments of one's life. Therefore one 

should not develop any attachment to these seasons, which 

are like enemies depriving one of one's life. Rather, one 

should try hard to be mindful, recollecting death to the extent 

that seasons pass. 

2.1.1.1.2. THE BENEFITS (OF MEDITATION ON 

IMPERMANENCE) 

Having definitely relinquished all these things beset 

with afflictions, (like) separation from the beloved, etc., by 

thus having recollected death and by thus having become 

distressed about and weary of them, one should leave one's 

home for the homeless (life) to live in forests. One may say: 

"This is indeed correct reasoning; but it is not feasible since 

separation from relatives is (too) difficult". (l ,23) When a 

person of weak intelligence does not leave his home, 

dreading separation from friends and relatives, then against 

his will the lord of death will separate him from (his) 

relatives. Thus, not voluntarily doing the action which 

beyond doubt any intelligent (person, any person) with 

wisdom, would definitely carry out, he will do it through 

being forced by another. One should therefore, by one's own 

wish and without having been driven by the force of the lord 

of death, give up one's relatives and go to the forest. 

One may say: "One must without doubt leave one's 
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., 

kindred. Still, one should definitely go (to the forest only) 

after, having begot a son, this one completes his adolescence, 

gels married and Lhe burden of the household, etc., has been 

passed on (to him) ". ( l  ,24) If one thinks that one clearly 

and definitely has to go to the forests after having carried 

out these remaining actions, temporary, (like) begetting a son, 

etc., then what is the point in doing them [ 18] begetting a 

son, marrying him, etc., when in the end one must give them 

up? Therefore, these are not to be done. It would be like 

washing (something) just to throw it away. One may say: 

"Even though going to the forest is principal, it is dreaded 

due to one's adherence to self and property". A wise person, 

having attended to the aforementioned scriptural (passages) 

and reasonings, will [ 1,25] certainly entertain the thought: 

"I myself will die". Having relinquished worldly affairs and 

given up adherence to even his life, how will he dread the 

lord of death? He will not dread even him. So how could 

he dread going to forests or getting separated from a son, 

etc. One should, therefore, strive to practise the meditation 

of the reco1lection of death. 

(This was) the commentary on the first chapter of the 

"Experientialist Four Hundred", which demonstrates the 

procedure whereby the perversion of permanence is 

renounced. 
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2.1.1.2. MEDITATION ON THE SUFFERING OF THE 

BODY AS PROCEDURE WHEREBY THE PERVERSION 

OF HAPPINESS IS GIVEN UP 

2.1.1.2. l. THE THRUST: MEDITATION ON SUFFERING 

2.1.1.2.1.1. DEMONSTRATION THAT THE BODY IS 

SUFFERING BY ITS OWN NATURE 

2.1.1.2.1.1.1. BRIEF DEMONSTRATION 

The Noble Ones, expert in correctly analyzing the 

nature of existents, (II, 1) see the body as if (it were) an 

enemy, as a mere source of suffering. Through the causal 

condition of imbalance of the elements (of its) inner nature, 

four hundred and four diseases arise (in it), manifold 

sufferings produced by contact with external (things), with 

heaps of earth, sticks, scorpions, snakes, etc., beset it. Since, 

suffering is generated, when the conditions of disease, etc., 

are encountered, one is mentally injured at that time [I 9] 

and since no matter to what extent one protects (the body) 

with clothes, food, etc., certainly does not exist (for it), ( one 

finds) it difficult to rely (upon it). 

2.1.1.2.1.1.2. DETAILED EXPLANATION 

2.1.1.2.1.1.2.1. REJECTION OF CONTEMPT OF BODY 

One may say: "But then the body need not be 

preserved, for it has been categorized as enemy". True, but 

this body must be protected, nevertheless, because it has a 

purpose. For it is in a long-lived body possessed of morality 

that the great merits of morality, meditative stabilization and 

wisdom increase more and more. Again, mentally weary (of 
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the body) because of the impermanence discussed in the first 

chapter, one may think: "What is the point in dragging along 

with oneself this useless body" and be contemptuous of it. 

To counteract this, (thf basic text) states: "They see the body 

b 
"I as an enemy ut...... , etc. 

2.1. 1.2.1.1.2.2. REJECTION OF EXC ESSIVE

ATTACHMENT

2.1.1.2. l. l .2.2. l. BRIEF DEMONSTRATION 

One may say: "But since the body is to be protected, 

(we) have to tend it lovingly". Whatever small (II, 2) 

suffering, occur in humans, such as hunger, thirst, etc., they 

arise from their very bodies. Whatever small enjoyments 

occur, as well as their appeasement through food and drink, 

ytc., they all occur through other external conditions. So why 

should one revere and pay tribute to this repository of 

suffering? Therefore, merely with moderation should one 

attend to ( the body) as long as virtues increase along with 

one's lifetime and sins are not committed. 

2. l. l.2. l.1.2.2.2. SPECIFICATION BY ANSWERS TO

OBJECTIONS

2. l .1.2.1.1.2.2.2. l. DEMONSTRATION THAT SUFFER

ING IS STRONGER

One may say: "But since suffering, even though it 

proceeds only from the body, is remediable, it is less strong. 

So it is happiness which is predominant. Therefore, suffering 

is certainly not to be feared". (We) have to fear suffering 

I. II, I a; the continuation being II, I b: " ..... it must be protected 

nevertheless" 
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[20 J: when Devadatta, resting on soft cushions, is enjoying 

the happiness of the experience of pleasant objects, forms, 

sounds, elc ., the sling of a bee will make him discount all 

his happiness, and his suffering will make him sorrowful. 

Thus, (11,3) when in humans happiness does not grow strong, 

unlike the much stronger arising of suffering, then, will one 

entertain a thought to the effect that this suffering, which thus 

cannot be outweighed by happiness, is small? It would not 

be appropriate to entertain (such) thought. (11,4) The 

mundane envisage the attainment of happiness and try to 

shun suffering, but it is difficult (for them) to find happiness 

because happiness is just small and outweighed by 

suffering, because its attainment is  impossible in a body 

whose the nature is suffering, and because their expectations 

of happiness attract causes of suffering. Since it is like this, 

just as a shadow pursues a man, suffering follows these 

momentarily destroyed and impermanent beings, even though 

they try to shun it. For the foJlowing reason, as well it is like 

this: since (11,5) suffering is always near and, even when it 

is not near, one does not have to go out of one's way to get 

it, it wiJI easily be encountered. But where is happiness easily 

found? After alJ, in a body whose nature of suffering, 

happiness is extremely rare. Therefore, unlike suffering, one 

does not obtain happiness just as one likes, for happiness 

hinges upon external conditions, upon food, drink, etc. For 

which reason this notwithstanding, are the mundane, devoted 

to extremely rare happiness? Why are not apprehensive of 

abundant suffering obtained independently merely thinking? 

Why do they, placing their hopes in some trifling happiness, 

get involved in sins, the causes of suffering [21 ]? Thus, since 

one longs for happiness, in spite of its rareness, it stands to 
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reason that one is also apprehensive of the abundant suffering 

which, like a strain, must cause weariness. Therefore its 

cause, non-virtue, is lo be given up. Since further happiness 

is the cause of suffering, adherenc to happiness is to be given 

up. One may say: "How (is this evidenced) ?" (11,6,) It is 

especially a very young, fleshy body, always surrounded by 

pleasures, which like a fresh leaf having come into contact 

with a flame, is quickly turned into a rotten corpse by just 

any minor mishap. So it is certain that it becomes a vessel 

of great suffering. Thus, devotion to the body and devotion 

to an enemy prove to be the same for they are equal in that 

they both attract causes of suffering. Further, (11,7) even 

though the body, constantly surrounded by pleasures which 

cause happiness, keeps lingering, it does not become happy 

in essence, for its nature is that of suffering. And it is not 

rational that the nature should be overcome by exterior 

conditions, just as, for example, a young cookoo, will never 

become a crow even if it were raised by a crow. 

One may say: "But (w�) see that beings who live in 

affluence, (those who be·long to) the royal c1ass, etc., from 

birth until death only enjoy pleasant sensations, and therefore 

it is not true that suffering is the body's nature". As for 

affluent, (11,8) high-ranking beings who have retinues, 

wealth, etc., (like) kings, etc., they have mental sufferings: 

mistrust (which makes them) intolerant of the merits of 

others, apprehension that others would jeopardize their own 

· privileges, etc. As for ordinary beings destitute of food,

clothes etc., they have physical [22] sufferings (like) hunger,

thirst, etc., so that, after this world is constantly oppressed

with both mental and physical sufferings. There is nobody

at all who would be naturally happy. One may say: "The two
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sufferings indeed exist, but still, since they are outweighed 

by greater happiness, (we) are not aware of them". Happiness 

is not great (er), for its ocurrence depends upon a thinking 

which is under the sway of suffering. When a person 

entertains this thought: "I am a wealthy patron", mental 

happiness will arise in him, but when, though in firm 

possession of his wealth, he becomes apprenhensive that 

others would cause damage to it, mental unhappiness will 

arise (in him) and, thus, his previous mental happiness will 

be reversed. Therefore, (11,9) thinking holds sway over 

happiness since both its arising and ceasing depend upon 

thinking. Suffering, on the other hand, is not like this, for 

nowhere does there exist any thinking which would suppress 

the force of suffering. Again, since suffering by its arising 

overpowers even both, happines of enjoyment of pleasant 

objects and thinking conducive to arisal of happiness, it holds 

sway. For when, according to this, even enjoyment of 

pleasant sense-objects pales besides no matter what kind of 

suffering, then, all this happiness having been destroyed 

together with its thinking, it is only suffering which is 

experienced. A happiness stronger than suffering, therefore, 

does not exist anywhere at all. 

2.1.1.2.1.1.2.2.2.2. DEMONSTRATION THAT HAPPI

NESS IS LESS STRONG 

One may say: "Happiness is the body's nature since, 

even though it is difficult to find, it does not harm it while 

suffering is not its nature since, even though it is abundant, 

it does harm it". (II, 10) To the extent that time progresses, 

(from) childhood (to) youth (to) adulthood (to) old age, etc., 

the sufferings [23] of aging, disease, etc., keep building up 
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in front (of us) while behind (us) the joys of youth, etc., 

recede more and more into the distance. Thereby it becomes 

evident that suffering is the body's nature and that happiness 

is like (something which is) foreign to the nature of this body. 

One may say: "Granted, suffering is the body's nature; but 

since it is remediable by causes of happiness, it is not 

necessary to be weary of the body". (II, I I)- Many causes of 

physical suffering can be seen here, diseases caused by 

imbalance of the elements of the inner nature and many 

others caused by unpleasant contacts of external nature, cold, 

etc., but causes of happiness, with internal or external causes, 

are not evident to such an extent. Causes of happiness are 

few but causes of suffering are abundant. Therefore, it is not 

approriate to say that, since there are causes of happiness, 

suffering cannot be distressing. 

One may say: "If happiness did not naturally exist, it 

would not increase. However, there is continual increase of 

it, and �herefore it exists". (We) see that when (we) 

excessively indulge in causes of happiness, food, drink, etc., 

what finally emerges is suffering. Thus, (we) see that (II, 12) 

in an ever increasing happiness its opposite, (i.e.) suffering, 

appears. But it is not that likewise in ever increasing 

suffering its opposite, (i.e.) happiness, would appear, for 

when suffering strongly increases severe physical and mental 

torments are the result. Thus, since its increase has no 

reversal, it is suffering which is (the body's) nature, not 

happiness. With happiness, not only is there a substantial 

weakness but also a conditional weakness: when causes of 

happiness, sensations of cold, warmth, etc., are retained, 

what fina1ly appears is suffering, and thereby (we) see that 

(11, 13) happiness, together with its own conditions, suffers 
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a reversal. However [24J, when pains are acutely experienced 

(we) see that they merely generate stronger and more intense 

suffering, but never happiness. Therefore, in suffering and 

its own conditions, there is no arising of the opposite, (_i.e.)

happiness. Thus, it is also because its causes are stronger that 

suffering is indeed stronger. 1 

One may say: " But there is this expression: 'Devadatta 

is happy'. So happiness exists". Creations have the nature of 

dissolving in each moment and, thus, (we) die in a moment. 

Again, since this is certain in the three times, one who (II, 

14) has moved in the past, is moving in the present and will

move in the future is one who is in the process of dying. It

is, therefore, in no way appropriate to say that because of

this dying pervasive in the three times, he who, is in the

process of dying is happy. Further, it is also because causes

of suffering are always near that the idea of happiness is not

justified: (II, I 5) when that which causes harm to the body,

hunger, thirst, heat, cold, etc., will always be near, to those

who have a body, then it is in no way appropriate to say that

he who is assailed by suffering all the time is happy. One

may say: "Indeed, happiness does not exist by intrinsic

nature; however, through accumulation of cause and

conditions it does exist". Happiness is dependent upon the

body and, again, the body is dependent upon elements. (II, 16)

Since none of these have the ability to individually create a

body, it arises through the conjunction of all the elements.

The elements, however, engage in harming each other: for

earth disrupts the movement of air, air scatters the element

of earth, water causes harm to the element of fire, and, again,

fire dries up the element water. The elements, thus, are
. 

antagonistic to each other. And, again, when (these elements)
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antagonistic [25 J (to each other) join together in a single 

body, they are causes of sufffering, so that it is in no way 

appropriate lo speak of happiness. 

One may say: "The elements may be antagonistic but, 

since, this is remediable, through them (we) become happy". 

The causes by which, in this man, the sufferings of disease, 

(II, 17) heat, etc. are remedied do not even permanently exist 

in his proximity. Rather, when he is afflicted with cold, he 

has to resort to what has the capacity to warm him up, to 

clothes, carpets, etc. When he is afflicted with heat, he has 

to resort to what has the capacity to cool, sandalwood, etc. 

Thus, reversal of suffering through resorting to remedies 

means that only very little (of it) disappears and that merely 

the pretense of happiness exists. It is, therefore, with regard 

to the mere disappearance or destruction of a little bit of 

suffering, in no way appropriate to claim that this is 

happiness. One may say: "But in the world (we) notice 

locutions (like): 'Devadatta is resting happily', etc., and 

therefore happiness exists". (II, 18) Without physical and 

mental strain, the so-ca11ed enjoyment of resting, etc., does 

not exist in the world, and again, since strain is a cause of 

physical and mental suffering, it is in no way appropriate to 

say that he who engages in actions (like) resting, etc., is 

happy. 

One may say: "Since on account of sense happiness one 

experiences much suffering, due to the performance of sinful 

deeds in the world for the sake of it, happiness exists". Since 

on account of having committed sins for the sake of some 

trifling sense happiness, those who crave objects wi11 

experience, the sufferings of arrest, execution, etc., in this 
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(life) and those of the hells, etc., in the next, (and) since 
intelligent (persons) anxious for their own happiness (II, 19) 
must always in this and other worlds, protect themselves 
from suffering which is the effect of sins, it is therefore in 
no way appropriate to say, when those who have committed 
sins for the sake of happiness go to evil states, that they are 
happy. One may say: "But when persons who strive [26] for 
the happiness of this (world) are travelling in a carriage 
drawn by horse-, elephant-, etc., then they have happiness". 
(11, 20) The happiness of men does not permanently lodge 
in those (things) which function as causes of happiness, in 
carriages, food, drink etc., for (we) see that eventually, after 
they had been employed for a long time, suffering builds up. 
How could suffering eventually build up greatly in carriages 
etc., in which from the outset not a vestige of suffering exists 
? Thus, since only suffering occurs in the be�inning, in the 
middle and in the end, there is no happiness in carriages, etc. 
One may say: "But the happiness of alleviation of suffering 
exists. If it did not exist, suffering would not be alleviated. 
However, (we) act to alleviate it". Even though with respect 
to suffering both, (II, 21) vomiting into a golden vessel and 
vomiting into an earthen vessel, are equal, some wealthy 
(person), when one himself vomits into a golden vessel but 
sees his female servant vomit into an earthen vessel, he may 
relish the thought : "I myself am a highly previleged 
(person)". By analogy with this, ignoramuses bereft of 
understanding also fancy that mere alleviation of suffering, 
of heat, cold, etc. is happiness. 

One may say : "But happiness exists, for when a load 
is being shifted from one shoulder to the other, awareness 
of happiness arises". Also in that there is no happiness : by 
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a load carried on the right shoulder for a long time, pain 

becomes ever more severe. Weary of it, one shifts the load 

lo Lhe left (shoulder} buL even there, from the outset, a little 

pain (II, 22) starts. Therefore, it is merely at the interruption 

of the intensification of the prior excessive pain that an 

awareness of happiness arises. Yet, happiness neither exists 

in the starting initially small pain nor in great pain stopping. 

It is thought that because upon thorough examination not 

even the slightest happiness exists that the Mighty (Buddha) 

declared arisal and dissolution to be suffering, stating 

"Katyayana, [27] when there is arising, only suffering arises; 

and, again, when there is ceasing, only suffering ceases". One 

may say : "Even though suffering naturally exists it is not 

seen. for it is covered over with relatively great happiness". 

(II, 23) When ordinary persons prefer not to see suffering 

by acting in spite of its natural establishment as if it were 

covered over with happiness, then after not even the slightest 

so-called happiness which might cover over suffering exists, 

how does suffering become invisible by having been covered 

over? That means, it has already been explained why 

happiness does not even exist. One may say : "When the 

body, by its own nature, is a state of suffering, what is the 

point in promulgating (this) ? (we) need not, for example, 

show that daytime is the hot time". Although (the body) is 

suffering by nature, the naive, obscured by ingorance, do not 

perceive this nature. (II, 24) It is thus necessary to point out 

to ordinary men that they are not free from attachment to a 

body, the nature of which is suffering. Tathagatas do not, like 

others, view its nature under obscuration by ignorance. Thus 

they declare ignorance to be the longest of all veils, stating 
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: "Elder sister ! This is the greatest of veils. Which one ? 

The veil of misknowledge". 

2.1.1.2.1.2. DEMONSTRATION THAT THE BODY IS 

SUFFERING BY GENERAL NATURE 

One may say : "Even though the body is impermanent, 

happiness exists". (II, 25) What is impermanent certainly 

comes to harm, and that in which harm, which, since it causes 

anxiety, has the characteristic of anxiety, is inherent, that is 

not happiness. Thus, all that is impermanent will have to be 

termed suffering, for just as, for example, all that falls into 

a salty fountain becomes salty, since all that is impermanent 

is suffering, so all creations, (have) the nature of suffering. 

2.1.1.2.2. DEMONSTRATION [28] OF THE PURPOSE OF 

THE CHAPTER 

Thus, this chapter elucidates the scriptural instruction: 

"Birth is suffering. Separation from what is pleasant is 

suffering. Contact with what is unpleasant is suffering. Not 

to find the sought-for desired (object), this also is suffering. 

Briefly, it is the five aggregates of appropriation which are 

suffering". Such discussion of suffering, the arising and 

dissolving of all the three realms, etc., engenders (in) beings 

to be emancipated, weariness of the mass of prisons of cyclic 

existence. Hereafter, living beings who have fallen into them 

are installed in freedom by the mind of enlightenment, the 

cause of which is compassion, and by non-dualistic, 

spontaneous wisdom. Only on the strength of such purpose 

had it been declared : "What is impermanent certainly comes 

to harm. That in which harm is inherent is not happiness. 

Thus, all that is impermanent will have to be termed 

suffering" 1
• It is not after ingorant persons whose wisdom 
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eyes are covered with layers of misknowledge have made 

their own perverted concepts authoritative that the 

conventional name of happiness as a mere reversal of 

suffering is nagated here, for this would amount to 

repudiation of the superficial. One may say : "But when 

happiness and suffering are even equally unestablished, and 

dissimilar only as names, then how is their differentiation in 

terms of perversion and non-perversion possible ?" True, but 

since in the text the aforementioned reasonings, employing 

the true superficial, have established the body as the nature 

of suffering and injured the concept of its happiness, 

suffering, is on the basis of the true superficial, to be placed 

in the category of non-perversion and happiness in the 

category of perversion. The other three non-perversions 

should also be understood in this manner : [29] after 

perversions adherent to worldly conventions in use since time 

immemorial have become authoritative, it is proved that the 

designation permanence in connection with a stable 

continuum, the designation purity in connection with male 

or female bodies of perfect colour and shape, and the 

designation self in connection with a person imputed in 

dependence upon the aggregates are proved to be perverted 

superficial truth. It is also these which are injured by 

reasonings, those already set forth and those still to be set 

forth, by which (we) comprehend the correct superficial. 

Thus, on the basis of the correct superficial they are to be 

placed in the category of perversion, whereas the three, 

impermanence, etc., are to be placed in the category of non

pervers10n. In truth, the four, impermanence, etc., are 

I. II, 25
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perversions, for in imptiness no permanence, impermanence, 
etc., whatever are discernible, as is also proclaimed in the 
"Root of the Middle" : "If grasping to (the view), 'What is 
impermanent is permanent', is perversion, how is it that 
grasping after (the view), 'What is empty is impermanent', 
is not perversion?"' 

(This was) the commentary on the second chapter of 
the "Experientialist Four Hundered", which demonstrates the 
procedure whereby adherence to happiness is abandoned. 

I. XXIII, 14



CHAPTER THREE 

2. l. l .3. DEMONSTRATION OF THE PROCEDURE

WHEREBY THE PERVERSION OF PURITY IS GIVEN

UP

2.1.1.3.1 THE GIST: MEDITATION ON THE IMPURITY 

OF THE BODY 

2.1.1.3.1.1. REFUTATION OF THE NOTION OF THE 

PURITY OF WOMEN'S BODIES 

2.1.1.3.1.1.l . REFUTATION OF ATTACHMENT TO THE 

OBJECT WOMAN IN GENERAL 

2.1.1.3.1.1.1.1. REFUTATION OF ATTACHMENT TO 

WOMEN IN GENERAL [30] 

One may say : "Granted, creations have the nature of 

suffering. But still, since the satisfaction from experiencing 

the taste of pleasant objects is happiness. Therefore one 

should, fully enjoy the objects in the first part (of one's life), 

accumulate wealth in the intermediate (part), and attend to 

religion in the last". If the objects had the slightest limit it 

would be possible to be happy after having exhaustively 

obtained them in one's youth. However, (III, I) even enjoyed 

for an extremely long time, desired objects have no limit and 

no exhaustion, for even though the naive ever enjoy objects, 

their craving for objects remains unsatisfied. Thus, just as 

treatment of the body is pointless, by a bad doctor who, since 

he is ignorant of the symptoms of an illness, cannot put a 

stop to it in spite of his efforts to cure it, in the same way 

one's hard work of resorting to objects in order to achieve 

exhaustion of objects will be fruitless. 
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One may say : ''However, craving no longer exists after 

having been satisfied by what is desired, just as thirst, after 

having been 4uenched with water, (no longer) exists''. By 

resorting to the desired, the craving for the desired will not 

be abolished : (III, 2) just as in one accustomed to and 

dependent upon eating earth 1, an object of inferior quality, 

the craving for earth is not abolished and becomes ever more 

intense, so also in men who have recourse to desired objects, 

hopes for the desired become ever more intense and are not 

even abolished. It is recourse to the desired which, recreating 

a homogeneous seed, generates a more vehement desire. 

Thus, where is there satisfaction in men shaken by desires, 

the force of which intensifies with each moment ? 

2.1.1.3.1.1.1.2. REFUTATION OF ATTACHMENT TO 

BEAUTIFUL FORM IN PARTICULAR 

One may say : "The foregoing instruction may have the 

potential of reversing attachment to an ordinary woman, but 

how can it reverse attachment [31] to women with extremely 

beautiful bodies?" The impure parts of all women - the 

impure wastepipes of the city of the body, their permanent 

outflows by their own nature, smelling offensively the vilest 

wound of the tube of the body-like a toilet receiving the 

impurities dropped by many men, do not (for) a person 

understanding their nature exist as two substances separate 

from the attachment of those who have the (respective) 

thought patterns. The mind of a voluptuous ignorant person 

who does not understand his own mental perversion there 

does not exist the slightest differentiation with regard to 

I. This may refer to those beings of an early age who, according to

the mythology this text alludes to, lived on just earth
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them. Moreover, their bodies are also enjoyed by others, 

dogs, crows, etc., for which they become objects of seeing. 

Therefore, since it is irrational to develop attachment to 

ordinary things, he who is attached to the interior of women 

should explain what special qualities are generated by most 

beautiful women. In consequence of this, one should not get 

attached to beautiful women. Furthermore, it is not often 

most beautiful women who are causes of a fool's attachment; 

if they were, it would not be possible that attachment to those 

who are different from them arises. However, we see after 

all that attachment also arises for women with ugly bodies. 

For when (Ill, 4) a woman, even though her body might be 

ugly, is pleasing to a man's mind, then, fancying that she 

gratifies him, he becomes attached. It is not just a beautiful 

body which is a cause of attachment, for generally also in 

dogs, donkeys, etc., attachment to their respective females 

arises. Thus, since only ignorance is the cause of attachment, 

for what reason should those of weak intelligence only be 

attached to physically beautiful women ? 

One may say : "But since beauty in all of a girl's limbs 

is hard to find, it is appropriate to cling to it". (111, 5) Before 

such a girl belongs to one for whom all her limbs are 

beautiful, she is common to all men. Since girls [32] are 

for the good of husbands, certainty with regard to a 

(particular) husband does not even exist, as exemplified by 

articles of merchandise in the street. How can the finding of 

that which is common to all still arouse amazement in a 

person ? What amazement can there be ? Why should he, 

by regarding it as wondrous, form any attachment to that ? 

One may say: "But even though no woman gives cause for 

attachment, it is appropriate to get attached to one who is 
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endowed with good qualities, decent behaviour, honest 

character, etc." (Ill, 6) When she who is lovable and has good 

4ualilies is seen as reason for allachmenl, while she who has 

flaws, the opposite, is seen as reason for aversion, the 

opposite of attachment, the most super woman is not reason 

for attachment. For it is seen, since neither flaws nor virtues 

remain fixed, that sooner or later both occur. So which one 

among the two, the first who has the virtues or the last who 

has the flaws, is real ? Thus, since no flaws and no virtues 

remain fixed, it is not possible by means of them to develop 

any attachment or any aversion . One may say : "Since those 

who do not have good qualities are not acceptable (one) does 

not get attached to them, but one gets only attached to those 

who have good qualities because they are acceptable". (111,7) 

For fools, overpowered by desire and bereft of modesty (and) 

shame, attachment usually arises not only for women with 

good qualities but, irrespective of whether they have good 

qualities or not, but for all. Their attachment does not hinge 

upon external causes but rather arises predominantly from 

ignorance. Therefore, how can the attachment of the naive, 

who act without causes (like) seeing good qualities, etc., be 

reversed through reliance upon removal of causes ? Thus, 

attachment to women on the grounds [33] that they have 

good qualities is not justified. 

2.1.1.3.1.1.1.3. DEMONSTRATION OF A FLAW OF 

WOMEN 

One may say : "But a woman may commit suicide in 

the aftermath of a man's death, and therefore it is fitting that 

one should attend to women afflicted by excessive desire". 

(111, 8) As long as a woman, due to being deprived of some 
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opportunity, has not become familiar with another man yet, 

this women is nice to and pleased with the man (who is her) 

husband, but when she has experienced the taste of another 

man, she is (no longe,r) pleased with her husband alone. 

Therefore, one should not place confidence in women who 

must always be protected from, as if from serious diseases, 

the incidence of other men. When disruptive conditions are 

near they will resort to change. 

2.l.l.3.1.1.2. DEMONSTRATION OF THE FLAWS OF

THE OBJECT OF WOMAN

2.1.1.3. l. l.2. l THE MAIN FLAW 

One may say : '"But traditional texts teach that in the 

first period of one's life, when one enters early manhood, one 

should rely upon desire, and, again, (anything) improper will 

not be done by one who acts in accordance with traditional 

texts". For which intelligent person will words written by 

those intoxicated by desire, (words) which bind oneself and 

others to what is senseless, be authoritative? When for those 

with desire the passion for the enjoyment of desires, which 

(111,9) they themselves developed when they were young, 

becomes unpleasant and depressing merely by being 

remembered by them at the time of their old age, even though 

(then) they are sti11 not free from desires, how can it be that 

those who are liberated, the Foe-Destroyers, should not be 

upset with and strongly contemptuous of such enjoyment 

of desire? Which means, they are precisely that. 

2.1.1.3.1.1.2.2. REFUTATION OF WOMEN BEING THE 

CAUSE OF HAPPINESS 

One may say: "But within the realm of desire, it is 

happiness by women which is the highest happiness, and 
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since women are its cause, therefore women should be 

accepted". Happiness of attachment is not really [34 J 

happiness, for it is merely the false ascription of happiness 

by perverted intelligence. (Ill, l 0) For those not attached, 

there is no happiness through contact with women. And, 

again, since this attachment arises after the apprehension of 

happiness in, regard to an object of attachment which is not 

really a thing to be wished, (that happiness) does not occur 

in one who is not a fool blind to the nature of things. And 

what sort· of real happiness will be known by a fool whose 

mind always disregards their true nature? Except for a 

merely perverted concept (of it), not even the slightest 

happiness is known (by him). Furthermore, even when 

one grasps a woman in order to enjoy her, it would be 

appropriate that one should do it by way of absence of 

miserliness towards other men. However, one grasps her, 

thinking," (111,11) This woman is mine and not that of 

others". Even at the time when one does not enjoy her 

oneself, one entertains jealousy of other men. What is the 

point in this? After all, the one who is full of desire, while 

ever being devoted to a woman and adhering to her for the 

sake of enjoyment, has no power to meet with her forever 

or to enjoy her forever. Tired by a mere brief enjoyment, 

those who are attached, like those who are not attached also, 

relinquish women. One may say: "But what is known in 

the world about desire is that it is happiness, and, 

again, since this does not occur without women, it is 

appropriate that one resort to women". Desire is not 

happiness, for one resorts to women as the means to 

overcome this. (111, 12) Were desire happiness by nature, 

there would be no point in overcoming it by relying on 

women as means, for in no way whatsoever is happiness 
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seen as something to be abandoned. [35 J One may say: "But 

since it is through union with a woman that happiness occurs, 

happiness arises from the other (person), the woman". Were 

union with a woman to be cause of happiness, sensual 

happinesss would necessarily arise in all, in him who has 

desire and in him who is free from desire alike. However, 

it is not like this, for in those who are devoted to moral 

training, even though they are not yet free from desire, 

happiness wil1 not arise. They wil1 be mental1y distressed 

when a woman applies force as means. (III, 13) Even when 

a man has intercourse with a woman, this happiness arises 

from the union of the two sexual organs, as wel1 as through 

what is distinct from this, from his imagination with which 

he constructs the improper. Thus, which other (person, one 

who is) intel1igent and not a fool will hold (to the view) that 

it is only this reliance upon a female friend which is the cause 

of happiness? Only a fool will hold (to it). 

One may say: "But when desires are thus strongly 

condemned, why do those who have them again and again 

follow them? Thus, desires are happiness". A desirous person 

foJlows his desires not because they have the nature of 

happiness, but because the eye of his intelligence, (111, 14) 

having become blind by the poison of desire, does not see 

the faults of desire, just as, for example, lepers seriously 

afflicted with leprosy, not seeing the dangers in scratching 

the itching (parts), (viz) the dangers of inflammation, peeling 

off of the skin, running out of blood and pus again and again 

scratch them, without stopping. Thus, for those who are 

unattached, the holy who are free from the leprosy of desire, 

it seems that those who are attached incur nothing but the 

sufferings associated with desire. It does not seem to them 
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that they possess happiness. One may say: " Granted, desire 

is impure, but even though those who have attachment and 

wish to satisfy their desires are made when they meet 

women, to undergo [36J, humiliations (like) their heads being 

kicked by their feet, spat at, etc., the words by which they 

still pay these (women) compliments, etc., these activities of 

body and speech are happiness". For example, in times of 

famine those who are destitute, (III, 15) unprotected and 

plagued with the sufferings of hunger and thirst show their 

extreme poverty to those who are wealthy (by) activities of 

body and speech. Even though they have already been 

humiliated many times by the cruel rich, they think: "After 

all, they may give us a little bit". Thus, they physically and 

verbally simulate acceptance of these incidents of 

humiliation. Only like this is this bodily and verbal 

simulation, by all those who are attached (and) want to satisfy 

their desires, of patience (in the face of) the humiliating 

methods of women at the time of meeting them. Therefore, 

the holy, those who are free from desire, only become 

extremely alert and cautious when they see such 

simulation.They do not think it to be happiness. 

2.1.1.3.1.1.2.3. DEMONSTRATION OF THE 

INAPPROPRIATENESS OF ATTACHMENT AND 

JEALOUSY IN CONNECTION WITH WOMEN 

One may say: "Happiness by women exists because it 

is for the sake of happiness by women that one is jealous of 

other men". Since jealousy arises when this object (woman) 

is enjoyed by others, it is not valid as cause of happiness. 

After all, we see that (III, 16) for a rich (person), proud of 

his wealth to the extent of being attached even to his toilet, 
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an utterly inferior object, jealousy arises when others enter 

it. Thus, since also jealousy, which some man attached to 

some woman for the sake of the woman develops with regard 

to some man, is like this� it is not appropriate to say that 

because of existence of jealousy there is happiness. One may 

say: "Granted, the female body is unclean; but since 

happiness proceeds from it, it is appropriate to be attached 

(to it)". When, for example, one's foot has trodden (III, 17) 

in (something) unclean, ignorance is bound to ensue. Since, 

the nature of the (unclean matter) being hidden by darkness, 

one has not seen it. Or anger is bound to ensue, since one 

is offended by its bad smell. What is not at [37] all likely to 

ensue is desire. Likewise, also in regard to the unclean body 

of a woman, ignorance is bound to ensue, since its nature, 

covered by remedies (like) ornaments, etc., is not understood 

or because of its just bad smell, anger. What is not at all 

likely to ensue is desire, for (the body of woman) is ( of) 

unclean nature. 

2.1.1.3.1.1.3. DEMONSTRATION OF THE FLAWS OF 

SUBJECTIVE ATTACHMENT 

   One may say: "In truth, the female body is indeed 

unclean, but nevertheless, in the world it is reputed to be 

faultless. Therefore, it should not be disparaged, for as the 

saying goes, 'Priests are cleaner than others but women are  

totally clean". When the fem ale body is reputed in the world 

to be faultless, then it is simply that (111,18) men have failed 

to discern its nature. When, after all, even a vessel debased 

by impurities which came from the body becomes utterly 

despicable, for which reason will whoever is mentally sound 

regard that body from which the impurities continuously 
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proceed as not despicable? Therefore, it is inappropriate to 

say that a female body must not be disparaged. One may say: 

"But there is purity in a female body, for men become 

attached to that purity in it". All pure things, flowers, 

perfumes, clothes, ornaments, etc., become unclean through 

contact with the body. Thus, (Ill, 19) which intelligent person 

will say that there is purity in this body in which, through 

contact the end of all pure things is noted? None whatsoever. 

2.1.1.3.1.2. REFUTATION OF THE NOTION OF 

GENERAL PURITY OF THE BODY 

One may say: "But when there is no purity in the body, 

pride will not develop on account of it. However, since (there 

is) pride on account of it, purity exists (in it)". (IJl,20) It is 

only on the strength of ignorance that pride in one's own 

body develops in the one who at first, while growing in the 

mother's womb, stays in the toilet-like [38] space between 

the stomach and intestines, and having been made to live 

on the essence of excrements, like an unclean worm, does 

not live without them. One may say: "But since the body's 

impurity is remedied by baths, etc .. the body has purity". 

(III,21) Since the interior of the body cannot be washed or 

cleansed by any kind of method, bath, ritual water, etc., why 

does one make efforts to cleanse the nature of the unclean 

body? Why doesn't one make efforts with regard to the 

external impure (substances) which proceed from the body, 

just as one makes efforts to cleanse the nature of the impure 

inner body? It would be appropriate to try to cleanse these 

also. One may say: "But as these are (of) impure nature, they 

cannot be cleans.ed". It is precisely this which equal1y 

(applies) to the inner body as well. 
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One may say: "Even though the female body contains 
urine, it is not to be rejected, for even anchorites and ascetics 
do nol reject it ". It is because they themselves and these 
women containing urine are equal in that they both contain 
urine that they do not even reject them. (111,22) Were the 
possession of urine, just as the affliction of leprosy is 
uncommon and (leprosy) is found only in some, not also 
equal for all men and were it to be found only in some, then, 
just as those afflicted with leprosy are rejected by others 
who do not suffer from leprosy, also those containing urine 
would be rejected by all other men. However, since 
possession of urine is equal for all, who will reject (those 
who have it)? 

One may say: "But even though female bodies are 
unclean, foul-smelling, etc., their foul smell is usually 
removed by application of perfumes, etc." (111,23) Just as, 
for example, somebody whose (bodily) parts are incomplete 
because his nose had been chopped off, may, since he wears 
a merely good-looking artificial nose, fancy that [39] his own 
bodily parts are complete and rejoice in this, in the same 
manner, ignorant people: because of desires invested with 
a passionate nature, also do not see the nature of the body. 
Clinging to flowers, perfumes, etc., so as to remedy its 
impurity, they relish the idea that through such remedies their 
own and others' bodies are pure. One may say: "But flowers, 
perfumes, etc., are certainly causes of desire, for they arouse 
desire in men". It is not correct to say that the bodies in which 
the dispassionate holy Foe-Destroyers are born are naturally 
pure, for what is naturally pure should not engender 
weariness. And (111,24) nowhere do these things which 
certainly, or naturally, are causes of desire exist. They which 
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tend to purify, flowers, etc., when decaying also become 

wearisome. It is seen that a meditator is free from clinging 

Lo even these. Thus it should be understood that whalever 

generates dispassion is called unclean. 

2.1.1.3.2. SUMMARY OF THE GENERAL IMPORT 

Thus, the four non-perversions are:- impurity, 

impermanence and suffering of the body, the manner of 

which had already been explained, and its selflessness, which 

will be demonstrated. One may say: "Are these possible in 

one existent or are they not?" Whatever is created (and) arises 

dependently is impermanent, for it is momentary. Whatever 

is impermanent is unclean, for it produces disgust. Whatever 

is unclean is suffering, for it offends. And, again, whatever 

is suffering is selfless, for it has no power of its own. (111,25) 

In brief, these four (40] non-perversions are thus possible in 

one contaminated existent. Even though these do exist, the 

naive, (subject to) perversions, do not discern them and 

conceive their opposites in existents. Thus, he who has 

wisdom must perceive, impermanence, etc., as they are, in 

existents, and then expand his correct thinking into cognition 

of realitylessness. 

(This was) the commentary on the third chapter of the 

"Experientialist Four Hundred", which demonstrates the 

procedure whereby adherence to purity is abandoned. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

2.1. l .4. DEMONSTR ATION OF THE PROCEDURE 

WHEREBY ADHERENCE TO SELF IS GIVEN UP 

2.1.1.4.1. BRIEF DEMONSTRATION 

As for the remedy whereby the seed of the self -habit 

gets completely destroyed, it will be presented later through 

the teaching on realitylessness of phenomena. What is going 

to be presented now is th� remedy whereby it gets 

temporarily suppressed. Since pride of self and pride of 

property are especially prevalent in kings, the instructions 

given through refutation of these two are principally relevant 

to kings. Now, (IV, I) will grasping at a self that is, a self 

having arisen from the particularly self-adulatory thought: "I 

am the sovereign" and the pride of thinking in terms of self 

and property arisen from the thought: "These lands are 

mine", (or the thought) that the things one had appropriated 

are under one's power occur in this cyclic existence in any 

good, properly thinking (person)? They simply won't. For 

were any land some person's monopoly and under his power 

in all his existences, his proud statement, "I am the sovereign 

of this land" ,. would be justified. However, this [41] is 

impossible for living beings bound to circle, for all objects, 

such as form, etc.,being general are equal for a11 beings in 

that they are commonly created by adequate evolutionary 

action. 

2.1.1.4.2. SPECIFICATION BY ANSWERS TO 

OBJECTIONS 

2.1.1.4.2.1. REFUTATION OF PRIDE OF POWER 

2.1.1.4.2.1.1. THE GIST 
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One may say: "But since a king has control over all 

worldly activities his pride is justified". After wild rice which 

in the early days was not planted by men, disappeared, 

fields were individually distributed and became private 

property. Then, when (some) stole from each other, the 

majority of men appointed the strongest person as protector, 

giving him as reward a sixth of their own grain. Then, since 

people were pleased with his stewardship, they called him 

"king". Kings have protected people for the fee of a sixth 

ever since; so, (IV,2) what is the pride of him who is king? 

After all, he is a common servant of a group of people who 

have hired him at the sixth part of their grain. And neither 

is his pride of having control over all activities justified, for 

whatever occurs, like actions which are to be done through 

him or are to be done for him, is under his control. (His 

control) depends upon his having been appointed as 

controller by worldly people, just as, for example, when a 

royal official has bestowed control over some activity to a 

servant, the royal official's proud statement, "This activity 

depends upon me" is not justified. One may say: "But as for 

the king, his pride is justified, for he is the one who gives 

food and money to royal officials and others". When the 

king's many (IV,3) dependents receive [42] what, as a result 

of having worked as his own attendants, is without doubt 

their due, their yearly pay, etc., then they indeed think of their 

lord as patron and of themselves as subordinates and are not 

haughty. Likewise, the lord, when he has given his many 

dependents the wages which are without doubt due to them, 

indeed fancies himself to be a wealthy patron, but just as 

haughtiness is inappropriate when servants receive what is 

without doubt their due, in the same manner the king's pride 
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of having given money which, without doubt, must be given 

by him is inappropriate. One may say: "But since, no matter 

what desires kings have, Lhe objects desired are al hand, their 

pride is justified". It is precisely excessive attachment to 

objects, like attachment to women, beer, etc., which (IV,4) 

others, those with sense-control, declare to be sources of 

suffering, the senses being uncontrolled. Thus, while the 

various causes of the king's decline are causes of suffering, 

one erroneously thinks that he only (enjoys} a high status 

on account of exactly (these). Moreover, when those who are 

attached to objects rely upon objects for the sake of their 

happiness, then what will generate the happiness of a king, 

who through his activity of protecting others, the mass of 

people, constantly experiences suffering and lives on the 

fruits of such activity. 

One may say: "But the king is the protector of the 

world, for, if he did not exist, all people, since they would 

not follow any rule, would be forlorn. Therefore, his pride 

is justified". Merely because of this, his pride is not justified: 

it is clear that also the king, when he proudly thinks, " I am 

the protector of the world", is to be protected himself by the 

world, for a king not protected by the world is unable to 

protect the world. So why is he proud of the one, of being 

a protector, but not free from the pride of the other, of just 

having become [43] an object of protection? One may say: 

"But the king affords protection to all people and he is the 

one who appropriates one sixth of the profit of those of his 

own subjects who have profitable work. Therefore his pride 

is appropriate". Due to the predominance of the five 

degenerations at the present time, (IV ,6) it is difficult in all 

castes, the Brahman caste, etc., to effortlessly earn one's 
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livelihood by enjoying one's own respective activities. 

Therefore general indulgence in non-virtue is seen. But when 

the king is the one who appropriates a sixth of (his subjects') 

merit, then he will also appropriate a sixth of their non-virtue, 

and thus a good existence will be a rarity for him 1• When a 

happy existence is not even possible through one's own sins, 

then how could (it be possible) through the sins of other 

living beings? One may say: "But since the king is the lord 

of the world and has control of his own, his pride is justified". 

(IV, 7) Whatever actions he does, he does all of them after 

having been instigated by others, but in the world he who 

is not in control himself is called fool. Nowhere is there any 

other (person) as subject to the control by others as the 

king, for whatever is to be done or not to be done, he does 

it at the instigation of others. One may say: "But since the 

protection of the world depends upon the king, it is by 

this that his pride is justified". After the king, thinking, 

(IV ,8) "The protection of the world depends upon me", 

accepts a salary from it, he is obliged to protect it. However, 

he does not even act in accordance with this, for even he 

himself, by chaining, beating and killing rogues unable to 

give bribes, etc., commits sins in this (world). Thus, does 

there exist in the world any other (person) as ruthless as a 

king? Therefore, since he is not a genuine protector, his pride 

is not justified. 

2.1.1.4.2.1.2. ADDITIONAL REFUTATION OF SINFUL 

CONDUCT 

One may say: "But [44] the king must not be merciful 

towards sinners (like) robbers, etc., for otherwise people 

I. literally: you
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would be ruined". (IV,9) When a king must not be merciful 
towards those persons who do mischief, then no ordinary 
person, no common man, will come under his protection, for 
all of them commit sins. Therefore, those who do not perform 
sinful acts need not be protected since they protect 
themselves, but those who do what should not be done must 
be protected. One may say: "But since the king punishes 
sinners in order to protect society, no sin is entailed for him, 
for he has embarked on benefitting those who are good". It 
is not that (IV, 10) reasons, pseudo-scriptures and pseudo
reasonings, according to which a sinner creates his own 
happiness, do not exist anywhere at all, for even those 
who kill fish, pigs, etc., say:" It is this killing of living beings 
which is the tradition of our own caste, and after the Creator 
has determined it to be our livelihood, what demerit does it 
involve?" Thus, on account of reasons of pseudo-scriptures 
and pseudo-reasonings, etc., which hold that the annihilation 
of sinners does not entail irreligious (conduct) on the part 
of the king, he is not even apprehensive about his own 
demerit. Therefore, intelligent persons will not be inspired 
by such scriptures. One may say: "But since the very 
protection of the world is the religion of kings, they do not 
need religion through (any) other (matter)". (IV,11) When 
protection and preservation of the world for the fee of a sixth 
are the king's religion, then, since weapon producers, 
carpenters, smiths, etc., serve others when they do their 
respective work for the sake of their wages, why doesn't this 
become religion? Thus, just as, no merit arises through 
weapon producers [45], etc., protect others, (through this,) 
no merit accrues to kings through their protection of the 
world, either, for they raise revenues for the sake of their own 
salaries. 
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One may say: "But since the whole world depends 

upon the king, nobody dares blame him". Since all that is to 

be done in the whole (IV, 12) world with its monastic and 

lay divisions depends upon the king, he is indeed like 

everybody's father. Still this king is blamed, for he 

perpetrates many violent actions, the outcome of which are 

inferior existences, just as, for example, hankering after 

existence, even though it is the mother creating the world, 

is blamed by the holy ones whose vision is unperverted, for 

it binds to the prison of cyclic existence. One may say: "But 

since precisely he whose intelligence and love are perfect 

protects the world, (his actions) are religion". Since a 

kingdom is the ground of pride and impudence, the paths of 

morality, meditative stabilization, etc., are banished (from 

it). So he who, out of greed for mere power, strongly desires 

to obtain is a mere fool. Thus, (IV, 13) he who is not a fool 

will not strive to obtain a kingdom. A king who is a fool will 

have no love, for self-conceit predominates (in him). 

Therefore, a ruler of men, lacking love, does not abide in 

religion even though he is a protector of the world, for he 

mostly does harm (to others). Thus it is not appropriate to 

say that a king who is bereft of intelligence and love is 

religious. 

One may say: "But treatises of sages have it that even 

though a king practises violence in accordance with the laws 

of his caste, there is nothing irreligious ( at this)". (IV, 14) An 

intelligent person [46] does not do all the actions set forth 

in the sages' treatises, for also these sages are classifiable as 

inferior, mediocre and particularly eminent. Thus, those 

whose treatises declare violence to be religion are inferior, 

those who ponder over whether violence is religion or not 
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are mediocre, while those who insist that violence is not 

religion are particularly eminent. Therefore, this insistence 

upon the validity of the sages' treatises does not (hold). One 

may say: "Their treatises are authoritative, for after having 

regarded them an authoritative the kings of yore truly 

protected the earth". In (IV, I 5) ancient times, rulers, (like) 

universal monarches, etc., being expert in discerning what 

is right and what is not, abided by the path of the ten virtuous 

actions. Having regarded treatises conforming with religion 

as authoritative, they dismissed those not conforming with 

religion and thus protected the world as if (it was) a son. 

But nowadays, kings adhering to the rules of the age of strife 

have bad natures, are only interested in wealth, and have no 

love. Having dismissed treatises conforming with religion, 

and having regarded those not conforming with it as 

authoritative, they nowadays have made the world as barren 

as the wilderness of wild animals. It is also because of this 

that treatises not conforming with religion are not 

authoritative. 

One may say: "But even though a king, when the 

opportunity has come, violently attacks adversaries and 

evildoers, there is nothing irreligious (at this), for it had been 

set forth in treatises". (IV,] 6) When a king, when the 

opportunity has come, violently attacks no matter whom, 

adversaries or others, does not incur sin, then robbers other 

than kings will not, at the outset, incur this sin either, even 

when, upon having got the slightest opportunity, they rob the 

wealthy, for they are just the first to assail. [47] The king's 

asau]t is subsequent, for he punishes the robber since this one 

had assailed the possessor of money. So it is not because he 

is the first to assail that the robber incurs sin. At this (point), 
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one may argue: "When (a king), having defeated his enemy 

in battle, has got him through his own bravery, the wealth 

earned by having suppressed then he is happy. Even should 

he die in battle, he would certainly go to heaven because of 

his self-sacrifice in battle, for it has been declared: 'If you 

are slain (in battle) you will obtain heaven and if you 

overthrow (them) you will enjoy sovereignty. Therefore, son 

of Kunti, arise, resolved to fight! 1 Therefore a king ought to 

be very pleased to fight". (IV, 17) To give away all one's 

wealth for beer, gambling, women, etc., is not meritorious, 

for such giving involves passion. Likewise ( when a king) 

angrily and furiously gives himself away in battle, (this) is 

not thought to be rr.erit, or an offering delightful to holy 

(persons), is it? Due to what should he then go to heaven? 

One may say: "But it is true that because of his very activity 

of protecting all spheres of the world a king is happy". A 

king is protector of the world, for it is on his instructions 

that, to preserve their wealth and lives, (people) abandon 

what is improper and then practise what is proper. (IV,18) 

A king, however, has no other protector whatsoever. Again, 

he who is protectorless is a basis of trouble, for he is alone 

and there is nobody to show him what is beneficial and what 

is not. Thus, since through such protection the king himself 

[48] does not escape from the sufferings of bad existences

but rather upholds them, which intelligent (person) will

rejoice by means of this? One may say: "But since, even after

he had died, fame follows the king who severely punished

offenders, therefore it is justified that he inflict severe

punishments". Were any benefits to accrue from posthumous

I. Srimadbhagvadgita 2.37
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fame, infliction of severe punishments for the sake of it 
would also be justified; but (IV, 19) no benefits whatsoever, 
(like) getting cleansed of sins, etc., accr�e to the king from 
posthumous fame. He may think that fame. is beneficial 
because he will not sink into bad existences as long as his 
fine reputation endures in the world, but why does a king, 
just as he has a fine reputation for his good qualities, not also 
have great reputation for his bad qualities, for being 
merciless, for robbing others of their wealth, etc.? In the end, 
he has. After he has accumulated sins through their causes, 
his plunge into bad existences will be without end. 
Furthermore, were mere fame to remove sins and cause 
happiness, it would remove sins even in dog-keepers, as 
these have great fame since due to their dogs they are 
il1ustrious. However, it is not like this at all. Therefore, a king 
interested in his own weal can only abstain from inflicting 
severe punishments. 

2.1.1.4.2.2. REFUTATION OF PRIDE OF LINEAGE 

One may say: "But only the prince, being of the king's 
lineage, is worthy of the empire, not others; and thus his pride 
is justified". Were only one living being to gain power over 
the empire, then his pride would be justified. Again, this is 
not ( the case). (IV,20) When enjoyment of the very power 
of an empire is attainable for all sentient beings [49] through 
its cause, (that is), merit and again, this is not restricted to 
only one, then a statement (such as), "This living being is 
not a basis of the enjoyment of the power of an empire" is 
not to be found. Thus, no pride is justified by this, for it is 
(something) general for all who abide by meritorious 
evolutionary actions. 
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One may say: " But the principles on which an empire 

is protected, the duty to protect sub-ordinates, the duty to 

impose penalties, the duty to confer rewards, etc., have been 

set forth for the royal caste only and not for the other three 

castes. Therefore, since only the royal caste can govern the 

empire, its pride is justified". It is not, for the names of castes 

have only accidentalJy been given by the world. There is 

inherently no differentiation of good and bad castes. For 

beings of the earliest period of time did not depend upon 

external semen. They were miraculously born, arisen from 

mind, walked in space, due to their miraculous powers were 

endowed with food of joy, and had no male or female organs. 

Therefore, different castes did not exist for them. Later, after 

those tainted with desire had successively tasted, the yellow 

grease of earth, the long grease of stalked plants, wild rice 

without husk, there occured coarse food and male and female 

organs, the passages corresponding to the cause of such 

(coarse food). The shapes created thereby became diverse. 

Then attachment developed with regard to the objects which 

are craved on the strength of previous familiarization. 

Through mutual practice of the sin, birth-places arose where 

births from wombs took -place. When due to the faults of 

hoarding, taking of what was not given occurred, an 

appropriate person was commissioned to prevent this. Having 

accepted this task, he became known as "king". Those 

wishing to control their senses after having seen grasping as 

a fault and mentally turned away from [50] households, 

became known as Brahmans. Those acting according to the 

king's orders (became) the class of noblemen and those 

engaging in low activities (like) ploughing fields, etc., the 

class of common people. Because it is like this, or because 
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(IV ,21) all methods of earning one's livelihood has m the 
world been conventionally expressed in terms of castes there 
is no primordial division (of) aIJ living beings into castes. 
One may say: '"But e;ven though there is _no primordial 
division into castes, different castes exist because the four 
lineages, Brahmans, etc., consolidated at a later time''. As 
for a caste's line of descent from pure parents, this is hard 
to find. Since (IV,22) the initial the occurrence of the division 
into the four castes in the world until now has been extremely 
long, and since the minds of women being extremely 
unsteady with regard to men, sons and grandsons having 
been born due to women having contact with other lineages, 
castes have been disgriced, noi a single so-called royal caste 
stemming from its own pure caste lineage is to be found. 
Thus, pride on account of caste is not justified. 

One may say: "But even though it is not a royal caste 
by lineage, it is a royal caste because it protects all men''. 
Thus even ordinary castes could be called royaJ caste by 
virtue of the activities of the royal caste, (like) protecting the 
world, etc., but, then again, why is it thought that not even 
by the activities of Brahmans, (like) taking just what is given, 
reciting Vedas, etc., do (men of) ordinary castes become 
Brahmans? Therefore, since (these activities) are not 
determinative of caste, they do not justify pride. One may 
say: "But since a king· , due to his sovereignty, is. able to 
distribute wealth to common folks when the time is 
opportune, his pride [51] of being extremely wealthy is 
justified". A king is indeed able to distribute his long 
accumulated wealth to common folks but this (wealth) he 
cannot secure without tormenting common folks. Through 
tormenting common folks, however, he commits great sins, 
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again, through these he himself will experience much 

suffering later on. Thus (IV ,24) the king's sins accumulated 

for the sake of riches cannot be transferred to other beings 

the way his riches are transferred. Suffering is to be 

experienced only by him. Which inte11igent (person) wi11 ruin 

himself with the subsequent maturation of great s,ins 

accumulated for the sake of bestowing merely minor benefits 

upon others? Therefore, for good (persons), this gives rise 

to shame but not to pride. One may say: "But it is justified 

that a king who retains the great riches of the empire 

develops pride". When (IV,25) stirred up by his own riches, 

pride arises (in the king), and makes him think: '"I am 

superior to others", then he has to witness the extraordinary 

riches of other mighty kings who equal him in riches, or are 

far superior to him. Thus, arrogant pride of riches will not 

reside in good (persons') hearts. Therefore, those wishing to 

bring about beings' welfare should give up pride and should 

not despise anybody, but rather respect all as if (they were) 

spiritual teachers or masters. When they act in this way, they 

wil become receptacles of all excellences, for they engage 

in making beings happy and cheerful. 

(This was) [52] the commentary on the fourth chapter 

on the "Experientialist Four Hundred", which demonstrates 

the procedure wher�by adherence to self is abandoned. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

2.1.2. DEMONSTRATIONS OF THE 

FAVOURABLE CONDITIONS, BODHISA TTY A 

DEEDS, ETC. 

2.1.2.1. DEMONSTRATION OF THE PRINCIPAL 

BODHISA TTY A DEEDS 

2.1.2.1.1. THE GREATNESS OF BUDDHA, THE 

MASTER 

2.1.2.1. l. l. THE GIST 

One may say: "From whom are found such reasons 

distinctive of the treasure of the foregoing sententious 

expositions, which reveal the actuality of the world and 

disengage from desire?" From Buddhas, Transcendent 

Destroyers and Possessors. One may say: "Again, what (are) 

such Transcendent Destroyers and Possessors?" They strive, 

moved by compassion, to bring about the welfare of all 

beings. For (V, I) no activity whatsoever of the three doors 

of the Buddhas, Transcendent Destroyers and Possessors, 

exists which does not have as its cause the benefit of living 

beings. It is declared in the "King of Meditative 

Stabilization" in the following way: "From the soles of the 

exalted feet of the king of Religion, one hundred thousand 

immeasurable light rays proceeded and cooled all hells, so 

that sentient beings, freed from their sufferings, might enjoy 

happiness",and, "When the Victor had set his exalted feet 

on the threshold of the door, whatever blind and deaf persons, 

protectorless and poor in merit, were present, they all gained 

sight and hearing". But leaving aside Their activities, even 

Their breathing, which occurs naturally and does not depend 

upon special mental faculties, actually takes place only for 
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the temporary and ultimate good of living beings. For the 
breath of Buddhas becomes, over the vessels of hells, a 
huge mass of clouds covering all limits of [53J the directions. 
From this, a heavy, utterly cooling rain pours 
down and extinguishes the conflagrations of the hells. 
When then, due to this condition, the suffering hell-beings 
wonder by whose power they thus became happy, they see 
the exalted, radiant body of Buddha with its major and 
minor marks, (which) then, due to the cause of their minds' 
faith in it, bestows upon them the benefits of a shrinkage 
of the mass of their accumulated non-virtues and a 
steady build-up of basic virtues conducive to freedom. As 
is also declared in "Eulogy of the Praise-worthy", in the 
following manner: 4'The cool breeze of Buddha's 
exhalation subdues all impurities. When felt, even those 
who bear ill-will develop strong faith in You. When the 
cool breeze of Buddha's breath descends, also careless 
gods, after having relinquished their divine lands, will 
tum to discipline". Therefore, after having developed 
faith, intelligent (persons) anxious for deliverance from cyclic 
existence should definitely approach Buddha, the 
Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor, the teacher of the 
three realms and basis of the treasure of the foregoing 
sententious expositions. 

2.1.2.1.1.2. THE BENEFIT OF RELIANCE UPON HIM 

Those who approach Him will transcend all 
sufferings, including even that of the fear of death. For 
(V ,2) just as the name of the lord of death generates fear in 
the whole world, so this name "Omniscient" generates fear 
even in the lord of death and defeats him, for those who 
hear .. it are destined to go beyond sorrow, as had been 
declared by the 
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Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor in the following way, 

"All who hear my exalted name, without exception, will go 

beyond sorrow by means of [54 J whichever vehicle among 

the three vehicles is appropriate".When even those who hear 

Buddha's exalted name transcend the lord of death, then what 

is there to be said about those who practise His path? 

Therefore, those anxious for their own weal should rely on 

Him. 

2.1.2.1.1.3. REJECTION OF ARGUMENTS AGAINST HIS 

OMNISCIENCE 

One may say: "But since this Transcendent Destroyer 

and Possessor, when asked (in connection with) the fourteen 

unpronounced phenomena, namely, a permanent world, etc., 

failed to remark upon them, he is not omniscient, is he?" 

Merely this does not prove that He is not omniscient, for 

(V,3) the Mighty has authentic cognizance of what He does, 

(or) of what temporarily and ultimately· accomplishes 

b'!nefits, of what He does not, (or) of what, (when done), 

would cause harm, of what He should proclaim, (or) of what, 

when taught, becomes beneficial, and of what He should not 

proclaim, or of what, (when proclaimed), would cause harm. 

Thus, when He does not pronounce upon the fourteen 

questions, then this is not due to ignorance but due to (the 

fact) that (the answers) should not be proclaimed in the face 

of those who are not receptacles of the profound. For 

permanence and impermanence of the world cannot be 

pronounced (by Him), but since the interrogators are not 

receptacles of the profound, He does not expound emptiness 

devoid of permanence and annihilation, either. Therefore it 

is stated in the "Jewel Garland": "When asked whether the 
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world is finite, the Victor remained silent. It is precisely 

because He thus did not proclaim the profound doctrine to 

beings not receptive of it, that the wise think that the 

Omniscient One is cognizant of everything". So, what is the 

reason for saying about the Omniscient One that He is just 

not cognizant of everything? After all, it is precisely when 

the Omniscient One does not proclaim the profound doctrine 

to those who are not receptive to it that He proves His own 

omniscience. 

One may say: "Even though the Mighty does not 

proclaim what should not be proclaimed, didn't He, thinking 

of Devadatta, proclaim [55], 'Which (path) does the spittle 

eating boy clad in rags have?"' As for this, it does not hann 

others since it had been proclaimed to avert perpetrations of 

sin. For had He not humiliated Devadatta at that time, many 

beings would have followed him, and thus, having dismissed 

the true path demonstrated by Buddha, they would have 

practised the wrong path demonstrated by Devadatta. Thus, 

even though Buddhas, the Trans�endent Destroyers and 

Possessors versed in expedients sometimes utter (something) 

unpleasant in order to remove what is useless, they have no 

moral failings, for they are intent on benefiting others. Words 

with the motivation to benefit beings are only virtuous, even 

when they are unpleasant, for (V ,4) it is only on the strength 

of the motivating virtuous and non-virtuous mind that going, 

coming, standing, walking, etc., are placed in (the categories 

of) virtue or sin. It is not seen that they become meritorious, 

non-meritorious, etc., by their own nature. Therefore, it is 

mind which is to be established as basic or pivotal in all 

activities of the three doors, for it is in conformity with the 

mind that the respective natures of the activities of the three 
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doors, prompted by it, are placed in (the categories of) virtue 

and sin. 

2.1.2. l .2. THE DE EDS OF BODHISATTVAS, HIS 

EXALTED SONS 

2.1.2.1.2.1. THE VIRTUES OF BODHISA TTY AS 

2.1.2.1.2.1.1. WHY ALL THEIR ACTIVITIES BECOME 

GOOD AND AUSPICIOUS 

It is precisely because mind is central in all activities 

that in (V ,5) Bodhisattvas, who have gained control over their 

minds, intention turns all their activities of the three doors, 

no matter whether they are virtuous, (like) giving, etc., non

virtuous, like committing sin, etc., or [56] neutral, postures 

of the body, arts, etc., into just (something) good and 

auspicious causing beings' ascendance and ultimate welfare, 

for all of them are motivated by their intention to temporarily 

and ultimately benefit others. One may say: "Virtuous 

activity leads to what is good and auspicious, but how can 

non-virtuous and neutral activities lead to it?" Even these 

lead to what is good and auspicious, for these minds ( of) 

Bodhisattvas do not engage in non-virtue, but, in accordance 

with their wishes, they have the power to, and are capable 

of, engaging (in such activities) through virtue. Ordinary 

persons, however, when intent on benefiting others, must not 

engage in taking life, etc. For even though initially a merely 

virtuous mind may prevail, it is possible that through lack 

of mind-control, when dormant residues of emotional 

afflictions (like) anger, etc. have been awakened, it would 

become non-virtuous in the end. 
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2.1.2. l .2. l .2. THE MERIT OF THE GENERATION OF 

(AN ENLIGHTENMENT-ORIENTED) MIND 

2.1.2.1.2.1.2.1. THE MERIT OF ONE'S OWN 

GENERATION OF AN ENLIGHTENMENT-ORIENTED 

MIND 

One may say : "At what point is one called, 

'Bodhisattva'?" There are two minds of enlightenment: that 

which is superficial and that which is of ultimate sense. The 

first, characterized by the wish for enlightenment, does not 

have the support of the six perfections, giving, etc., while 

the second does have the support of the perfections, the 

nature of (which is) non-dualistic spontaneous wisdom. The 

first of these is present of all stages of an ordinary person, 

from the level of a neophyte to the level of application of 

aspiration 1• He who is possessed of it is ca11ed a nominal, 

or symbolical, Bodhisattva. The second is essentially the ten 

grounds, from the first ground "Joyful" up to (the ground) 

"Cloud of Teaching". He who is possessed of this, not being 

a nominal (Bodhisattva), is exclusively to be termed 

Bodhisattva [57], and thus he is to be called ultimate 

Bodhisattva. Since through demonstration of the special merit 

of the first generation of th mind ( of enlightenment) by the 

Bodhisattvas the remaining will be understood, therefore, in 

order to at first demonstrate the special merit of the first 

generation of the mind ( of enlightenment), that is, of the 

ground "Joyful", it is declared: when the merit by 

accumulation of which someone becomes a universal 

emperor with control over the four continents is already vast, 

then what is there to be said about the merit by means of 

I. which comprises the levels of accumulation and preparation
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which all creatures on earth become universal emperors? 

Even more (Y ,6) superior to the merit by which all creatures 

on earth become universal emperors is the merit of the 

"Joyful", the first Bodhisattva ground. for, since it is stable 

as seed from which all mundan� and supramundane virtuous 

roots proceed, it remains as cause of care for �II beings as 

long as they circle, while the merit of a universal emperor 

only remains for a short time as cause of a few living beings' 

happiness of ascendance. 

2.1.2.1.2.1.2.2. THE MERIT OF HAVING INDUCED 

OTHERS TO GENERATE AN 

(ENLIGHTENMENTORIENTED) MIND 

One may say: "After the merit of one's own 

generation of an (enlightenment-oriented) mind has been 

expounded, of what kind is the merit (resultant from) 

having induced others to generate an (enlightenment-

oriented) mind?" (When) (V,7) somebody who has 

erected for Buddha, the Transcendent Destroyer and 

Possessor a stupa, (a stl!pa) in which Buddha's relics are 

enshrined, which consists of the seven kinds of precious 

substances, gold, lapis lazuli, etc., in height is as high as 

the world which is not under any, and in width as wide as 

a trichiliocosm, and who then, after having bedecked it 

with an appropriate umbrella and precious flights of 

steps, worships it for [58] eons with miscellaneous 

offerings, with flowers, incense, dances, melodious 

songs, etc., he is compared with somebody who, for the 

sake of enlightenment, converts a single living being and 

prompts him to generate the mind (of enlightenment), then 

it must be said that the latter, ((hat is), the person who for 

t!le sake of enlightenment converts a single living being, 
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greatly surpasses the former in merit, for the former has only 

made an object connected with the Thus-Gone but the latter 

has carried out activity through which the continuity of the 

Buddha lineage is preserved and the sacred doctrine remains 

for a long time. 

2.1.2.1.2.2. THE WAY (BODHJSAITVAS) WORK FOR 

THE BENEFIT OF BEINGS 

Those among thost Bodhisattvas who generate the 

superficial (enlightenment-oriented) minci must through 

cultivating the mind of enlightenment develop the intention 

(to work) for the weal of others. Practically, however, they 

cannot (work it), for their emotional afflictions are vehement, 

their remedies are weak, and they are ignorant of the 

procedures whereby living beings are trained in accordance 

with their spheres, thoughts and tendencies. It is only ultimate 

Bodhisattvas who are to embark on (working) for the weal 

of living beings, for with them the above reasons are 

reversed. One may say: "In what way are such Bodhisattvas 

to work for the weal of living beings?" By assimilating their 

though!s and echoing their words. Therefore (V ,8) a teacher 

who wishes to benefit his disciple should first, in order to 

make the student have faith in him, show consideration for 

him by giving him gifts, by speak;ng nicely to him, etc .. 

When the student has developed faith, he should take him 

under his wing through instruction and advice commensurate 

with his faculties, just as, for example, an elephant-tamer first 

gives an elephant sweet pastry and sugar-cane, etc., and after 

that takes it into service and hits it with an iron pin. One may 

say: "Should not the student have the respect for the teacher? 

(So) why is the teacher to have respect for his student [59]?" 
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True, but after all the student, his mind being confused, does 

not understand that for the sake of his own benefit he ought 

lo have respect for the teacher. Since the student, as he does 

not understand which activity is of benefit for him, is in need 

of instructions, therefore the student is mentioned (as the one 

who is to be respected). But even when the student, although 

(the teacher) has respect for him, does not reciprocate the 

respect but acts inappropriately in return, opposing him, etc., 

(the teacher) cannot be disappointed in him but should rather 

concern himself with the subjugation of the emotional 

afflictions which account for the student's bad temper. For, 

(V,9) just as, for example, a doctor is not angry with a patient 

possessed by a demon even though (the patient), in return, 

angrily reviles him, so Buddha, the Mighty, the Transcendent 

Destroyer and Possessor, and the Bodhisattvas, expert in 

expedients through which living beings are disciplined, see 

the emotional afflictions accountable for Jiving beings' 

rudeness as harmful, but not the person plagued with them. 

Thus, since the teacher does not override others' thoughts but 

rather acts in harmony with them, he is to give the student, 

after this one has developed strong faith, instructions which 

are commensurate with his Jot. For a miser wi11 not be 

pleased with a speech on giving, an angry (person) will not 

be pleased with a speech on patience and he who violates 

morality will not be pleased with a speech on morality. A 

speech on giving will be pleasing to him who wishes wealth, 

a speech on morality to him who desires heaven, and a 

speech on patience to him who longs for a beautiful body. 

Therefore, (V, l 0) whatever it is that a trainee is pleased with, 

be it giving or whatever, it is precisely this object of his 

wishes which the (teacher) should mainly expound first. 
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Later, when (the student) has become receptive to the 

profound, he should teach him this, but he should not, in the 

beginning, impress on him anything that he is not pleased 

with, for when at the outset (the student's) mind gets 

frustrated by a speech unacceptable (to him), nothing [60] 

at all will make him receptive to the sacred doctrine. When 

(the student's) weal is to be worked in this way, then it is 

for him who, in spite of already having been caused to 

change a hundred times, again and again indulges in what is 

improper that the Bodhisattva must work with special love 

and compassion. For (V, 11) just as a mother's longing for a 

child afflicted with a severe disease is much more intense 

than (her longing) for her other children, so also the 

Bodhisattva's love arises particularly, more than for those 

living beings who remain normal, for those who are not good 

and, mentally troubled by emotional afflictions, perpetrate 

bad actions. Just as fire blazes up from special fuel, so also, 

when the Bodhisattva looks at others' suffering, his 

compassion is brought to a climax. Since the Bodhisattva's 

compassion evolves particularly for those who are not good, 

therefore, when he works for the weal of living beings 

varying in nature, thinking and inclination, he shows what 

is beneficial by acting himself (V, 12) as a student in order 

to discipline some, those who fancy that they themselves are 

superior and do not have respect for others who have good 

qualities. For he takes care at some like those who think that 

they themselves are inferior, by showing superiority, that is, 

by acting as teacher. Thus, by methods of various kinds, 

methods of emancipating living beings, he makes living 

beings, ignorant of the true nature, cognize Thatness, just as, 

for example, a proficient doctor cures patients, afflicted with 
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various types of diseases, by various methods, by oleation 

therapy, metabolic al therapy 1, etc. Since the Bodhisattva, 

who knows whether a Jiving being's faculties are superior or 

inferior and who is expert in the (four) ways .of conversion, 

emancipates living beings by various methods, therefore it 

is most unlikely that, after he has obtained the power to 

emancipate them, a living being would not be emancipated 

by him, just as it is also unlikely [6 I] that a doctor who 

expertly cures diseases will abandon any patient by declarin3 

that he is incurable and that no method of treatment is 

applicable (to him). (The Bodhisattva) causes (living beings) 

to generate basic virtues in conformity with their natures, 

mentalities and dormant propensities. Thus, no Jiving being 

who has become (V, 14) the object of the activity of a 

Bodhisattva competent in living beings' emancipation will, 

when having been urged on by him, wander into bad 

existences. Should (a living being), because the Bodhisattva 

due to indolence failed _to urge him on, perpetrate bad actions 

and thus wander into bad existences, then this (Bodhisattva) 

who had pledged to work the weal of all living beings will 

have violated his own pledge. Therefore, he would de�erve 

to be blamed by others, by those who are wise. Therefore 

(apprehensive) that they would be blamed, Bodhisattvas must 

urge on living beings within their reach by setting forth 

teachings appropriate for this. Prerequisite to all teachings 

of Bodhisattvas is compassion, for (V, 15) how will a 

Bodhisattva of an early stage, who does not believe that 

I. the translation of this term, skya chos in Tibetan, remains tentative,

and clarification is invited from those expert in tibetan and indian

medicine. Dictionaries of tibctan medical terms have: skya nad

(metabolical disorder); skya (absorbing), etc.
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love and compassion excel at working the weal of other 

living beings pressed hard by suffering and its causes, 

compassionately give wealth and food, lo accumulate which 

he had gone to great pains, to helpless, destitute, wretched 

beggars? Which means, he simply will not. Therefore, at 

the outset, Bodhisattvas have to generate love and 

compassion for Jiving beings. 

2.1.2.1.2.3. THE UNPLEASANT CONSEQUENCES OF 

HATRED FOR BODHISATTVAS 

One may say: "When somebody develops hatred for 

these Bodhisattvas who on the strength of compassion, as 

long as (there is) cyclic existence, endeavour (to work) the 

weal of living beings, what unpleasant consequences (will 

he have to bear)? "(V, 16) When even those who do not put 

their faith in, but keep aloof from the Bodhisattva who is a 

repository of merit, who has entered (the world) in order to 

work the weal of all beings until [62] the sphere of nirvana 

in which no aggregates remain is reached and who has the 

power to stay in it for the benefit of others as long as it lasts, 

are ruined because of their failure to have accumulated merit 

through giving, honouring, etc., then what ruin will be 

incurred by those who due to faults of the three doors act 

(against him) in hatred? They will be ruined again and again, 

for immeasurable eons, by more than one hundred sufferings 

of lower existences. 

2.1.2.1.2.4. THE APPROPRIATENESS OF FAITH IN HIM 

Thus, after having dismissed hatred for Bodhisattvas, 

one should develop faith in them (in one's) mind, for they 

do what is extremely hard to do. One may say: "What is their 

(work) which is extremely hard to do? " A Bodhisattva with 
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perseverence does not content himself with (Y, I 7) even all 

five unspoiled extrasensory perceptions which he possesses 

with regard lo all beings, nor with the inconceivable sweet 

taste of the enjoyment of the teaching of Buddha. Thus, after 

having relinquished meditative stabilization bare of 

fabrications and the inconceivable fruit of the two 

accumulations, he compassionately, to benefit living beings, 

takes on bodily forms as low as (those of) the low beings of 

bad existences, rabbits, monkeys, deers, etc. Then, for the 

sake of their enlightenment, he matures these classes of living 

beings through their respective forms and voices. It is this 

which is the Bodhisattvas' (work which) is extremely hard 

to do. Therefore, having considered their (work) which is 

extremely hard to do, one should develop utter faith in 

Bodhisattvas. Furthermore, the perception of the 

Bodhisattvas' immeasurable virtues should also lead to 

generation of faith in them, for not even an Omniscient One, 

let alone others, can measure their (V, 18) merits accumulated 

over an extremely long time, over many hundred thousand 

countless eons, by means of all causes, practised by all three 

doors, through which merit arises with the help of methods 

capable [63] of effortlessly accomplishing even what is hard 

to do, (viz) the desired weal of others. Therefore, just as the 

cyclic existence of ignorant beings is endless, so the 

Bodhisattva's roots of virtue are endless, his expedients are 

endless, and living beings are endless. 

2.1.2.1.2.5. APPENDED TO IT: PRAISE OF GIVING 

One may say: "When Bodhisattvas thus are repositories 

of a variety of precious virtue, why in the 'Life Stories', etc., 

is the word 'giving' praisingly mentioned in (connection 
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with) Bodhisattvas but not (the words) of the other (virtues), 
morality, etc.?" When the linguistic ground of this word 
"giving", or "dana" (in Sanskrit), is explained in detail 
through the literal meaning of the letters displayed, then 
(V, 19) it is said sometimes that it removes death. This is in 
keeping with (the meaning) ·poverty'·, sometimes it is said 
that it describes the characteristic properties of the three 
generosities. Sometimes it is said that, because it protects and 
purifies the three doors, it denotes achievement of other 
existences in accordance with one's wish. Because of this, it 
is the word "giving" which has always been praisingly set 
forth in (connection with) Bodhisattvas. One may say: "Only 
the giving of Bodhisattvas is said to be limitless but not (that 
of) others. What accounts for the difference?" The carrying 
out of (V ,20) giving and taking of wealth with the idea that 
from the donor's current giving a great result will proceed 
in the future, in the manner of the commercial transaction 
[64] of giving goods for the sake of profit, is usually
condemned by the holy. As for the Bodhisattvas, on the
strength of their compassion, they, only give with the aim
to benefit others. Thus, the merit resultant from their giving
does not become depleted.

2.1.2.1.2.6. DEMONST RATION OF OTHER 
BODHISATTVA VIRTUES 

(V ,21) Whatever little sin, committed at the time when 
the Bodhisattva who has thus accumulated a boundless mass 
of merit (was) still an ordinary person, might exist in him, 
it is outshined by his powerful virtues and therefore unable 
to come to fruition, as is declared (in the "Jetter to a Friend")2 : 

l. da=poverty; na=remove

2. stanza 43
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A few grains of salt can change the taste of a small quantity 

of water, but not that of the river Ganges. Understand that 

in the same manner even small sinful acts (do not change) 

vast rudiments of virtues". Therefore, no statement to the 

effect that Jiving beings' weal cannot be accomplished exists 

for this Bodhisattva who had (performed) virtuous deeds; 

rather, he wi11 accomplish the entire weal of living beings, 

for he has not even the slightest demerits and has 

accumulated limitless rudiments of virtue. One may say: 

"But when the Bodhisattva is only virtuous and does not 

revert to cyclic existence, why does he not enter nirvana?" 

Even when (V ,22) this Bodhisattva who has the most 

exquisite and most potent (attitude of) mind, the superior 

intention to benefit others, stays in this eye lie existence just 

as a lotus is not moistened by water, he is not, mental1y 

afflicted with any emotional affliction. Neither is he assailed 

by the sufferings of birth, old age, sickness and death. 

Therefore, since for him there is no difference between 

staying in the world and entering into nirvana, he does not 

go to nirvana. One may say: "What is the reason for the 

following statement, 'From the first generation of the mind 

(of enlightenment) onwards, Bodhisattvas wil1 have [65] the 

power over the weal of living beings at their disposal'?" 

(V,23) For what reason should this Bodhisattva who has 

collected the two special accumulations (and) who, 

th,r ough his very possession of control over the mind, 

intentionally takes birth in the world for the sake of others, 

not be lord of all worlds at all times? It means he actually 

is. 
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2.1.2. l .3. THE RESULT OF BODHISATTVA DEEDS, 

ACCOMPLISHMENT OF OMNISCIENCE 

One may doubt that an inconceivable result proceeds 

from deeds thus performed by Bodhisattvas. However, one 

should not. Just as (in the case of) barley, sesame, rice, etc., 

it is seen that the results (proceed) from their respective 

causes, in the same manner the inconceivable force of Thus

Gones, of world teachers, resultant from respective perfect 

causes, can also be accepted. For (V,24) also in this world, 

transition from even (something) perfect and especially 

sublime to something still more perfect and still more 

sublime is seen: from the supreme I among castes to the 

Brahman (caste), from the supreme among birth-places to 

the peak of existence, from the supreme among 

mountains to Mount Sumeru, and from the supreme 

among kings to a universal emperor. Likewise, from the 

supreme among the knowledges there also arises the 

ultimate, spontaneous wisdom of omniscience. Thus, that 

from a supreme cause proceeds a result concordant with 

it, this is known in the world even to children, and also 

here it should be understood that through the cause of 

vast treasure of the two accumulations of 

Bodhisattvas, concordant result, of the inconceivable 

force of Thus-Gones, is certain to occur. 

2.1.2.1.4. DEMONSTRATION OF THE CAUSE WHICH 

MAKES THOSE OF LOW INTELLIGENCE FEAR THE 

UNIVERSAL VEHICLE 

One may say: "When according to the foregoing 

presentations, the Universal Vehicle with its causes and 

I. Which in this case must be the royal caste
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results are rational, why [66j do living beings usually fail to 

appreciate the Universal Vehicle and its result. the 

inconceivable Buddha force?" Because, being of weak 

intelligence, they are fearful of the profound and the vast. 

For (V ,25) just as ( in) fools, unable to discriminate due to 

weakness of intelligence, fear of the extremely profound 

doctrine (of) dependence, the nature of which is lack of 

arising, arises, so also in others, due to weak intelligence and 

weak reason, mistrust and fear of the most excellent, 

profound and vast Universal Vehicle and the perfect force 

of the Thus-Gones arise. Since only because of this, this 

(force) does not exist, those who wish to take care of all 

beings must generate faith in, and develop strong aspiration 

for, the Universal Vehicle and its causes and results. 

(This was) the commentary on the fifth chapter of the 

"Experientialist Four Hundred", which demonstrates 

Bodhisattva deeds. 
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2.1.2.2. DEMONSTRATION OF THE PROCEDURES 

WHEREBY EMOTIONAL AFFLICTIONS ARE GIVEN 

UP 

Thus, Bodhisattvas intent on working for the benefit 

of beings, after having realized that cyclic existence is the 

locus of all trouble, must break its continuity. In order (to 

do this), they must bring living beings to the abandonment 

of its causes, (which are) their emotional afflictions and 

evolutionary actions. 

2.1.2.2.1. REFUTATION OF THE REMEDY WHEREBY 

NON-BUDDHISTS (TRY TO) ABANDON EMOTIONAL 

AFFLICTIONS 

One may say: "But when emotional afflictions are to 

be abandoned and, again, have to be reversed through 

abandonment of their bases, then why did the Transcendent 

Destroyer and Possessor grant His monks permission to make 

use of things given to them, (like) buildings with five 

hundred walls, food with one hundred tastes, most valuable 

garments, etc.? After all, it is these which are conducive to 

[67] happiness and, again, happiness increases desire (and)

attachment. Therefore, one should pursue a predominantly

painful path, as do the ascetics. These endure sufferings like

plucking out hairs, soiling the body, subjecting themselves

to heat and cold of sun and air, etc., and thus they are called

'They who are equal to the difficult"'. But (VI, l) when

happiness is to be abandoned since it leads to increased desire

(and) attachment, suffering must also be abandoned since it

leads to increased anger. For what reason is he who has
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happiness not equal to what is difficult but he who has
f

suffering equal to what is difficult? Furthermore, emotional 

afflictions arise through the imputation of pleasant and 

unpleasant mark. They do not arise through the mere use of 

the objects over which happiness and suf fering are 

experienced, for the consequence would be that these arise 

even in those who are free from desire. In order to prevent 

in passionate ones, the arising of desire on the basis of objects 

the Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor in his teachings 

imparted to them the twelve ascetic practices: reduction of 

material objects, etc. In order to prevent the arising of hatred 

in those inclined to hatred, He permitted them (to use) things 

offered (to them), food, religious garments, temples, etc. 

Thus, only Buddhists are equal to what is difficult, for as 

exemplified by the passionless 1 ', even those who have 

passions succeed in taming their emotional afflictions by 

means of methods.  As for non-Buddhists, they are not equal 

to what is difficult, the taming of emotional afflictions, 

because they never stop being tormented by their pangs. 

2.1.2.2.2. ADVOCACY OF THE REMEDY THROUGH 

WHIC H BUDDHISTS ABANDON EMOTIONAL 

AFFLICTIONS 

2.1.2.2.2. l .  THE REMEDY FOR EMOTIONAL 

AFFLICTIONS 

2.l.2.2.2.1.1. THE ACTIVITY OF EACH EMOTIONAL

AFFLICTION

2.1.2.2.2.1.1.1. THE GIST 

He who wishes to abandon desire [68], etc., must after 

I. i.e. Foe-Destroyers (Arhats)
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having become aware of their activities resort to remedies 

for them. In the following way: (Vl,2) the activity of desire, 

(consists of) amassing things to be counted as animate and 

inanimate, for they are grasped because of strong desire for 

them. (And) as for the remedy for it, this is the 

relinquishment of family and wealth. The activity of anger 

(consists of) strife and dispute, for everywhere is its approach 
antagonistic. The remedy for it (consists of) socializing, 

meditating on love, and enjoying temples pleasing to the 

mind, etc. (And) just as, for example, the force of all 

elements, of fire, etc., is generated by wind, so it is the 

activity of ignorance which nurtures both desire and hatred, 

for it does not see the faults in its own objects. The remedy 

for this ( consists of) the endeavour to disclose the true nature 

of existents. One may say: "Such means of abandoning 

desire, etc., indeed exist but why should these be  

abandoned?" Because they are the ground of suffering. For 

(VI,3) desire is painful inasmuch as there is no contact with 

the desired object, anger is painful inasmuch as one lacks 

the force by which those who are stronger are to be defeated. 

Ignorance is suffering because subtle meanings are 

completely unknown. Since he who does not perceive these 

sufferings after having been overpowered by those, by desire, 

etc., suffers even more, therefore one must avoid these 

emotional afflictions just as ( one avoids) weapon wielding 

enemies. 

2.1.2.2.2.1.1.2. THE WAY IN WHICH PERSONS ARE 

MISLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR (EMO

TIONAL AFFLICTIONS) 
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One may say: "Do also desire and hatred arise together just 

as ignorance arises together with both desire and hatred?'' 

(Yl,4) Just as it is evident that phlegm, deriving from water, 

and bile, deriving from fire, due to their incompatibility do 

not meet together, so it is not seen that anger and desire 

[ 69 J meet together in one mind. Longing and antagonism are 

inconsistent with each. other. (But) just as wind, due to its 

compatibility with both, occurs at the same time as phlegm 

and bile, so ignorance occurs at the same time as both desire 

and hatred. If desire and hatred were not contradictory, just 

one remedy could be applied. However, it turns out that 

(then) one among these two gets reinforced. Thus, a teacher 

training students, aware of the lack of compatibility between 

desire and hatred, (Vl,5) has to cause the three doors of those 

who have desire to be uninterruptedly occupied in activity, 

in the manner that a slave, after his power of judgement has 

been broken, is caused to be always occupied in work. A Jack 

of respect (for them), even when they are not poor is the 

remedy of that desire. In those who are engaged in work, 

desire finds no opportunity to arise. (And) those in whom 

anger predominates he should be honoured, as if they were 

lords, with gifts of food, religious garments, etc. In those who 

are poor and (thus) honoured hatred will not arise. Giving 

is the remedy for it. Ignorance will have been lessened by 

the (teacher's) reference to, as is appropriate, poverty or non

poverty, for those who have desire and its concomitant 

(ignorance) lean towards non-poverty and those who have 

hatred and its concomitant (ignorance) lean towards poverty. 

2.1.2.2.2.1.2. THE PHASES OF THE 

ARISING OF EMOTIONAL AFFLICTIONS 
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Having ascertained also the times at which these 

emotional afflictions arise, (the teacher) has to apply the 

remedies in conformity with (these) times. For since, after 

work is done during the day, sleep and inertia, and along 

with them phlegm, predominate at night. (Vl,6) Ignorance 

prevails in living beings in the early morning. Thereafter, 

since they engage in various agricultural and commercial 

activities, etc., and phlegm has ceased, bile predominates. 

(70] At noon, between morning and evening, anger will arise. 

Later, after sunset, the body gets washed, ointments are 

applied to it, the organs relax. All activities having being 

completed, desire will arise. Thus, the emotional afflictions, 

since they just follow the defects of the body, arise daily in 

three stages . Therefore, understanding them in this way, one 

should carefully counteract them in accordance with this 

schedule. 

2.1.2.2.2.1.3. THE PROCEDURE WHEREBY THE 

EMOTIONAL AFFLICTIONS ARE ABANDONED 

2.1.2.2.2.1.3.1. GENERAL DEMONSTRATION OF THE 

PROCEDURE OF ABANDONMENT OF THE THREE 

POISONS 

2.1.2.2.2.1.3.1.1. PROCEDURE OF ABANDONMENT OF 

THE PRINCIPAL EMOTIONAL AFFLICTONS 

Since desire which deceives the world enters under the 

guise of friendship, one must therefore go out of one's way 

to abandon it. Since hatred has the concomitant of an 

unhappy mind, it approaches a person like an enemy. As it 

is possible to see its danger, one can easily protect oneself 

against it. And since ignorance has the concomitant of 
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indifference, it approaches in a neutral manner, and thus, as 

one does not place one's confidence in this either, it is easy 

lo protect (one-self). (Yl, 7) Desire, however, robbing the 

wealth of virtue like a malignant enemy who deceives after 

having pretended to be like a friend, while being an enemy, 

appears as a friend to the mind of man because it has the 

concomitant of mental happiness and therefore one does not 

fear it. Thus, it is particularly against desire that one has to 

protect oneself. For example, does a person not have to try 

to avoid, in particular one who feigns friendship (but) causes 

harm and damage? Of course, he has to. One may say: "How 

is one to protect (oneself) from it?" By forestalling its 

arising, through always applying the remedies with perfect 

earnestness and concentration. Desires are (of) two (kinds): 

some [71] (Vl, 8) desires effortlessly arise in this life through 

the cause of prior, constantly repeated pursuance of the same 

thing, and, some arise through the condition of near-by 

external objects. Those desires which have arisen through 

conditions are easy to handle by means of remedies, for they 

do not arise once the condition is eliminated. The others, 

those arisen through (the aforementioned) cause, are not like 

this. Since their roots were set deeply in the ground, it is 

difficult to reverse them with the help of remedies. Therefore, 

one has to make the utmost effort for their reversal. Just as 

(in the case of) desire, also (in the case of) no pains should 

be spared to eliminate anger, for its harmfulness is still more 

serious than (that of) desire. Even because (Vl,9) hatred 

strongly and firmly upholds enmity, it definitely and 

exclusively generates non-virtue and what is unwholesome, 

(like) the burning of the continuum of one's own nature, harm 

for others, etc., and it causes great sins (like) those with 
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immeditate retribution, etc. He who thus is cognizant in 

every respect of the differentiation of the emotional 

afflictions, of their bases, of their detrimental natures, and 

of the methods whereby they are given up and then resorts 

to the remedies will be liberated through the destruction of 

their roots. One may say: "The characteristics of desire and 

hatred have been discussed, what (now) is the characteristic 

of ignorance?" (VI, I 0) Just as the organ of the body 

pervades the other organs, eyes, etc., since organs depend 

upon the body in which they reside, and functions as their 

foundation, so it is ignorance, with the characteristic of 

apprehension of reality in what is empty of intrinsic reality 

and dependent, which pervades all emotional afflictions, 

desire, etc., and functions as their ground. [72] Ignorance is 

pivotal. Even desire, etc., occur through reification (that is) 

because of pleasant and unpleasant in an intrinsic nature of 

existents are fancied due to ignorance. Therefore, just as all 

organs cease when the organ of the body ceases, so also all 

emotional afflictions will have to be destroyed either through 

destruction of ignorance or meditation of dependent 

origination. One may say: "How can this ignorance, (this) 

root of whatever is unwholesome, be given up?" If the 

internal and external existents had intrinsic reality, they could 

not be contingent upon cause and condition. Since 

establishment of what is (already) established is impossible. 

However, it is seen that these do depend upon causes and 

conditions. Thus, since they originate dependently, they have 

no intrinsic reality. What has no intrinsic reality is just empty. 

(Vl,11) When, through such an exposition it is seen that what 
originates dependently has no intrinsic reality, the ignorance 

under which truth is apprehended in it will not arise. Again, 
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through the abandonment all that depends on it, desire, etc., 

will be abandoned. Thus, this verv demonstration of 
., 

dependent origination, instrumental in removing ignorance, 

is of great importance. Therefore, what should be made 

known through all efforts, through all subjects explained in 

this treatise, is only realityless dependent origination. 

2.1.2.2.2.1.3.1.2. CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS 

ACTING UNDER (THE INFLUENCE OF) EMOTIONAL 

AFFLICTIONS, AND THEIR OBJECTS 

2.1.2.2.2.1.3.1.2.1. CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS 

ACTING (UNDER ( THE INFLUENCE OF) DESIRE, 

ETC. 

One may say: "(Now), the characteristics of desire, etc., 

have been described, how is one to recognize living beings 

who act under their (influence)?" (So now) the description 

of the characteristics of those: (VI, 12) they always take 

delight in royal dances, jokes, alluring postures, in various 

articles (like) flowers, perfumes, ornaments, in colours, etc., 

they are charming and have a pleasing nature, they give to 

others and (also) enjoy themselves, they are clean and have 

[73] wisdom and attention, and they speak what is sweet to

hear in a straightforward manner, etc. (These are) the noted

characteristics in a man who has desire. The opposite ones

are those of one who acts under the influence of hatred, and

mixed ones are those of one acting in ignorance. Thus, a

person's mentality can be inferred from the aforementioned

signs.

2.1.2.2.2.1.3.1.2.2. DEMONST ATION OF THE METHODS 

WHEREBY THEY GET EMANCIPATED 
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One may say: 'The characteristics of persons acting (under 

the influence ot) desire, etc., have been described, but what 

are the methods whereby these get emancipated?" (YI, 13) 

The Buddhas declared: "Desirelessness must be generated in 

those who have desire for food, religious garments, temples, 

etc., Thus they have to accept whatever is low, unpleasant 

(and) bare of prosperity". This mean: as remedy for 

attachment to place (the Buddhas) taught dwelling in 

hermitages in open and unsheltered places and in cemeteries 

(to) those who have desires. As remedy for attachment to 

beds, They taught remaining in the sitting posture and 

sleeping wherever one may happen to be. As remedy for 

attachment to food They taught subsisting on alms, eating 

food in one sitting and not accepting food after (having arisen 

from the seat). As remedy for attachment to clothes (They 

taught) wearing three religious robes, wearing robes made 

only of wool and wearing robes made of rags. As remedies 

for attachment to temples, etc., the twelve ascetic practices 

were established. That even Foe-Destroyers adhere to these 

is due to their aim to produce faith in Foe-Destroyers in 

persons inclined to the bad, for having faith in them (such 

persons) will get instructed by them and then make efforts 

to transcend suffering. Those who have desires should always 

remain in the presence of a spiritual teacher, for their desires 

will be curbed through the spiritual teacher's persistent 

admonishment of others. Even when spurred by improper 

thinking, they will [74] not, since he will rein them in, 

transgress the rules. Presents like temples, etc., and solitary 

places are for those who act under hatred. Miscellaneous 

(measures) are for those who act under ignorance. 
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2.1.2.2.2.1.3.2. SPECIAL DEMON ST A TION OF THE 

PROCEDURE OF ABANDONMENT OF ANGER 

2.1.2.2.2.1.3.2.1. THE DETRIMENTAL NATURE OF 

ANGER 

Furthmore, those who wish to give up anger have to 

understand its detrimenta] nature: since anger arised (VI, 14) 

in him who does not have the power to harm others, it on]y 

darkens one's face and makes one's complexion ugly by 

causing wrinkles. Since one is powerless, it does not harm 

others. (And) it is declared that even in him who does have 

the power to harm others this lack of love, or anger, is vile 

because it is the cause of all harm (like) killing others, etc. 

2.1.2.2.2.1.3.2.2. THE REMEDY THROUGH WHICH IT IS 

REMOVED 

He who, upon hearing abusive words, develops anger 

and hatred is extremely foolish. Has it not been (VI, 15) 

dee Jared that such perception of unpleasant sounds is exactly 

the result of deeds which lead to such experience and have 

been done previously, and that by the hearing of (such) abuse 

their result is caused to come forth so that sins terminate? 

Since he does not understand it in this manner he is stupid 

and vulgar. Since he is not only unwiHing to cleanse himself 

of his previous deeds when anger towards the abuser arises 

(in him) but smears the dirt of sin on himself even further, 

therefore he is extremely foolish. Anger in the face of abusive 

words is irrational also for the following reason: (VI, 16) 

unpleasant words of abusive nature do not even essentially 

do harm, for if they did, also their speaker would get hanned 

by them. Therefore, since the hann (accounting) for the one 

who has hatred arises through the concept, "This person has 
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reviled me thus", (he who hates) only deludes himself into 

believing that this harm is from the other (person), the 

speaker. Therefore, since [75 J it is his own concept which 

accounts for the hann, why is he angry with others? One may 

say: "But he who abuses has the fault, for the traditional 

texts on the science of politics prescribe punishments (to be 

inflicted) on the abuser. Anger with him is therefore 

appropriate". When (VI, 17) traditional texts on the science 

of politics declare that he who abuses must be punished 

because, when out of hatred he abuses, he hurts the (other 

person's) heart, then why do they not likewise declare that 

also he who speaks what is sweet to hear, since his sweet 

words captivate others' minds, must be honoured? Thus, 

traditional texts on the science of politics are unbalanced and 

therefore not authoritative. One may say: "But since an 

abuser points out to others the faults existent in oneself, anger 

(with him) is justified". (VI, 18) When, even though the one 

who abuses had already stopped speaking about these faults, 

(viz) one's own limbs to be faulted, one's own blindness, 

lameness, etc., others are aware of them nevertheless, anger 

towards him who has spoken about these faults is unjustified, 

for he spoke truthfully. And how much less is anger justified 

when the person who abuses has, untruthfully, spoken about 

faults which do not exist in oneself. After all, the fault of 

having falsely spoken about them harms (the person who 

abuses). Therefore, anger is u-njustified :n every respect. One 

may say: "But when one hears insults from a vulgar person, 

how can anger towards him fail to arise?" Since only 

(VI, 19) unpleasant words are heard from vulgar persons who 

perpetrate sin and take great delight in others' suffering, 

because they usually do (things like) beating, killing, etc. 
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Thus, mere unpleasant words proceeding from vulgar persons 

look just like a minor, irrelevent fault. Therefore, since the 

greater harm of killing, binding, etc., did not occur, joy is 

more appropriate than anger. One may say: '·When he who 

abuses (a person) without faults is defeated, there is nothing 

wrong with it''. ( Yl,20) When from retaliation [76J against 

the other, the person who abuses, not even the slightest 

benefit in terms of cancellation of the harm already done, 

etc., accrues to oneself, then one's dedication to non

beneficial anger amounts to mere attachment. It does not 

have any usefulness. 

2.1.2.2.2.1.3.2.3. THE BENEFIT OF PA TIEN CE 

One may say: "Which intelligent (person) will show 

patience in the face of terrible abuse?" (Vl,21) When a 

patient one, who in the face of abuse etc., by others does 

not do harm and does not give way to anger, will obtain the 

great merit through which beautiful bodies, heavens, etc., are 

effortlessly projected, then who will be more foolish than the 

one who causes obstruction to this cause of religion, (that 

is), this person who abuses. For he would squander his own 

benefit. Therefore only he who in the face of anger is patient 

is intelligent. Furthermore, even though (Vl,22) anger 

generaJiy arises towards disagreeable objects, practicaJJy it 

only arises towards those who are inferior but not towards 

those who are stronger, for these one cannot harm. So for 

what reason is one devoted to this anger which oppresses 

those who are inferior? It is not appropriate to be devoted 

(to it), and as for the oppression of those who are inferior, 

this, like violence towards women, must be rejected by 

respected persons. One may say: "Since he who thinks that 

a patient person even though he has been harmed is unable 
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to retaliate will give up his boldness, therefore anger is 

justified''. Since patience is the remedy for (at first) subtle 

and (then) engrossing anger, stable (Vl,23) meditation. on 

love develops in the one who on the occasion of anger is 

patient. Even if this stable meditation on love is practised 

for as long as a cow is milked, it will bring the meditator 

eight benefits, which, in the "Jewel Gar land", are enumerated 

in the following manner: "Gods and men will be pleased 

(with them) 1, they will also protect them, their minds are 

happy and their happiness will continue grow, poison and 

weapons can do them no [77] harm, they achieve their 

objectives effortlessly they will be born in the world of 

Brahma; and even when not liberated they obtain the eight 

benefits of love". Further, the meditative concentrations and 

formless (absorptions), etc., attained through the 

abandonment of anger, also will be attained. Thus, to 

abandon patience, the ground of the aforementioned benefits, 

because in connection with it one fears to be alleged to be 

incapable of retaliaton, is only foolishness on one's own part. 

Through anger, many unwholesome (things) occur while the 
arising of the most excellent aforementioned benefits is 

suppressed. One may say:"But for those who are strong, 

kings, etc., it is difficult to tolerate insults from those who 

are low. Therefore they have to be subdued". Since for those 

who have mind the continuity of enemies does not reach an 

end, therefore (Vl,24) which strong king, etc., go or have 

gone to the next life .after having defeated all enemies or after 

finally having put a complete stop to insults? Did not also 

former powerful kings just die without having put a stop to 

insults, even though on the strength of insults they 

committed sins (like) making war, etc.? Therefore, one 

I. with those who meditate on love
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should think that it is better to get insulted than to pile up 

sins with the aim to subdue an enemy. Through insults one 

does not go to hell but through sins one does. 

2.1.2.2.2.2. THE GENERAL REMEDY 

He who cannot understand the remedies for each 

emotional affliction according to these aforementioned 

procedures will have to reverse (the emotional afflictions) 

by meditating upon the absence of arising, ceasing, etc., (of) 

consciousness. If consciousness were composite, due to 

having arisen from causes and conditions, it would also have 

the three characteristics of arising [78 J, etc. However, since 

consciousness enter their objects for a single moment, they 

have no stability. Like what is not composite, they have no 

arising. And how can what lacks arising have impermanence? 

Therefore, since consciousness is devoid of the triad of arisal, 

stability and destruction, it has no reality 1, This is in line 

with the statement: "Consciousness (is) like illusion: the 

Friend of the Sun pronounced it". Whatever has no reality 

is empty, like a reflection. All the three (world) realms 

imaginatively constructed by that are also empty. Therefore 

(Vl,25) when a meditator knows that the arising, abiding, 

etc., of consciousness are actually unreal and that they are 

reflection-like, emotional afflictions (like) desire, etc., never 

remain in the mind. Having thus extinguished the fire of the 

emotional afflictions, one should, with the mind purified, 

work the weal of beings and lead also others to this path. 

(This was) the commentary on the sixth chapter of the 

"Experientialist Four Hundred", which demonstrates the 

procedures whereby emotional afflictions are given up. 

I. in the conventional sense, or according to relative truth
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2.1.2.3.THE DEMONSTRATION OF THE PROCEDURES 

WHEREBY EVOLUTIONARY ACTIONS ARE GIVEN 

UP 

2.1.2.3.1. THE DETRIMENT AL NATURE OF THE 

RESULTANT CYCLIC EXISTENCE 

2 .1.2.3.1.1. T HE DETRIMENTAL NATURE OF 

GENERAL CYCLIC EXISTENCE 

2.1.2.3.1.1.1. THE GIST 

Since it is wished that the causal evolutionary actions 

be given up, disgust with the resultant cyclic existence is 

generated through an exposition of its flaws. Thus it is said: 

(VII, I) (this) great [79] ocean of suffering encompassing all 

directions has existed since time immemorial, it is filled with 

the snakes of misknowledge, pride, etc., it is churned up by 

the sea-monsters of the sixty-two views 1, it abounds in 

whirlpools of birth and death, its water base of blood, tears 

and milk is vast, roaringly do its waves of old age, sickness 

and death surge, fishes, tortoises, crocodiles, etc., of misery, 

lamentation, suffering, mental unhappiness and commotion 

are gathered in its many swelling waves, and in no regard 

are limits with regard to expanse or depth to be found in this 

( ocean of suffering). Thus, for what reason should fear not 

arise in the ordinary ignorant person who, since time 

immemorial, is sunken in this great ocean of suffering? When 

even in those who have sunk in a lake, the expanse and depth 

of which are evident, great fear arises because they are 

apprehensive that they would lose their lives, then it is natural 

1. which is just one of the many ways of numbering wrong views
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that those who have sunk in an ocean of suffering of 

limitless depth are utterly terrified of it, and renounce it. One 

may say: "But even though cyclic existence thus abounds 

in def eels, fear does not occur in those who are proud of 

their youth, etc." Since youth, etc., do no last long, pride is 

not justified through them. (YH,2) After youth has given 

way to old age in this life, it will again after death lie ahead. 

Having occured, it will again give way to old age and, 

having been destroyed by death, it wiH again lie ahead. 

Therefore, even though the naive, when they experience 

youth, fancy that they will remain in this state forever, 

youth, old age and death, in this world, are obviously like 

runners in a race where ( each one) proc I aims, "I am the 

first". Thus, since these states do not last forever, the pride 

of youth, etc., are not justified. [80] One may say: "The 

mundane indeed act like runners in a race and indeed go to 

another world, but still, since it is natural, they do not fear 

it". (VIl,3) In cyclic existence the ignorant do not even 

have the power to find rebirth, merely by their own wishes, 

in further fortunate existences, those of men, gods, etc. 

They are born in accordance with the fructification of 

evolutionary actions. Whoever is not apprehensive of 

going to the next existence while dependent upon emotional 

afflictions and evolutionary actions is he an intelligent 

(person,or) one who is not extremely deluded? Therefore, 

after we realize that there is no information as to where we 

will be born on the strength of emotional afflictions and 

evolutionary actions, it is appropriate that we continually, day 

and night, weary of this world. 

2.1.2.3.1.1. 2. THE RECOMMENDATION THAT EFFORT 

TOW ARDS TERMINATION OF EXISTENCE BE MADE 
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One may say: "Even though, the defects of cyclic 

existence are abundant, we are captivated by the happiness 

of this life. Therefore we are unable to beome free from birth 

in this life but may try in a future existence''. ( VII ,4) Future 

existences have no end. Neither had the past a beginning. 

But all past lives were mere)y (those of) ordinary beings. 

And just as in the past one did not experience appeasement 

of emotional afflictions, so one wiJl not in the present life 

either. One must thus strive to put a stop to existence, as is 

declared in the "Decorated Trunk": "Having pondered the 

origin of bodies senselessly wasted through the cause of your 

desire, seek enlightenment now and, through practice of 

these ascetic practices and regulations, destroy desire!" One 

may say: "But this cyclic existence either has an end or it is 

endless. In the first case, liberation will occur without efforts 

being required and in the second case, there will be no 

liberation, in spite of efforts. Therefore, in both cases, the 

efforts to destroy cyclic existence will be pointless". This 

cannot [8 I] be put so bluntly, for when the causes of 

knowledge (and) spontaneous wisdom are complete, (cyclic 

existence) has an end. When they are not complete, it does 

not have (an end). Furthermore, it is not that their causes and 

conditions surely will not occur, nor is it that they absolutely 

will occur. In terms of (VIl,5) the occurence of the causes 

through which knowledge (and) spontaneous wisdom arise, 

(viz) for a student with freedoms and endowments, 

instructions (or) teachings which demonstrate Thatness, and 

a teacher, a Thus-Gone, is extremely hard to find. After all, 

the appearance of a Thus-Gone in the world is as rare as that 

of the Udumbara I flower, and, again, the other two depend 

I. according to Chandra Das (Tibetan-English Dictionary): ficus
clomerata
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upon a Buddha's appearance. Therefore, when these three 

supreme rarities instrumental in generating spontaneous 

wisdom assembled, cyclic existence is reversed. Thus, it is 

not endless; and when they do not assemble, cyclic existence 

is not reversed, and, thus, it does not even have an end. So 

when a Buddha, in His fourteen unpronounced verdicts, 

refrained from explained upon whether cyclic existence has 

an end or no end, the reason, briefly stated, is precisely this. 

Further, in keeping with the following statement in the "Root 

of the Middle", "When all existents are empty, which one 

has an end, which one has no end?", it is not that another 

reason, (viz) emptiness of intrinsic reality, did not also exist. 

Thus, he who is conversant with these complete causes and 

conditions instrumental in reversing cyclic existence should 

strive after the means by which existence is brought to an 

end. 

One may say: "But since, as long as sacred writings 

remain, there will be virtuous spiritual friends and bestowal 

of their precepts. Therefore, one (can) strive to bring 

existence to an end in another life". Even though both are 

there when the sacred teaching remains, it is difficult (for) 

oneself to become a student. For (VIl,6) men are mostly 

blinded by misknowledge, and inalevolent, non-:-virtuous 

friends have a tremendous hold over them. Thus, they adopt 

those friends' attitudes and pursue the paths of non-virtuous 

actions (like) destroying life, etc. Therefore, ordinary men 

usually (82] wander into definitely bad existences, for it is 

said, "Further one who adheres to the path of non-virtuous 

activity to go to happy existences, for this there is no 

occasion and no chance". 

2.1.2.3.1.2. SPECIAL REFUTATION OF ADHERENCE 

TO HAPPY EXISTENCES 
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One may say: " Bad existences, of course, are not 

occasions for joy but happy existences, since they are not 

harmful, are occasions for joy, and therefore we need not get 

weary of them". We should also get weary of happy 

existences. For even though who committed (VII, 7) sins on 

earth, after having experienced their fructificaticn, hells, etc., 

after death, are born as men due to merit experienced in the 

next life but one, it is seen that due to residual fructificaton 

of former sins they are just handicapped and then insulted 

because of the incompleteness of their limbs and parts of their 

limbs, the incompleteness of their organs, and because of 

their ugliness, poverty, etc. Existence, therefore, seems to the 

holy who behold Thatness to be like a chamel-ground or a 

slaughterhouse. Thus he who does not make every endeavour 

to overcome this trouble of raging suffering while lodging 

in it deserves only to be severely rebuked for his stupidity. 

One may say: "But when the holy see that existence is like 

a slaughterhouse, why do the mundane not get weary of it?" 

Because the world, like a mad elephant intoxicated with beer, 

is insane by nature. One may say: "Why is the whole world 

insane?" Because it bears the characteristic of.insanity. For 

(VIl,8) when in the world loss of the natural state of 

consciousness due to an imbalance of elements is generally 

called insanity, then which intelligent (person) will say when 

ordinary people stuck in existence also indulge in tittle-tattle, 

are fond of many ways of acting irrationally which dwarfs 

even (that of) insanity, and when their mind�, turbulent by 

nature, do not even [83] for a moment remain in a natural 

state, that such is not insanity? Therefore, since existence is 

like a slaughterhouse and is a place for the insane, an 

intelligent (person) should abandon it completely. 
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2.1.2.3.2. THE MANNER OF ABANDONING THE 

CASUAL EVOLUTIONARY ACTIONS 

2. 1 .2.3.2. 1. THE RECOMMENDATION THAT THE

EVOLUTIONARY ACTIONS BE ABANDONED

Again, this cyclic existence should be abandoned 

through cessation of all incidence of evolutionary action. One 

may say: '"How will cyclic existence be abandoned through 

exhaustion of evolutionary actions?" Just as (VII,9) it is seen 

that pains caused by activities (like) excessive walking, etc., 

gradually subside once these activities are reversed, sitting, 

etc., have arrested the forces which formerly caused (of these 

pains). So all sufferings will cease through a discontinuation 

of all evolutionary actions. Therefore, those who have 

wisdom should develop their intelligence with the objective 

to attain the state where all evolutionary actions have ceased, 

(viz nirvana) which is beyond suffering. 

2.1.2.3.2. 2. REASON FOR THE NECESSIT Y TO 

ABANDON (EVOLUTIONARY ACTIONS) 

One may say: "Why should evolutionary actions be 

given up?" Because the result of evolutionary actions, cyclic 

existence, is cause for anxiety. For whom will anxiety not 

arise upon seeing that, (VII, I 0) after not even of one material 

or immaterial result having come from the beginningless is 

a first cause noted, the cause, even at one result, expands 

endless(ly). One should, therefore, always be weary of cyclic 

existence, from which, because of the thicket of 

immeasurable causes, it is difficult to run, and strive after 

the means which liberate from it. 

2.1.2.3.2.3. MAIN PROCEDURE WHEREBY 
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EVOLUTIONARY ACTIONS ARE GIVEN UP 

2.1.2.3.2.3.1. GENERAL DEMONSTRATION 
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If the results for the sake of which deeds are perfonned 

were ultimately established (by them), the efforts (towards 

them) would make sense. However, (VII, 11) aIJ results will 

not be established ultimately. Neither will all those which 

are established definitely last for a certain time. So, when in 

the end they will be destroyed, why wear down body and 

mind by the strain of actions for the sake of such essenceless 

results One should endeavour therefore to give up actions. 

Furthennore, deeds will also certainly dissolve, just like 

their results (do). (VII, 12) For deeds (like) building a castle, 

etc., involve great efforts and many expedients but, once 

done, they obviously dissolve without effort, and since, 

notwithstanding this, such deeds are done, (this) absence of 

any freedom from attachment to actions shows that he ( who 

does them) is a fool. One may say: "Even though actions 

effortlessly dissolve they are causes of happiness. Therefore 

we cannot be free from attachment to them". (VII, 13) A past 

consciousness does not have happiness, for it is gone. A 

future one does not have happiness either, for it did not yet 

arise. Nor does a present one have happiness, for it gets 

momentarily destroyed and, <Jue to its very mobility, does 

not last. These hardships, actions allegedly causing the 

happiness of him avid of it, etc., therefore serve what result? 

They are considered to be as fruitless as building a house 

on the bank of a river. 

2.1.2.3.2.3.2. DETAILED EXPLANATION 

2.1.2.3.2.3.2. l .  REFUTATION OF MERITORIOUS 

ACTIONS 
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2. l .2.3.2.3.2.1. l. REFUTATION OF PERFORMANCE

OF ACTIONS FOR THE SAKE OF HEAVEN

One may say: "However, for the sake of happiness of 

heaven one should without doubt do virtuous acts" (VII, 14) 

For the wise who see reality the heavens of the gods of 

desire, etc., will also generate fear, just as the hells do, for 

they are the doors through which various forms of pride and 

carelessness enter. (In them) are raging fires of fierce 

emotional afflictions arisen through pleasant objects. ( In 

them) ignorance is prevalent [85]. Therefore, an existence 

which does not create fear is extremely rare for the wise who 

do not even rejoice at that happiness of heaven. Thus, even 

heaven should be renounces. Further, (VII, 15) were ignorant 

common people able to directly know in every respect the 

sufferings of cyclic existence, just as the holy ones versed 

in the discernment of the defects of eye lie existence see it 

as totally encircled by the blazing fire of suffering, their 

minds or hearts and their bodies would at that moment be 

shattered into hundred pieces. However, since they do not 

perceive them, they take great pleasure in cyclic existence, 

as exemplified by working for an enemy who wears the mask 

of a friend. Further, those who (due to) noble birth or wealth 

have power in this cyclic existence are reputed to be happy. 

But when closely examined, noble birth and wealth are not 

sources of happiness either. (VII, 16) Rarely are beings who 

have noble birth, wealth, etc., free from arrogance. Further 

those who are arrogant, fancying themselves as the best, do 

not tolerate those who are their equals and those who are 

superior to them. Thus, intent on their destruction, they 

become pitiless. (And) since those who are bereft of love 

because of their intention to destroy others just end up in bad 
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existences, how can they really have benefits? Therefore, the 

Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor declared that a person 

going from light to light is extremely rare, for, while moved 

by pride of noble birth and wealth, (a person) certainly sinks 

down. One may say:'The arrogant, of course, are rebuked 

for the sins they commit, but those who are not arrogant 

deserve to be praised for the virtues they establish for the 

sake of heaven" (VII, 17) For those who for the sake of a later 

heaven have taken religious vows and averted their minds 

from pleasant objects [86] here, the results of their practice, 

pleasant objects, are said to arise and to be obtained when, 

after death , they are born in heaven. Since after having 

renounced the objec.:ts which were previoulsy obtained they 

again strive after exactly these, their very practice is 

perverted. For what reason should_ intelligent (persons) be

insistent on such perverted practice? Therefore, it is not 

proper to adhere to it. When the very practice, since it is 

perverted, should be given up, there should also be no 

c�inging to its results. For (VII, 18) the meritorious results of 

giving etc., are great riches and great wealth and, again, these 

inevitably have to be protected from others from rivals (and) 

adversaries (forces like) kings, thieves, fire, water� etc. But 

how can what must be arduously (and) persistently protected 

from others be one's absolute property? The results, therefore, 

cannot be of benefit either. 

2.1.2.3.2.3.2.1.2. REFUTATION OF ADHERENCE TO 

RELIGIOUS CUSTOMS OF THE WORLD 

One may say: "The practice of giving, etc., may be 

perverted but, nevertheless, we have to follow the religious 

customs known in the world". Since also these ultimately 
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have no stability, it is also not appropriate to place own's 

hopes in them. For (VII, 19) whatever worldly customs (like) 

giving and taking brides, etc., come into use, they are all 

labelled as religion soon after, for all customs are reputed to 

be religion. Such customs, however, keep changing because 

of local and temporal peculiarities so that it appears as if 

worldly (people) are stronger than even religion. Therefore 

worldly religious customs also fail to have ultimate stability. 

2.1.2.3.2.3.2.1.3.REFUT A TION [87] OF PERFORMANCE 

OF ACTIONS FOR THE SAKE OF OBJECTS 

One may say: "Without pleasant objects no happiness 

is experienced here and, again, these pleasant objects are only 

possible when merit has been generated. Therefore he who 

desires (pleasant) objects should generate merit". (VIl,20) 

Even though pleasant objects, forms, sounds, etc., are 

obtained through virtue, those who wish freedom must be 

critical of even them, and consider even them as bad, for they 

are roots of the unwholesome, by their very impermanence, 

such as suffering, and so forth. They constantly arouse anger, 

and because of their very generation of emotional afflictions 

(like) greed, etc., they are sources of immodesty. Thus, why 

should those who wish freedom, need to acquire that 

abandonment, of which brings blessing and virtue? Which 

means, there is no necessity whatsoever. 

2.1.2.3.2.3.2.1.4. REFUTATION OF THE PERFOR

MANCE OF ACTIONS FOR THE SAKE OF 

POWER 

One may say: "Even though virtuous actions for the 

sake of (pleasant) objects, these being bad, are useless, one 
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should perform them for the sake of worldly rule, for 
(through it) happiness is stable since one can enjoy giving 
orders". He who does not achieve his desired object without 
having authority, of course, makes efforts towards authority, 
but (VIl,21) for a meditator in firm control of the mind, who 
does not need authority because objects required are 
effortlessly obtained, virtuous activity for the sake of 
authority will be pointless. One may say: "But for those 
standing in need of authority, virtuous activity for its sake 
is indispensable". Again, he who makes efforts towards an 
authority which has power through words only is considered 
a fool among men, for he makes efforts towards a root of 
great unwholesomeness, worldly rule, intelligent (persons), 
on the other hand do not deem that what is achieved through 
a mass of external diversions to be happiness. 

2.1.2.3.2.3.2.1.5 REAJTATION OF THE PERFORMANCE

OF ACTIONS FOR THE SAKE OF FUTURE RESULT 

One may say: "But he who wants results, wealth, etc., 
to arise in the future (88], must perform meritorious 
(actions)". (VIl,22) He who is attached to virtuous actions 
because he has realized that they will yield future results 
(like) wealth, etc., cherishes greed but the negative existences 
resultant from such greed will be unpleasant. Thus, how can 
one be attached to virtuous actions and remain without 
apprehension in the face of the negative exiitences which 
are precisely the final future result of such attachment? 
Therefore, one should give up attachment to virtuous actions, 
just as (one should give up attachment to) negative 
existences. Further, since (VIl,23) the merit of result
oriented giving, like a hired worker working for the sake of 
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result, proves to be like wages in every respect, the intelligent 

should not perform meritorious �ctions for pleasant result. 

2.1.2.3.2.3.2.2 REFUTATION OF NON-MERITORIOUS 

ACTIONS 

We need not be apprehensive that, because meritorious 

actions have been refuted, non-meritorious(actions) would be 

perpetrated, for how can intelligent (persons) who do not 

even wish virtue after having seen it to be the cause of cyclic 

existence perform non-virtue, which is the cause of what is 

unwholesome for oneself and others? This is not possible. 

2.1.2.3.3. DEMONSTRATION OF THE NECESSITY TO 

ABANDON EVOLUTIONARY ACTIONS 

The ignorant, tied down by misknowledge, will circle 

in cyclic existence through an experience �f happiness and 

suffering resulting from the performance of meritorious and 

non-meritorious deeds. The intelligent, on the other hand, 

having extirpated ingrained misknow ledge, (VIl,24) see the 

dependent as realityless, they see that the internal and 

external world is like a mass of contrivances appearing in 

the manner of men, women, etc., consisting of threads and 

wood, and that, like a phantom evoked by spells or 

substances, it is realityless. Thus, relinquishing meritorious 

and non-meritorious deeds, they go beyond cyclic existence, 

and will with utmost certainty enter nirvana, the sacred [89] 

goal. Therefore, (VIl,25) for those conversant with the 

illusion-like nature of phenomena, who are not even 

exhilerated by pleasant, agreeable and delightful objects in 

cyclic existence, delight in what in this has opposite aspects, 

to be stricken with birth, old age, sickness, and death, etc., 

is not possible in any respect. Nevertheless, so that beings 
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understand the nature of cyclic existence .. 

advanced Bodhisattvas circle in cyclic existence. but 

without being tarnished at all by faults. 

(This was) the commentary on the seventh chapter 

of the "Experientialist Four Hundred", which 

demonstrates the procedures whereby clinging to the 

enjoyments desired by mankind is given up. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

2.1.2.4. THE PROCEDURES WHEREBY 

THE STUDENT IS TRAINED 

2.1.2.4.1. DEMONSTRATION OF THE CAPABILITY 

OF ABANDONING ATTACHMENT 

One may say: '"How will those bound by the extremely 

strong fetters of attachment habitual since time immemorial 

abandon it ?" (VIII, I) Just as attachment resultant from 

friendship does not last Jong with regard to people who are 

not friends and who are not agreeable - since one concerns 

oneself with contemplation of their faults - so also in 

meditators aware of the faults of all internal and external 

existents attachment to these does not last long. Not only 

through perception of the faults of objects can attachment 

be given up, but also because its basis does not exist. 

Attachment occurs in dependence upon a substantial object 

of attachment. Again, this is not essentially established, for 

after (VIIl,2) some are attached to a particular object, it is 

noted that some have hatred for exactly this (object) and that 

some are ignorant of exactly this (object). Were a substantial 

[90] object of attachment essentia11y established, attachment

would arise in all. Thus the desired object, being nothing

more than mere imputation through error, is not essentially

established. Therefore a meditator, through contemplation of

the emptiness of a substantial object of attachment, can

abandon attachment. Attachment ·is not only reality less

because its objective support is not established, but it is also

not rea11y established because its cause is not established. For

in line with the statement, "Desire, hatred and stupidity are

declared to proceed from imagination", (VIII,3) there is no

existence of emotional afflictions (like) desire, etc., without
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(qualities of) being pleasant. etc .. being falsely imagined in 
objects, for they arise through reification of pleasant. 
unpleasant and neutral. If established as real things. which 
intelligent (person) would hold that their existence is 
contingent upon imagination? Therefore these are not really 
established, for they are contingent upon reification through 
imagination, as exemplified by a snake designated as a coiled 
rope. 

One may say: '"But desire, etc., really exist, for they 
actively fetter the ignorant. After all, the desire for women 
binds men to women and, again, the desire for men binds 
women to men". (Yfll,4) In no man does (a) so-called 
attachment to women exist, for just as desire, due to its 
dependence upon imagination, is not realJy established, so 
men and women are not realJy established either. If one is 
conceived to be bound to another, then it would be bound 
to the other by [91 J its intrinsic nature. Subsequent release 
from it would be impossible, for intrinsic nature is 
irreversible. Since later there is liberation from the fetters 
of desire, desire is not intrinsically the cause of bondage. 
Thus, desire, etc., are empty of intrinsic reality. It is 
understood that through recognition of their emptiness of 
intrinsic reality, they can be given up. 

2.1.2.4.2. WHY THE IGNORANT DO NOT GIVE UP 

(EMOTIONAL AFFLICTIONS) 

2.1.2.4.2.1. THE GIST 

One may say: "When upon such examination emotional 
afflictions are given up, why do we see that generally they 
have not been given up?" (This is) because of a lack of 
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supreme faith in the profound doctrine, the cause for their 

being given up. Living beings whose ( VIIJ,5) merits are 

insignificant and who lack the virtuous roots of supreme faith 

in emptiness have habituated themselves to perversions since 

time immemorial. Thus it is those apprehending reality in 

reflection-like existents, who regard emptiness as an abyss, 

who will not even be merely sceptical of this doctrine of 

emptiness, by asking, "Is it like this or is it not (like this)?" 

So how can those misguided with regard to the liberative 

cause gain liberation? When emptiness has been 

demonstrated, it is only through the sceptical question, "Is 

it like this?" that existence is shattered and dissolved. It is 

the sceptic, having quested for ultimacy and having 

ascertained the right view by way of reference and reasoning, 

who breaks the continuity of eye lie existence through the 

extinction of the emotional afflictions. (VIIl,6) The Mighty 

one declared that this teaching of emptiness (of) intrinsic 

reality, which through having been sceptically questioned 

shatters existence, does not dee line but rather increases from 

the first moment (of) the path of seeing onwards until [92J 

liberation has occurred. Worldly teachings, on the other hand, 

are not like this. These will cease with the cessation of their 

effects or, because of incompleteness of conditions, they will 

not even arise. Thus he who does not have respect for that 

(teaching), the benefits of which are ever increasing, clearly 

shows that he is not inte1ligent but foolish (person). 

Therefore, those who are wise develop respect for the view 

of emptiness of intrinsic reality. 

2.1.2.4.2.2. ADDITIONAL (EXPLANATION OF WHY) 

PERVERTED VIEWS PREVENT NIRVANA 
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One may say: ··But do we. in order to get rid of 

emotional afflictions, meditate on emptiness of existents 

which are not really empty or do we see really empty ones 

as empty?" (VIll,7) He who sees non-empty existents as if 

they were empty, thinking, "Through meditation on 

emptiness nirvana will be mine", does not thereby attain 

nirvana, Thus-Gones declared that nirvana is not (to be 

attained) because of the erroneous view of seeing a thing 

existing in one way in another way, and thus They define 

(the reason) why nirvana is (to be attained) because of 

aforementioned right view. Therefore, after existents like 

illusions are empty of intrinsic reality because of dependent 

origination, the holy ones perceive all phenomena as empty 

of intrinsic reality. This is because all phenomena are 

declared to accord with emptiness or realitylessness. 

2.1.2.4.2.3. THE ST AGES OF DEMONSTRATION OF 

EVOLUTION AND REVERSAL 

One may say: "But if all existents were to be empty of 

intrinsic reality it would be appropriate to demonstrate only 

this. What would be the point in demonstrating the evolution 

of the universe and its denizens (through) actions conditioned 

by misknowledge, etc.?" The emptiness of intrinsic reality 

cannot simply be demonstrated without demonstration of the· 

evolution of the world. Therefore it should be understood that 

(VIIl,8) in texts in which, so as to introduce [93] to the nectar 

of Thatness, a demonstration of the universe and its denizens, 

of actions conditioned by misknowledge, etc., occurs with 

the objective to refute, by means of existents held to be real 

(by a realist), single cause, causelessness, distinct cause, etc., 

the stage of evolution of cyclic existence js set forth. In those 
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(texts) in which there is mention of the ultimate sense of 
emptiness of intrinsic reality. the stage of the reversal of 
eye lie existence is set forth. 

2.1.2.4.2.4. ELIMINATION OF FEAR OF EMPTINESS 

One may say: ''But when all existents are empty, all is 
nonexistent. Since object, action, agent, etc., thus do not 
exist, liberation also would not exist. Therefore nothing will 
be feasible for the Centrist''. (Vlll,9) For him who says: 
"Since all things do not exist, liberation also does not exist; 
so what is the point in making an effort?'', fear might arise. 
However, it is inappropriate to fear this. One may say: 
"Why?" Because it is precisely because of this nonexistence 
of everything that this doctrine of ultimate sense can cause 
the reversal of cyclic existence. Were what is called its 
ultimate sense to have the slightest existence, then since the 
result of the activity ( of this teaching of ultimate sense) also 
substantially existent would be the very evolution (of cyclic 
existence), this teaching of ultimate sense could not cause 
the reversal of its evolution. Therefore, why should he makes 
an effort towards the reversal ( of eye lie existence), not 
espouse nonexistence of action, etc.? Thus. since the 
substance of the result of the activity of this teaching would 
also be the very evolution (of cyclic existence), how could 
it lead to nirvana? It would be like a mirage. (Now), the fault 
of attachment to the position of emptiness and of aversion 
to the position of possession of intrinsic reality shall be 
pointed out. (VIII, I 0) When one is attached and strongly 
clings to one's own position and, after having understood that 
it is wrong, dislikes the position of others, then due to this, 
one will not go to nirvana. Where there is quarre11ing out of 
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overpowering affection [94 j and anger, there will be no 

peace, no nirvana. 

2.1.2.4.2.5. DEMONSTRATION OF ATTAINMENT AND 

NON-ATTAINMENT OF NIRVANA THROUGH 

EXISTENCE AND NONEXISTENCE OF AGENT AND 

ACTION 

Since nirvana (results) from the stopping of activity 

with regard to all actions and from being free of concern, it 

is therefore easy to attain it. On the other hand, through the 

activities of accepting and rejecting, related to virtue and sin, 

(the state of) non-rebirth is not easily attained. Thus, an 

intelligent person should not, after having rejected nirvana, 

aim through various activities at wearisome rebirth. 

2.1.2.4.2.6. DEMONSTRATION OF ATTAINMENT OF 

NIRVANA BY ONLY THOSE WHO ARE WEARY OF 

CYCLIC EXISTENCE 

(VIII, 12) How can a person like that one in whose mind 

there is no weariness of this cyclic existence have respect 

for and faith in nirvana or peace? Which means, he cannot, 

and just as, for example, attachment to one's own house, 

although it be of little value, is difficult to sever, he will also 

find it difficult to renounce this cyclic existence. 

2.1.2.4.2. 7. DEMONSTRATION THAT THOSE

OVERPOWERED BY SUFFERING FAIL TO ATTAIN

NIRVANA

(VIII, 13) Some persons, overwhelmed by the sufferings 

of disease and poverty, abandon attachment to their selves 

and obviously long for death by water or fire. But since it 

would then have been appropriate to strive for nirvana upon 
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having become weary of cyclic existence. the stupidity of 
those weary ones is extremely great. They do not al all move 

towards the sacred goal of nirvana. which means. they do 
not attain it. 

2.1.2.4.2.8. DEMONSTRATION OF THE ST AGES OF 
INSTRUCTION FOR THE THREE TYPES OF PERSON. 
HIGHEST,(MEDIOCRE AND) LOW 

(VIII, 14) Giving has been proclaimed for low persons, 
morality for mediocre ones, and peaceful abiding, insight
meditation, etc., for the highest. For this reason, one should 
always be the highest (and), thus, take [95 J great delight in 
nirvana. But since, nirvana is supreme, it should initially not 
be an object of discourse. Since (this) would be the cause 
for hundred of faults and since it is easy to give up 
perpetration of sin or (VIII, 15) demerit through an 
abandonment of the view of annihilationism, it is (this 
demerit which is) to be discarded first. Hereafter, in order 
to loosen attachment to self, a self is sought in aggregates, 
classes I and sources2 in a five (fold manner)\ Since then 
(finding self) is not possible, adherence to self is to be 
discarded next. Finally, in order to remove adherence to the 
mere phenomena of self -free aggregates, all extremist views 
are to be discarded through emptiness of intrinsic reality. It 
is the possession of such intelligence which leads to non
rebirth and nirvana. Whoever understands the method of 
emancipating trainees by means of these stages is an expert 

I. Tib.: khams; the six objects, the six senses and the six consciousness

2. Tib.: skye mched: the six objects and the six senses

1. by making an investigation into whether it is identical with. distinct 

from. contained in, containing, or possessing the aggregates. etc.
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m Buddha's doctrine. One may say: ''Again, how is this 

nirvana attained?'' By seeing that all existents are realityless. 

One may say: "Given the limitlessness of all existents, 

how can their emptiness be seen by means of some one 

referring to them?" (VIII, 16) He who is the seer of the 

emptiness of intrinsic reality of one existent has been 

declared to be the seer of emptiness of all existents, for what 

is the emptiness of one existent is the emptiness of all 

existents. Just as the space of vases, metal-dishes, etc., even 

though they are distinct vessels, has no distinctness, so the 

unarisen nature of existents, of form. etc., even though these 

are distinct, has no distinctness. As is declared in the 

discourse "Space Treasure": "Whoever, through a single 

phenomenon, understands that all phenomena are illusion

like, mirage-like that they are, in (line with) what has no 

form, hollow, false and without stability quickly goes to the 

essence of enlightenment [96]". One may say: "But when 

everything is to be discarded because all phenomena are just 

empty, why did (Buddha) declare: "Monks, therefore act 

devoutly and do meritorious (deeds)! 'T' (VIII, 17) Adherence 

to religion, in keeping with the statement, ''Meterious 

(deeds), the essence of the way to heaven, should be 

performed, for it is when meritorious deeds have not been 

done that one will suffer, while by having performed them· 

one will be happy in this world and the next", is proclaimed 

by the Thus-Gones for those desirous of heaven, fearful of 

negative existences (and) incapable of meditating upon 

dissolution of birth, etc. However, in view of those desirous 

of freedom, They are critical of even this very adherence (to 

meritorious deeds) for the sake of heaven. How much more 

so of adherence to what is other (than merit) i.e. sin for, the 
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many different teachings being like a boat, the Omniscient 

Ones declare that even good practices, and how much more 

so bad ones, are to be given up. Those who wish the 

happiness of liberation will have attachment to nothing 

whatsoever, for such (happiness) is obtained through 

severence of all attachment. 

One may say: "But when all suffering is removed by 

severence of attachment through emptiness, then it is this 

(emptiness) alone which must be taught". This is not so since 

it depends upon the quality of being receptive to it. For, just 

like indigestible food and drink, the teaching of emptiness 

to those who are not receptive to it becomes a cause of ruin. 

Since some persons would dismiss Buddha's emptiness due 

to Jack of faith, or they would view it in a wrong manner 

due to having interpreted it in the sense of nonexistence of 

everything. Thus they would go to negative existences. He 

who has compassion (VIII, 18) is intent on such (persons') 

merit here, and wishes to take care of living beings, should 

not at all times which (here) means from the outset mention 

emptiness to [97] those whose minds are immature and who 

are destitute of the root of virtue. It would be counter

productive. For example, doesn't a strong, nice-flavoured, 

weJI prepared medicine, when given to a sick (person for 

whom) it is not the appropriate (medicine), become poison 

for him? Which means, it does. There is also the following 

instruction: "Kasyapa, it is like this: a potter does not expose 

unfired vessels to a fierce fire. Kasyapa, it should be seen 

that, likewise, also a Bodhisattva does (not) expose immature 

beings to the wisdom fire of the Buddha's vast teachings". 

Therefore, so that the minds of beings would be equal to the 

task, what must be shown at first is the mode of existence 
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of worldly things, for those expert in this will easily get 

access to emptiness. (VI IL 19) Barbarians, for example, 

cannot grasp (anything) in a foreign language but must be 

instructed in their own language likewise, worldly people 

also cannot grasp the illusion-likeness of persons and things, 

or inexpressibility of the ultimate sense without a 

presentation of worldly things. Through application of the 

.superficial (truth) of the world, they can grasp their 

illusoryness. Even through the application of what is like 

illusion they can grasp the inexpressible nature of the sphere 

of ultimate sense. Thus, the stages of introduction, as they 

were demonstrated before, must without doubt be applied. 

It is precisely because of this that, since existence, 

nonexistence, etc., are procedures whereby the world's 

comprehension is promoted, the Transcendent Destroyer and 

Possessor (VIII,20) taught trainees that this world and the 

next, etc., exist, so as to clear away the impurity of their 

nihilistic views. In order to remove substantivism, for some 

He proclaimed that they do not exist. In order ot remove 

views of both categories, He proclaimed that they exist and 

do not exist [98], and that, in order to destroy all fabrications, 

He also taught that they do neither. Is not, for example, for 

sick (persons) struck with different types of diseases, 

everything oleaginous preparations, absorbing preparations 1,

(etc.,} to be called medicine on the strength of their various, 

unlike diseases? Which means, it is. 

2.1.2.4.2.9. THE BENEFITS FROM 

THE UNDERSTANDING OF  EMPTINESS 

I. "absorbing preparations" is tentative translation: sec preceding

annotation with regard to "skya"
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One may say: ''Which among these teachings of 

existence, nonexistence, etc .. is (of) true, definitive 

meaning?" The teaching of neither (existence nor 

nonexistence) is the teaching of ultimate sense, for (it causes) 

the mind to understand intrinsic nature. Again, (YIII,21) 

when this ultimate sense is really seen (with) supramundane 

sponstaneous wisdom, nirvana, the supreme state, is attained. 

When, through mundane meditation and wisdom related to 

hearing and thinking it is seen just a little bit, good 

existences, that is, the ranks of man and god, are attained. 

Such being the case, a wise (person) should always generate 

intelligence with a view to contemplating the emptiness of 

the inner self. One may �ay: "But will nirvana be attained 

in this very life through contemplation of an inner self?" 

Those possessed of strong determination will attain it even 

in this very life. (VIII,22) Even if, when some conditions, 

(like) strong determination, etc., are not comp1ete, nirvana 

is not attained in this life in spite of an already developed 

skill at cognizing Thatness, it will nevertheless definitely 

be attained without effort in a next life through mere resort 

to solitude, just as, for example, result of action done through 

stupidity, even though it does not fructify in this life, will 

certainly fructify in another life. Thus it is as said in the "Root 

of the Middle": "When accomplished Buddhas have not 

appeared and also Hearers are gone, (then) without [99] there 

being instruction, the Self-Buddhas' wisdom arises". One 

may say: "But when there are persons cognizant of Thatness, 

why don't we see persons who are liberated?" It is a 

collection of cause and conditions, but not mere thinking 

which is the accomplishing agent. Such (collection) is 

extremely difficult. It is therefore that (VIIl,23) for all actions 
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and results, accomplishment is extremely rare during the 

phase of thought. Likewise, also in this teaching of Buddha, 

it is not that those eager for nirvana do not exist but since 

conjunction of cause and conditions external conditions (like) 

spiritual friend, (etc.) and internal conditions (like) trust in 

what is proper, etc., is difficult, it is also difficult to find those 

who are liberated. 

2.1.2.4.2.10. DEMONSTRATION OF THE FEASIBILITY 

OF STOPPAGE OF EMOTIONAL AFFLICTIONS AND 

BIRTH 

One may say: "How can one know that there is 

cessation for this mass of emotional afflictions occuring 

without a beginning?" (VIII,24) After having heard that the 

body, even though it had been protected for a long time with 

the help of various possessions, is subject to destruction, is 

ignorant of what had been done (for it) and lacks good 

qualities, an intel ligent (person) does not retain the 

attachment of the phase of the body I cor a long time. Will 

not, likewise, through precisely this well contemplated path 

which generates dispassion, all long-standing attachments 

come to an end? Therefore, since the entire mass of 

emotional afflictions, desires, etc., comes to an end because 

it is seen that internal and external existents, due to emptiness 

of intrinsic reality, are essenceless, liberation is possible. One 

may say: "Still, how can a continuum of existences occurrent 

without there being a beginning have an end?" (VIII,25) it 

is not seen that a continuum of seeds occurring in a sequence, 

one after another. For a long time, has a beginning. 

I. should it be justified to amend "yun" (time, phase) to "yul" (object).
the translation could read: ......... attachmcnt to the object of the body ....... . 
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Nevertheless, its end, through destruction by fire, is seen. 

Likewise, existences whose [ I 00 J consciousness seeds have 

occurred continuously from existence to existence since 

beginningless time also stop arising once the cause is 

incomplete, for existence is brought forth by evolutionary 

actions contingent upon emotional afflictions. Again, 

emotional afflictions come to an end once they get touched 

by the fire of spontaneous wisdom. Thus, evolutionary 

actions, bereft of their support, cannot bring forth existence. 

A Bodhisattva, even though he no longer has emotional 

afflictions, takes birth in the world for the sake of others' on 

the strength of aspirational. prayers and compassion. 

(This was) the commentary on the eighth chapter of 

the "Experientialist Four Hundred", the "Student's training". 



CHAPTER NINE 

2. PRESENTATION OF THE LIBERATIVE PATH ON

THE BASIS OF TRUTH OF ULTIMATE SENSE

2.1. DETERMINATION OF EMPTINESS 

2.1.1. REFUTATION OF AN INTRINSIC NATURE OF 

THE CREATED, OR OF THE CHARACTERISTIC-BASIS 

2.1.1.1. REFUTATION OF PERMANENT EXISTENTS 

2.1.1.l.l. REFUTATION IN GENERAL 

Since the chapters just concluded thus prepared one 

for the reception of the nectar of Thatness, the remaining 

chapters are designed to provide a determination of Thatness. 

So, in order to express first that the created Jacks essence 

because of its being subject to arising and dissolving, (we) 

it is declared: whatever takes place for the sake of a result 

is not a basic intrinsic nature in the wor]d. As the saying goes, 

"This prostitute's desire is for the sake of a result, but is not 

(her) intrinsic nature". Since no inner and outer existent arises 

for itself alone, on1y several assembled together arise. [IO I J, 

Again, since these remain in mutual causality, (IX, I) a11 

(existents), arise in accordance with their nature for the sake 

of result. Hence, that they are not permanent, mean they have 

no intrinsic nature or rea]ity. Therefore, only the 

Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor, mighty on account 

of His possessing might over the exalted body, voice and 

mind of the (stage of) no more ]earning, is called "Thus

Gone". In teaching impermanence and emptiness. He has 

gone into, or penetrated, the intrinsic nature of existents as 

it is. Apart from this, a Thus-Gone who has penetrated 

Thatness of existents as it is does not exist, for others have 
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not by means of correct demonstration of Thatness realized 

Thatness as it is. Or: since the Transcendent Destroyer and 

Possessor dee Jared that whatever has the property of 

origination invariably has the property of cessation, stating, 

"Through the condition of birth (there is) decay and death", 

it is the result of birth which is destroyed. Hence, it is to be 

said that everything arises for the sake of the destruction of 

the result and is thus without permanence. Or, without the 

objects which lead to the experience of the three (feeling) 

viz joy, pain and equanimity there is no experience of the 

three resultant feelings. Hence, all existents arise for the sake 

of the three resultant feelings. Having no permanence or 

existence in terms of essence, they are thus empty of intrinsic 

nature. The additional "Except for the Mighty .... " 1 serves to 

point out that this, (viz) all existents being empty of intrinsic 

nature is not even taught by the words of other teachers. 

Some say: ''Even though (things) arisen for the sake of results 

are not permanent, things ranging from space to mind, where 

the double aspect of generating subject and generated object 

is incomplete, and atoms which, even though they are 

generating subjects, are not to be generated are permanent. 

Since the Thus-Gone has not penetrated their [ I 02J existence 

and permanence, He does not see what is true''. It is noted 

in this (wor]d) that happiness, etc., arise from cause and 

conditions of like nature. Hence, (IX,2) at no point 

whatsoever, at no period of time, is there existence of any 

thing which does not depend upon causes and conditons. 

Such being the case, it is also known through implicit 

understanding that at no time and at no point whatsoever does 

I. in IX, J of the root text.
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there exist any permanence of space, etc., unmade by causes 
and conditions. Thus, since the independent things contrived 

by others do not have existence and permanence, it is proven 

that the Thus-Gone does see what is true. 

2.1.1.1.2. REFUTATION IN DETAIL 

2.1.1.1.2.1. REFUTATION OF SELF 

One may say: "But things which dependently originate, 
like happiness, etc., exist, and it is a self who is their cause 
or (cause) of their assemblage. Therefore, the self exists and, 
mon1over, it is permanent, for it exists without having cause. 
After it exists, other permanent things of similar nature also 

exist". This is also not rational, since, substance, intrinsic 
nature, self and permanence being synonyms, those, (JX,3)

substance, etc., do not arise when there is no cause, as 
exemplified by the horn of a hare. (This) is not even uncertain 
for space, etc., for their existence is also going to be refuted. 

Wishing to eliminate the flaw one may suggest a self with 
cause, but whatever has cause does not exist permanently, 

as exemplified [ 103] by joy, etc. Such being the case, the 

Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor, cognizant of  

Thatness, declared that it is precisely establishment through 

causeless(ness) which is not established. He declared: "The 

wise will know dependently originating phenomena, and not 

even act amid reliance upon extremist views. That  

phenomena have causes, have conditions, he will know it. 

Causeless (and) conditionless phenomena do not exist". One 

may think: "But after it is seen that those which are made, 

vase, happiness, etc., are impermanent, those which are not 

made, self, etc., by implication tum out to be permanent". 
(IX,4) When having seen impermanent (things), such as vase, 
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etc., as made, one asserts the unmade to be permanent, then 

after existence is seen in the made, the unmade permanent 

ones, like castles in the air, come by implication, Lo be 

merely non-existent. 

2.1.1.1.2.2. REFUTATION OF SPACE 

One may say: "Since in the Abhidharma, space, 

analytical cessation and non-analytical cessation are declared 

to be permanent and existent, its declaration faults the 

refutation of permanent non-compounds".(IX,5) That space 

and the two cessations, are permanent only conceived by 

ordinary philosophers by Vaibhashikas, etc., who have not 

recognized those as mere names. However, Noble Ones, 

conversant with the Thatness of existents do not even see 

the terms permanence and existence in them, according to 

mundane convention, let alone in the ultimate sense, for 

space is only the respective conventional designation for the 

mere absence of form, analytical cessation for the mere 

abandonment of emotional afflictions through wisdom, and 

non-analytical cessation for what is merely unarisen due to 

incomplete causes and conditions. As for the scriptural 

statement to the effect that they are permanent, they are stated 

to be permanent merely in (view of the fact that), since they 

do not exist as things, they have no [ I 04] change. It does 

not highlight their establishment. One may say: "But space 

is pennanent, for it is pervading. As for the impennanent, it 

is not pervading, as exemplified by a vase".When space 

pervades a11 directions, then (IX,6) what in connection with 

an eastern vase is called direction of space is entirely 

pervaded by space with directions. However, it does not lie 

in all directions, east, west, etc. Were it to lie (in a11), also 
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_along with the object, the eastern vase which is not separate, 

would consequently lie in all places. (Now), one who wishes 

to circumvent this contradiction may contend that the 

direction of space pervading the east does not lie in the other 

directions, but because of this it must have been accept(:d 

(by him) that also all other directions, west, etc., exist totally 

apart in space with directions, whereby the space itself just 

becomes non-pervading or multiple. 

2.1.1.1.2.3. REFUTATION OF TIME 

Exponents of causal time may say: .. Existence of time 

is factually inferred from the observation that (IX, 7), when 

anything exists as cause, results of sprout, etc., occur at some 

time. Also, due to the absence of anything in spite of the 

presence of cause and conditions, (results) are always 

blocked. And since, even though it exist, its cause is not 

noted, it is permanent". According to this, sprouts, etc., 

arising from perpetually will permanently arise, for their 

cause is always close at hand. One may say: '"But the force 

under which its result is generated is contingent upon 

another condition". It is this time which falls under the 

control of the other condition, then, for its result the 

generation of itself takes place or is prevented in accord with 

the existence or non-existence of the other condition. Thus, 

when time is permanent, the result will also be permanent 

or, since it is a result, it will be impermanent like a vase, 

etc. Again, [ 105] when exponents of time assert time as a 

cause of the occurrence of the world, it will implicitly also 

have been asserted (as) result, for it is after the observed 

emergence of a result that the foJlowing is formulated, "It is 

this which is the cause of that". (IX,8) Without observing a 
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result, a cause such as a seed, etc., is not called a cause. 

Since the formulation of a cause depends upon result. aJJ 

causes are consequently results. Furthermore when they are 

results, these, like sprouts, etc., are not permanent. When 

time functions as the cause of various living beings, then it 

must be said that it is time which, after abandonment of its 

prior condition in which activity for the sake of result is not 

performed, changes into a condition in which it works for 

the result, for in the wor)d it is seen that (IX,9) causes, seeds, 

etc., after development from a prior condition, turn into 

causes of something e)se, results ()ike) sprouts, etc., while 

they do not tum into causes of something e)se when they do 

not change. (But) since whatever is subject to development 

from (something) preceding cannot be caJied permanent, 

therefore it is not rational that time is permanent. And if it 

is asserted that time does not develop, then (IX, I 0) that 

resultant entity of which permanent changeless time is the 

cause has arisen from what did not originate from cause. It 

follows that it originates without contingency upon cause, 

for since the result, the various Jiving beings, is not 

permanent while time on the other hand is permanent, they 

become distinct. Those which are distinct do not have contact 

with each other and occur simultaneously, Jike cow and 

horse. That time should be a cause for what thus, without 

contingency upon cause, will be self-arising, is wrong, for 

no casual activity whatsoever is performed. Time as cause 

is impossible also for the following (reason): (IX, 11) how 

can the object of the cause, the result arisen [ I 06] from 

permanent time, become impermanent? After all, with regard 

to both cause and result, irreconcilable characteristics, in (the 

sense of) one being permanent and the other being 
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impermanent, are never seen in the world. 

2.1.1.1.2.4. REFUTATION OF ATOM 

123 

Exponents of atoms may say: "The atoms of the four 
elements, earth, etc., are permanent. After they have been set 
in motion by an activity which is not seen, two and more 
atoms conjoin, and thus gradually forming composite 
substances finally generate the various results''. And this is 
not rational, for when a result forms through mutual contact 
of atoms, do (these) have contact via their whole being, or 
via some part? When they have contact via some part, the 
contacted part indeed is the cause of the result but the parts 
not contacted are not causes. Since (IX, 12) some side, viz 
the contacted, of an atom happens to be cause and some side, 
viz that which is not contacted, happens to be no cause, this 
atom assumes a diverse, multiple, (viz) contacted, not 
contacted, causal, non-causal nat�re but, then again, what is 
diverse is not justified as permanent, as exemplified by a 
painting, etc. One may say: "Since atoms have no parts they 
conjoin via their whole being". Then (IX, 13) the round 
partless shape of the atoms will also exist in the substance 
of the resultant compound, for the atoms have the nature of 
mixing with each other throughout, and thus, like the atoms, 
the compound wiJJ also elude the sense-organs. Since it 
entails the aforementioned predicament, the round shape of 
the causal atoms does not exist in the substance of the 
resultant compound. Hence, a conjunction via their whole 
being is not justified for atoms. Further, when atoms do not 
conjoin [107] via their whole being, (IX,14), the location of 
one atom is not cJaimed to (be) the location of the other, 
associated atom. Since causal atoms and their resultant 
compound are not claimed to (be) of equal size, the flaw of 
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the compound eluding the sense-organs indeed does not exist. 

Nevertheless, the declaration to the effect that the diverse is 

not permanent remains. Now one may say: "At the time of 

the formation of the result this predicament indeed obtains, 

but before the formation of the result, since then the atoms 

are without parts, the aforementioned predicament does not 

exist". Even in this condition the directional differentiation 

of east, etc., exists, or else the side of the atom regarded as 

east would have to be regarded as all directions, west, etc. 

Also at the time of contact, since then there would be contact 

via the whole being, the coarse could not take shape. 

Therefore the atom (IX, 15) which has an eastern direction 

also has an eastern part, according to which there is the idea 

that in a system in which the atoms thus have directions 

these atoms are declared to be non-atoms, for they have 

directional parts, east, etc., like a palace, etc. If atoms had no 

parts, then after they were set in motion by an activity 

which is not seen, there would be no movement to another 

place. Since without that there is no contact with 

other atoms, the substance of the compound would not 

take shape. For the movement of an agitator could be 

conceived in, line with what becomes evident at the 

movement of one who has a body, (IX, 16) in the sense 

that the front assumes a forward direction while the rear 

Jets go. These atoms without parts which do no have 

these two, viz one that lets go and one that takes hold, do 

not even become mobile since due to the absence of such 

(movers) result does not [ I 08] take shape, the existence of 

atoms is unjustified. 

One may say: "But the permanent atom exists, for 

meditators see it with their divine eye". Such an atom without 

parts, (IX,17) which does not have a frontal part (or) 
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beginning, which further does not have a centre between the 

two, front and rear, and which also does not have a back part 

( or) end, is not visible, nor is it apprehended. It is not rational 

that what does not exist as (anything) visible, and what is 

not to be looked on, be seen by any meditator. Were atoms 

causal , (IX, 18) causal atoms would have to be destroyed by 

the arisal of the resultant composite substance, just as the 

seed is destroyed by the arisal of the sprout. Thus, causal 

atoms would not be permanent. One may think: ''But their 

causal nature is not even destroyed and, yet, they generate 

their distinct result". Then the resultant composite substance 

would not exist at the place where- the causal atoms are, for 

two obstructive existents are not located in one single place. 

Hence, like vase and blanket of differen� locations, they do 

not even become cause and result. Also for the following 

(reason) atoms are not permanent: since atoms do not enter 

other atoms with their whole being, they are obstructive. 

Nowhere at all are existents with obstruction, like vase, etc., 

seen as permanent. So, since permanent atoms do no exist, 

the Buddhas never teach atoms as permanent, for They 

themselves have not seen them thus. As for the impermanent 

atoms of the eight substances 1, designated in dependence 

upon the eight substances, these, designatively exist, like 

vase. But since even these only remain in groups but do not 

remain in isolation or non-coorperation [ 109], the tenn atom 

is not to express individuality. 

2.1.1.1.2.5. REFUTATION OF PERMANENT FREEDOM 

2.1.1.1.2.5.1. REFUTATION OF PERMANENT 

FREEDOM (POSITED) BY BUDDHIST SCHOOLS 

J. ie earth, water, fire, wind, form, smell, taste, touch
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Now, adherents of Buddhist schools such as, the 

Yaibhashikas, etc., may say: "Permanent atoms indeed do 

not exist; however, something proclaimed as permanent does 

exist, in keeping with the following teachings: 'Monks, 

unarisen, unoriginated and uncreated that exists' and 

'Uncreated things, these are permanent'. Hence, a permanent 

nirvana attainable through the true path, stopping and, like 

a dam stopping water, preventing both emotional afflictions 

and births, exist. Were it to be non-existent, the so-called 

third Noble Truth would not have been proclaimed after the 

(Truths of) suffering and origin. However, it has been 

proclaimed so permanent nirvana exists". Binding is the 

Truth of origin, for it effects the absence of freedom for the 

one who is bound. It is bondage which is the Truth of 

suffering, for (the one who is bound) has become subjected 

to the power of the emotional afflictions. The procedure of 

their reversal is the Truth of the path, for the emotional 

afflictions are reversed by it. This third Truth only exists 

through inference from emotional afflictions and their 

reversal. However, a freedom, distinct from these, with the 

characteristics of terminating emotional afflictions, does not 

exist. Were it to exist, some result should be noted, however, 

after no activity whatsoever serving essential bondage, and 

freedom proceeds from it, from what is its existence inferred? 

Since not the slightest activity proceeds from this, it is not 

termed nirvana or freedom [ 11 O] with the characteristic of 

developing activity for the cessation of future emotional 

afflictions and births. Both emotional afflictions and births, 

do not occur because their causes are incomplete, but it does 

not make sense to conceive of a distinct freedom for the sake 

of this. The literal expression "third Truth" is not mistaken, 
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since what is expressed by the term "third Truth" is only the 

non-resurgence of both emotional afflictions and births. 

Further, when nirvana is an existent, it is necessarily 

dependent upon aggregates or upon one person. Neither is 

this not rational, for according to the following scriptural text 

pronounced by the Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor: 

"Complete abandonment removal, extinction of this 

suffering, freedom from attachment, its termination, 

dissolution, disappearance, non-rebirth and non-appropriation 

of suffering this is peace, this is perfection. It is like this: 

nirvana is the abandonment of the continuity of the 

aggregates, extinction of becoming, freedom from 

attachment, its termination", (IX,21) Aggregates do not exist 

at the time of nirvana, and neither is a person, designated in 

dependence upon them, possible. If they were to exist, (this) 

would be in contradiction to the scriptures, for nirvana would 

not transcend cyclic (existence). So, on which base doe 

nirvana occur through extinction of emotional afflictions and 

birth? Which nirvana would exist, dependent on any 

aggregates or persons, which are not seen? Hence, there is 

no permanent nirvana. 

2.1.1.1.2.5.2. REFUTATION OF A NATURAL SELF 

(POSITED) BY NON-BUDDHIST SCHOOLS 

2.1.1.1.2.5.2.1. REJECTION OF AN EXISTENT 

The Sankhyas may say: "For us, the nonexistence of a 

basis for nirvana does not lead to the predicament of a 

nonexistence of freedom; in the following way: through 

knowledge of the separateness of qualities I and person2 the

I. i.e. the three guna sattva, rajas, tamas, or purity, passion.inertness

2. i.e. the ememal self
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group of manifestations are dissolved in every respect by way 

of the stages, etc., in which the intellect, etc., developed 

[ 111 ]. Hence, since at the time of freedom a person naturally 

having knowledge remains ! a liberated self exists''. The 

Sankhyas' designation of their liberated self as possessing 

knowledge is senseless, because after knowledge means 

experience of object, no object whatsoever exists at the time 

of liberaton. When the person wishes to experience objects, 

the (fundamental) nature generates the entire group of 

manifestations to be experienced, whereupon the person 

knows and experiences the objects apprehended by the 

intellect.(IX,22) When through knowledge of the 

se,parateness of person and qualities the person is free from 

the longing for objects, when he has become liberated, which 

quality exists in the person so that he is designated as one 

who has such experience of objects? 1 After all, the entire 

causality nature, the group of manifestations to be 

experienced, has dissolved. One may say: "But at that time 

the person is subject to non-possession of knowledge". Even 

the designation of a person without knowledge as existent, 

in fact, comes down to his non-existence like fire and heat, 

person and knowledge do not exist (as) separate natures2. 

One may say: Even though knowledge does not manifestly 

exist in the liberated phase, the self exists because its 

potential exists". (IX,23) Were a basic single self to exist at 

the time of freedom, based upon him also the seed of 

possessing knowledge would be possible; however, since at 

that time there is no possession of knowledge the self not 

I. the first part of this sentence briefly paraphrases the Sankhyas' view

with regard to formation and dissolution of cyclic existence

2. according to the Sankhyas' own view
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separate from it does not exist and hence, also a potential of 

knowledge based upon him, is impossible. One may say: 

"When there is no liberated self, then there is no freedom 

and, thus, since this cyclic existence will not be destroyed, 

many undesirable (things) will occur". Were appropriation 

of knowledge and its [ 112] potential to exist at the time of 

freedom, then one might have to wonder whether on the basis 

of them there is occurrence of cyclic existence or not. 

However, after at the time of freedom no basic knowledge 

whatsoever, or potential of it, exists, reflection on whether, 

on the basis of them, entering into cyclic existence takes 

place or not has no justification. When, just as, for example, 

the continuum of a sprout, etc., does not occur after the seed 

upon which it depends has been burnt, not even a mete 

continuum of selves taking place in any way, (then) there is 

the possibility of being freed. Since it is like this, (IX,24) 

with regard to men who obtain nirvana which frees from 

suffering by means of the cessation of contaminated 

appropriated aggregates, extinction of self in just every 

respect at the time of nirvana is the proper phrase to be 

expressed but not existence of a liberated self. At that time, 

since all aggregates have ceased, a self designated in 

dependence upon them does not exist. Rationally it is certain 

that without dependence upon aggregates, there is none from 

anything else, that is, (there is no) causeless permanent self. 

If a permanent self were to exist at the time of freedom, it 

would not differ from the prior one and, hence, the cycle 

would not be reversed. If it differs, it is subject to change 

and, hence, it is not permanent. 

2.1.1.1.2.5. l .2. REJECTION OF NONEXISTENCE OF 

SELFLESSNESS 
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2.1.1.1.2.5. l.2. l. FORMULATION OF OBJECTION 

"When at the time of liberation a liberated self does 
not even exist and also nirvana, termed ultimate sense, is said 
to be nothing but extinction of suffering and its origin by way 
of non-recurrence of formative factors, then what is to be 
accomplished by one who makes an effort for the sake of 
an ultimate sense of such kind? Hence a self (IX,25), by 
being duly postulated, is a superior object to be accepted in 
view of this very mundane while an ultimate sense (of such 

·· kind) is not to be accepted in any way. For the mundane
atleast some designation dependent upon vase, blanket, etc.
exists, but for an ultimate [ 1-13] sense (of such kind) no cycle
or nirvana whatsoever exists. Therefore, just as out of
concern over an acute eye disease one will not resort to
putting out the eye but rather cause the disease to be
removed, in the same way also for the one who is disquieted
by the suffering of cyclic existence, relinquishment of the
mere suffering is the best, not the nonexistence of
everything".

(This was) the commentary on the ninth chapter of the 
"Experientialist Four Hundred", of the demonstration of 
contemplation negative of permanent existents. 



CHAPTER TEN 

2.1.1.1.2.5.1.2.2. PRESENTATION OF ANSWER 

2.1.1.1.2.5.1.2.2.1. REFUTATION OF SELF 

2.1.1.1.2.5.1.2.2. l. l. DETAILED REFUTATION 

2.1.1.1.2.5. l.2.2. l. l. l. REFUTATION OF THE 

V AISESHIKA SELF 

2.l.l.l.2.5.1.2.2.1.1.1.1. REFUTATION OF ESSENCE

Were any so-called self to exist in terms of intrinsic 

essence it could be said, for fear of annihilation on account 

of its non-perception in nirvana that it is superior in view of 

this very mundane, etc., however, a self is not possible in 

terms of intrinsic essence. Were it to exist, the question 

would definitely be: is it a man, a woman, or  a 

hermaphrodite, for there is no other concept. The non

Buddhists (Vaiseshikas) hold two selves, viz an inner self 

and an outer self. As for the first, it dwells within the body, 

causes the group of organs to enter objects, is the referent 

of the inner active egoistic person (and) is the experiencer 

of the result of virtue and non-virtue. As for the outer self, 

it has the nature of a body and assembled organs, and assists 

the inner self. When the inner self is imagined as woman, 

then, since inherently it will not shed its inherent essence, it 

should always just be a woman, for even after having passed 

on to another existence it would not depend on other (things). 

However, it is not like this [ 114 ], for it is noted that it even 

changes irregularly and womanhood, etc., does not exist as 

properties of a self. So, (X, 1) when the inner self is not a 

woman and, for the aforementioned reason, is not a man or 

a hermaphrodite either, then it is on the strength of ignorance 
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(and) stupidity that one thinks in terms of a male self, a 
female self or a hermaphroditic self, just as, for example, due 

to ignorance with regard to its intrinsic essence a rope is 
regarded as a snake. One may say: "But as for a man, etc., 
these are the external organs and through association with 
them the inner self is also regarded as male, etc". (X,2) At 
the time when the body, the outer self, is originating, the 
male, female, and hermaphroditic do not exist in tenns of 
intrinsic essence in any of the active four great elements. 
Were they to exist (in them), (sex-) organs would certainly 
develop in the entire body, for this is made after the nature 
of these (elements), and e�en in the first embryonic stage, 
since the elements are present, one would note organs, male, 

female, etc., of their nature. However, it is not like this. Then, 
such being the case, how can the outer self be male, female 
or hermaphroditic in dependence upon precisely these 

elements? Which means, it is not rational. 

One may say: "Since the Buddhists I also designate 
male, female, etc., in dependence upon the elements of the 
body, the consequence is the same (for them)". For us, since 

they originate dependently, the elements, have no intrinsic 
reality, and since even in what has no intrinsic reality, like 
artefact, male phantoms, female phantoms, etc., the 

nonexistence of organ is not inconsistent with a later 
possession of organs, the flaw of an organ, definite at all 
times, does not exist. For non-Buddhist (Vaiseshikas) who 
assert elements possessed of intrinsic reality, transmutation 

of their intrinsic reality is not rational and, hence, an organ 
definite as their ultimate intrinsic reality is [ 115] the 

I. literally: you
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consequence. Further, if the self were to exist in terms of 

intrinsic essence, then, just as, for nobody in the world�- is 

there non-heat in the heat of fire, what is the self for one 

person would, of necessity, be the self for all. However, 

(X,3) what for non-Buddhist (Vaiseshikas) 1 is the self, a 

referent of the I-habit, is not the Buddhist2 self, since for the 

Buddhists3 it is not referent of the I-habit and it is not referent 

of self - attachment. Thus, the non-Buddhists' referent of I

habit is not a self (or) an intrinsic substance, for the referent 

of self-habit is not certain for all. One may say: "But when 

there is no self, from what cause do these two, I-habit and 

self-attachment, arise?" After, through the aforementioned 

procedures, a self separate from the aggregates is not noted, 

will not fallacious concepts crop up that self, living being, 

life-force, creature, human being, agent, experiencer, etc., 

designated, like "chariot" on the basis of its parts, on the basis 

of impermanent things bare of intrinsic reality, on form, etc., 
are the self? Which means, they just will. 

2.1.1.1.2.5.1.2.2. l. l. l.2. REFUTATION OF PROOFS OF 
SELF 

2.1.1. l .2.5. l .2.2. l. I. l .2. I. REFUTATION OF ITS BEING 
THE CAUSE FOR CULTIVATION AND ABANDON
MENT 

One may say: "But the self exists in terms of intrinsic 

essence, for it is the cause for cultivation and abandonment 
in cyclic existenc. When there is no self, who will, after 
having done virtuous and non-virtuous actions, experience 
their results, and circle in cyclic existence? Who will, after 
having made efforts on the liberative path, get liberated? 

Therefore, the self has intrinsic existence". When it is said 

I. literally: you 2. literally: my 3. literally: for us
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that the self circles in many different lives, does this self, in 
other lives, act in accordance with their respective bodies, 
or not? If not, it is pointless to conceive of a self not acting 

in accordance with the bodies, as circling [ I 16 J. And if it 
does, (X,4) just as at various births different bodies emerge, 

the person will change, for he acts as the bodies do. Because 
of this, distinctness from the body is not acceptable in the 
non-Buddhists' self, for it acts in line with the change of 

body, just as, for example, one side of the body. And neither 

is its permanence rational, for like the body's own nature, it 
is not distinct from the body. 

2. l. l. l .2.5.1.2.2.1.1.1.2.2. REFUTATION OF ITS BEING

THE ACTIVE MOVER OF THE BODY

2. l. l. l.2.5.1.2.2.1. l. l.2.2. l. THE GIST

One may say: "If the self did not exist, there would be 
no active mover so there would be no bodily movements, 

no stretching, drawing in etc. Therefore it is imperative to 

also accept an inner, personal agent who, like Devadatta 

causing a vehicle to move, causes the body to move". Also 

this is not rational, for a vehicle is only moved by what has 

contact with it but not by what has no (contact with it). And 

also the self contrived by non-Buddhists is something which 

has no contact, for like time, it is not phy sical. From (X,5 ) 

what is no contact a so-calJed moving of another thing does 

not proceed and hence, like space, a self is not the agent of 
the body's movements of stretching, drawing in, etc. 

Therefore one should not infer a self from the movements 
of the body. One may say: "But do not Buddhists themselves 

accept mind, which has no contact, as that which moves the 

body? For previously the following had been stated: 'Since 
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outside mind, merit. etc .. are not noted in living beings. etc .. 

therefore for the mental is to be proc )aimed as quintessential 

for all actions'. Thus for Buddhists, too, the flaw is the same". 

As for Buddhists, they do not assert a mind which has no 

contact [ I 17], and since for them the contacting mental factor 

of the characteristic triple conjunction of object, organ and 

consciousness exist, consciousness is equipped with a body 

and, hence, is that which moves the body. But since the non

Buddhists had not accepted that the self 1 has contact, it is 

not the same. Moreover, since it is mind which alone is the 

cause of all things, the air element2 arisen from it has contact 

(with it) and since it is moved by it, it is appropriate to say 

that the air element has contact (with it). 

2. l. l. l .2.5.1.2.2.1. l. l .2.2.2. IN ADDITION, CRITICISM 

OF A PERMANENT SELF 

When an eternal self exists, poison, weapons, etc., 

cannot inflict harm on it in any way, as exemplified by a 

diamond which, there being no apprehension of harm, need 

not be protected against wood worms in any way. Therefore, 

(X,6) which reasons for an absence of contradiction between 

what is proclaimed as teaching (viz) non-harm, which 

protects the self against injury and this etemality of the self 

does one- think will there be? Since they are just 

contradictory, one cannot accept an eternal self or one would 

have to further express other reasons, but these were not even 

expressed and, hence, this (self) is irrational. 

I. probably referring to the liberated self mentic,ned in the formulation

of the Vaiscshika opinion at the beginning of' this chapter

2. of the body; a human being is said to have six "clements" viz earth,

water, fire, wind, space, consciousness
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2. I. I. I .2.5. I .2.2.1.1.1.2.2.3. REFUTATION OF PROOF OF

A PERMANENT SELF 

One may say: '·But the self is nothing but permanent 

since there is recolJection of existence. For formative factors 

destroyed immediately upon arisaL recollection in another 

life is not rational but when a permanent self exists it is this 

which wanders to another life. Therfore recollection is 

rational". This is also irrational, according to the following: 

somebody who had died here in a previous life due to the 

thrust of a weapon sees, even in this life, the scar left by a 

previous wound that had healed and, having recollected his 

life, sees a display of events, stating: "The thrust of the 

weapon to my fonner body was this''. Therefore, (X,7) when 

non-Buddhists declare the self to be pennanent because there 

is recollection of life in terms of a statement: "Previously, 

I was precisely like this", why isn't that body not pennanent 

for the non-Buddhist? That means, it should be, for after the 

scar [ 118] of a bodily wound formerly inflicted had been 

seen, the events of the former body are recollected. 

Therefore, the events of the former body are recollected 

through attention to the present one because it is on account 

of causality that the former body and present body are not 

logical in terms of distinctness. In the same way, reco11ection 

of life is rational because the person designated in 

dependence upon aggregates and the present self are not . 

distinct. Further, it is not rational that this self would reco11ect 

a life through its own nature, for it is a mindless nature. And 

again, i t  would not be reasonable to imagine that (its 

recollection) be through possession of thought, for (then) it 

would have shed its nature; in line with the following: (X,8) 

when even the self, since it possesses qualities involving 
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thought, intellect, etc., is the very knower, then even the 

qualities involving thinking, of such a self will not be 

possessors of thought since they are subject. to a mindless 

self. When that mindless self, since it possesses qualities 

involving thought, intellect, etc., adjusts io them and engages 

in recollecting life, etc., then the person, that is, that self, will 

not -even be permanent, for he changes. Further, when the 

life-force, that is, this self, is endowed with properties of 

happiness, suffering, equanimity, etc., then in keeping with 

diverse properties such as happiness, suffering, equanimity, 

etc., also the self associated with them must be seen as 

heterogeneous and multiple. Otherwise there would be no 

point in saying that the properties, happiness, etc., are 

diverse. Since associated with happiness, etc., it arises in 

conformity with them, also the self, just as happiness, etc., 

are not permanent, is impossible in terms of permanence and 

so forth. The term "and so forth" clears away all: agent, 

experiencer, oneness, [ 119 J etc. 

2.1.1.1.2.5.1.2.2. l. l .2. REFUTATION OF THE SANKHY A 

SELF 

One may say: "This predicament indeed arises for (him 

who holds that) the person does not posses thought but since 

according to us the person is existent knowledge, there is • 

nothing controversial whatsoever." Even this is not rational, 

according to the following (X,10) when an -�xistent 

knowledge of intrinsic reality of a personal experiencer of 

objects is merely permanent, then activity of eye, etc., 

becomes irrational and pointless in one's experience of 

objects, for its intrinsic essence always exists. Inasmuch as 

fire does not arise without fuel, fuel has a function with a 
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view to fire. But were fire always to arise without fuel, there 

would be no function (to be fulfilled) by any fuel. One may 

say: .. As for the person, he essentially is a potential of an 

existence of knowledge and, further, he is the experiencer 

of objects. As for the nature of the process, the experience 

of objects, this is essentialJy existent knowledge. Since, 

again, this is contingent upon the activity of eye, etc., the 

aforementioned flaw does not exist". Were existent 

knowledge to be a process by nature, it would not go beyond 

the nature of a process. But when in the manner a process 

dependent upon the substance of a tree, (]ike) a movement 

caused by wind, moves somewhere else even before the 

destruction of the tree, were this existent knowledge 

experience of objects by nature also to become non-existent 

even before the destruction of the substantial person, this 

again would be irrational. For existent know ledge, the nature 

of the experience of the objects, is not separate from the 

intrinsic essence of the person 1• Therefore, (X, 11) how does 

a process dependent upon substance move before the 

destruction of the substance? How is the substance, not 

dependent upon another substance and self-arisen, without 

[ 120] movement before its destruction? After all, the existent

knowledge of the nature of experience is also substantial

person by nature. Thus, it is not rational to say that, since

the person exists before the experience of objects and the

knowledge which actively experiences objects has no

existence, an activity of eye, etc., has a function in view of

its establishment. One may say: "In fact, before the

experience of objects, there is no existence of knowledge but

I. in line with the Sankhyas' own postulation
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since its potential exists, the person exists''. Just as at the time 
when the objects are experienced a person separate from the 
existent know ledge is nol seen, in the same way also al the 
time when the objects are not experienced a person separate 
from existent knowledge does not exist and, hence, at that 
time a potential equipped with personal vessel does not exist 
either. Further, when this person is thought to exist, prior to 
the actual manifestation of existent knowledge, as an essence 
of potential existent knowledge, then, for him (who thinks 
this), prior (X, 12) sphere of existent knowledge distinct from 
the actual state of existent knowledge, or an actual existent 
knowledge distinct from the stage of a sphere of existent 
knowledge, is seen and, thus, just as, for example precisely 
this molten iron turns into a lump of iron later on, precisely 
this prior sphere of existent knowledge proves to be an 
essence of manifest existent knowledge later on. This is why 
the person changes and, since he changes, the statement to 
the effect that the self has no permanence is proven. 

2.1.1.1.2.5.1.2.2.1.1.3. REFUTATION OF THE 
LOGICIANS' SELF 

Others may say: "For us, the person is not an essence 
of existent knowledge. Then how is he? The mere atomic 
parts of the self have mind and thereby know ledge arises. 
Hence, existent knowledge is found merely in what has mind 
but not in everything, while the person, since he encompasses 
everything, is as vast as space". [121] (X

,.
13) Since the 

existent knowledge is only in the mind while the person is 
as vast as space, the essence of such a self is seen as a 
nonexistence of knowledge and does not become a person 
possessed of knowledge, for knowledge is connected to the 
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atomic parts, just as Ganges were cannot be called salty on 
account of its being connected to a tiny particle of salt. 
Further, (X, 14) since such a self is e4uivalenl lo a personal 
self of intrinsic reality encompassing all, why isn't the self 
of another person also perceived in it as its own I, or own 
self? One may say: "After it has been obstructed by that very· 
self of another, it is not seen". When that very self of another 
is precisely the own self, it is not appropriate to say that it 
obstructs its very the own self. Hence, a self encompassing 
a11 is irrational. 

2. l.1.1.2.5.1.2.2.1.1.4. REFUTATION OF QUALITIES
BEING AGENTS

Now, the Sankhyas say: "There are three qualities: 
lightness, motility and inertia. In a state of equilibrium these 
three are primordial nature, and when the manifestations are 
being generated, nature". There is no difference between 
whatsoever mad-men and these Sankhyas who declare that 
the nature of an essence of (X, 15) three qualities, since it is 
mindless, does not have the knowledge in terms of any 
category and, after having become aware of the person's 
desire for experience of objects, is the agent which generates 
the whole group of manifestations - in line with the 
statement, " ..... from nature arises the intellect, from this I
principle, from this the group of the sixteen categories 1, and, 
again, from the mere five2 among these sixteen the five great 
(elements) ..... " -, for these Sankhyas are utterly excited by 
perverted intelligence and, in talking in a silly way, they 

I. viz five subtle material qualities, five organs of knowledge, five organs

of action, and mind

2. viz the five subtle material qualities, form, sound, etc.
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proclaim something meaningless. 

After all, to state that (nature) is mindless and the agent 
of all is quite contradictory. Further, (X, 16) can they be any 
statements more illogical than the following? "The triple 
nature [ 122] of lightness, motility and inertia, the qua I ities, 
know (how to) produce, in all categories, the entire mass of 
manifestations, houses, etc., but (how to) experience and 
enjoy those, they do not know." This, after all, is inconsistent 
with reason and dismissed by the world. 

2.1. l .  l .2.5. l .2.2. l .  l .5. REFUTATION OF SELF BEING 
AGENT 

The Vaiseshikas claim that the self is the agent of both 
proper and improper actions, and enjoyer of their results. 
Also their pennanent self is not rational, for when this self 
is agent it must be accepted as effect of action, since he who 
does not do any action whatsoever is not regarded as agent. 
And again, (X, 17) he who is endowed with action has no 
permanence, for what before the start of the action has· not 
even the slightest distinctive feature (of an agent) does not 
perform an action. Further, when this self is claimed to 
encor 1ass and pervade all objects, there is no direction 
whatsoever into which it might get channelled and, thus, no 
action whatsoever going, coming, staying, etc., exists. And 
when for fear of these contradictions one asserts that the self 
has no action, then it is the actionless self which is _equally 
nonexistent, for things with an existent nature are categorized 
as existents because they perfonn some action. What does 
not perfonn any action whatever cannot be categorized as 
existent, as exemplified by castles in the air. Since on account 
of nonexistence of action the self itself is equally nonexistent, 
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for what reason does the non-Buddhist not re_1oice at 

selflessness? He should. for it is the cause of the removal of 

all wrong views. 

2.1.1.1.2.5.1.2.2.1.2. GENERAL REFUT A Tl ON 

Were this self, like the heat of a fire, to exist in terms 

of intrinsic essence, the intelligence focusing on it would be 

the same in all but, again, it is not like this, for (X, 18) some, 

Yaiseshikas, [ 123 J Sankhyas, etc., regard the self which is 

not distinct in each individual body to be all-pervading like 

space. Some among these maintain that, in view of many 

bodies, multiplicity is ascribed to it after the many in which, 

for example, one moon is seen as many on the basis of water 

in many vessels. Some, the Jainas, since (for them) the self 

in a mosquito, ant, elephant, etc., is in accordance with the 

stature of the body, see it as just small and large, as is said 

in the following statement: "The Jainas say that the life-force, 

in line with the stature of the body, is small and large". Some, 

not accepting it as small and large, see the self as mere atoms, 

while men of wisdom in whom, on the basis of the 

Tathagata's teaching, authentic knowledge arises· and who 

directly cognize the noumenon of dependent origination see 

the self as nonexistent in terms of intrinsic reality. Thus, 

because of the diverse views, it is understood that the self 

does not exist in terms of intrinsic reality. Further, if the self 

were to exist in terms of intrinsic reality, it would not be 

liberated for the following (reason): (X, 19) how would 

meditation on remedies block a permanent self afflicted in 

cyclic existence? Nothing whatever would block it, and when 

it is not blocked at the stage of affliction, how can there be 

attainment of freedom in which affliction is abandoned? 
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Since it is like this. the existence of freedom is ruled out for 

the one who insists on a permanent self. Therefore, he who 

wishes freedom should accept mere dependent origination, 

for freedom is rational because, after the dependent, since it 

is moment, originates when there is no disruption of 

causality, birth is negated by the incompleteness of causes 

and conditions. Further, [ l 24J aJI heterodox (systems) 

desirous of freedom agree that liberation takes place through 

extinction, in every respect, of I-habit and property-habit. So 

(X,20) if a self were to exist in terms of intrinsic reality, a 

so-called self would also exist at the stage of freedom, for 

intrinsic nature would not be negated. Thus, cognition of 

selflessness, or reliquishment of self-habit, would not be 

feasible since, just as (at) the stage of cyclic existence, the 

self, the cause of involvement in self-habit, would exist 

without having been weakened. And hence, a statement to 

the effect that nirvana is definitely attained upon 

relinquishment of self-habit through cognition of Thatness 

would also be a lie. Therefore, he who wishes freedom 

should accept selflessness, for attainment of freedom through 

selflessness and relinquishment of self-habit is rational. 

(Now) one may be apprehensive that, in case a self exists, 

involvement in self-habit at the time of freedom would 

follow, and thus assert a (X,21) really existent intrinsic nature 

of selflessness at the time of freedom and its cognition as 

liberation. But even before, at the time of cyclic existence, 

there is no nonexistence of such intrinsic nature of self, 

appearing in a liberated consciousness; even before it is 

merely like such intrinsic nature of self, for that which an 

undeluded consciousness, there being no possession of 

something else, no admixture, sees as a single intrinsic 
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essence had been dedared to be "intrinsic nature". When. for 

example, gold is mixed with iron its intrinsic nature is not 

reaJly manifest, but when it is not mixed with iron it is 

precisely that which is seen as its intrinsic essence which is 

its intrinsic nature. In the same way, also, the self, on account 

of something else, an admixture of qualities, etc., is not 

perceived according to its intrinsic essence at the time of 

cyclic existence, but at the time of liberation, since (then) it 

is without admixture, it is precisely that which is perceived 

as its intrinsic essence which is its intrinsic nature. So, 

selflessness must be perceived at the time of cyclic existence 

as well, for selflessness [ 125 J is also perceived at the time 

of liberation. 

2.1.1.1.2. 5.1.2.2.2. ·oENIAL OF A FAUL T OF 

ANNIHILATION AT SELFLESSNESS 

One may say: "When a self does not exist, annihilation 

follows, for formative factors, having the property of being 

destroyed at each moment, are destroyed immediately upon 

arisal". In the world, impermanence is not conceived in the 

sense of annihilation, for cause and result occurring 

successively, (like) grass and trees occurring since the first 

eon, are seen even nowadays. (X,22) Were impermanence 

to mean annihilation, by what cause would impermanent 

(things), grass, trees, etc. , exist even nowadays? 

Consequently, they would not. This, no doubt, has to be 

accepted in this way, for otherwise, were this view according 

to which the meaning of impermanence is annihilation of 

continuity to be true, ignorance (and so forth) would emerge 

in no living being whatsoever, for impermanence would have 

annihilated them. By the term "and so forth" 1, happiness, etc., 

I. occurring as "kyang" in the rooHext only
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and attachment, etc., are included. Thus, freedom would 

ensue without there being (any) need for any effort. One may 

think that, since a permanent self (as) cause originating all 

things exists, there is no view of annihilation with regard to 

grass, etc., which occur through such cause, but it has already 

been dee Jared that permanent things which are not dependent 

upon causes and conditions do not exist, like the horn of a 

donkey. Again, even if the self exists, it is not appropriate 

as a cause for the occurrence of the world, for the folJowing 

(reason): (X,23) even though a self exists, inner and outer 

forms are seen to arise from (what is) distinct from the self, 

[ 126] for it is observed that fire arises from a sun-crystal

coming into contact with (the rays of) the sun, water from

a wa"ter-crystal coming into contact with (the rays of) the

moon, sprout from seed and eye, etc., from an oval-shaped

foetus. And just as material things are seen to arise from what

is distinct, in the same way they are seen to last through what

is distinct, for it is seen that things (like) fire, etc., last

through causes, kindling, fuel, etc. And they are also seen

to be dissolved by means of what is distinct, namely through

the incompleteness of causes, of fuel, etc. If the self were

the cause of the occurrences of the world, origination and

dissolution of existents would depend on that alone, but it is

not even like this and, hence, the self does not exist. A wise

person has to understand that when there is no origination

from the permanent, then, (X,24) just as a produc�d sprout

empty of intrinsic reality comes to arise from a produced

realityless seed dependent upon something else, upon cause

and conditions, so alJ impermanent realityless existents of

causality the hidden, subtle, etc., come to originate from

impermanent realityless causes and conditions. Thus, a wise
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person through the knowledge mantra of relativistic 
origination also has to utterly drive back into great distance 
this thunderbolt of permanence and annihilation descending 
upon compositional factors and destroying the coherence of 
the causality of the mundane and the transcendental, for if 
continuity in terms of result, sprout, etc., were not to occur, 
the seed, as if it had come into contact with fire, would be 
annihilated. But (X,25) since a result, an existent called 
sprout, will occur through a causal seed, therefore the causal 
seed is not annihilated, and if, in spite of the growth of the 
sprout, the seed were to last without its own substance having 
been cancelled, it would be permanent but since the existence 
of the seed would be cancelled, it is not permanent, either. 

One may say: "Since both seed and sprout also do not 
exist in terms of identity and distinctness because their 
intrinsic essence is unestablished, this I aforementioned [ 127 J 
procedure of eliminating permanence and annihilation is also 
to be found in Buddhist schools which assert causality in 
terms of moments and, thus, even in them the flaws of 
permanence and annihilation do not exisf'. Those (schools) 
assert distinctiveness of cause and result and, therefore, the 

occurrence of result does not hinder the flaw of annihilation 
of cause, just as it does not happen that because of the 
existence of a gayal2 a cow does not died. After for the 
Centrist3 the cause, since the result is not distinct, enters 
through the result, the flaw of annihilation of cause does not 
exist. Further, since those (schools) assert a· reality status 
of cause and result, they confine themselves to permanence 

I. the texts adds: your

2. a wild animal similar to a cow but, obviously, different from it

3. literally: for us
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and annihilation as is declared in the folJowing statement: 

"When existence is asserted, views of permanence and 

annihilation wiH be the consequence, for existence is either 

permanent or it is annihilated." 

(This was) the commentary on the tenth chapter of the 

"Experientialist Four Hundred", or what may be called a 

demonstration of contemplation which negates self. 



CHAPTER ELEVEN 

2.1.1.1.2.6. REFUTATION OF PERMANENT TIME 

2.1.1.1.2.6.1. FORMULATION OF FIRST PHRASE 

Exponents of time may say: .. To say that the self has 

no permanence is correct but, nevertheless, it is not that 

permanent things do not exist at aH, for time exists. Since 

here, even though the constituents, earth, etc., and seed, etc., 

exist, arising and dissolution of result, sprout, flower, etc., 

do not permanently exist and (rather) occassionalJy exist, 

time, by inference from this, exists. Again, this made visible 

by moments, seconds, minutes and being separate from 

things which stay in the three times has permanence .. 
, 

2.1.1.1.2.6. 2. ITS REFUTATION 

2.1.1.1.2.6. 2.1. RERJT A TION OF AN ESSENCE [ 128] OF 

TIME 

2.1.1.1.2.6. 2.1.1. REFUTATION OF PAST AND FUTURE 

2.1.1.1.2.6.2. l.  l .  l .  REFUTATION OF A SUBSTANTIAL 

ST A TUS OF FUTURE 

Were a so-calJed time, established as separate entity, 

to exist, it would be perceived, but since it is not, and since 

it had already been refuted, it is not instituted through an 

essence of its own but needs to be instituted through certain 

things, (like) vases, etc., which exist in the three times. 

Therefore, time is to be refuted through their refutation, and 

for this, a future vase is designed in order to set forth the 

time of future whereas past and present vases are designed 

in order to set forth the times of past and present. As for the 

future, it is the non-arrival of the time of the present, while 
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the past is what has gone beyond the present. The present is 

what has arisen but not ceased. These three times are 

established through contingency upon each other, for without 

contingency upon both, each is nonexistent. A future cannot 

be defined without contingency upon both past and present, 

for it is future because it has not (yet) come and must, 

somewhere without doubt, become both present and past. 

Also the presentation of the other two times should be 

understood in this way. Now, (XI, I) in a future vase there 

is no present vase and neither is there a past one, for these 

two and the future one are distinct with regard to their 

characteristics and the one is not possible in the other. Since 

both present and past (vase) are not to be found in a future 

one, even these two [ 1291 will become future, for the two, 

present and past, are also future for the future. When both 

present and past are also future, all three times �e just future; 

hence, both present and past are unestablished. Since the time 

of the future, according to that, is to be instituted as future 

through something, it does not exist in terms of intrinsic 

essence. 

One may say: "It is not that a past vase is, in every 

respect, nonexistent in a future vase; rather, it exists as future 

essence in the future and, thus, the aforementioned flaw does 

not exist". (Xl,2) But when the destroyed exists in the future 

as future and past essence, how can a past vase existent in 

the nature of future become past? After all, it exists in the 

future. Further, does a future (thing) exist for the exponent 

of time 1, or does it not exist? One may posit it as existent 

on the ground that it exists in the nature of the future, but 

I. literally: for you
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then (Xl,3) it is simply impossible as future. for it becomes 

present since the future thing lodges in the nature of the 

future. One may say: "Even though it exists in the nature of 

the future it is not present since it does not exist in the nature 

of the present". Whatever exists in that nature which is its 

own nature is present, just as blue is present when it exists 

in the nature of blue. Since also the future exists in the nature 

of the future, it is present. Therefore, since the future does 

not exist, the other two times, dependent upon it, also do not 

exist. The Yaibhashikas maintain that things established by 

intrinsic identity substantially (Xl,4) exist in the future, also 

that in the time of the past they exist in their full strength, 

and that in the present they exist as well. Then, for them, 

which thing would not exist? The impermanent [ 130] would 

become nonexistent, for how can there be impermanence in 

the system of those for whom all three times just exist? After 

all, that thing the essence of which appears to the mind at 

present, also exists, its essence being unspoilt, in the past and 

in ·the future. Such would be inconsistent with the discourse 

in which the Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor 

spoke:"Alas! Creations are impermanent, they are subject to 

origination and dissolution. Having arisen, they will dissolve. 

To quickly appease these is happiness''. 

2.1.1.1.2.6. 2.1.1..2 REFUTATION OF A SUBSTANTIAL 

STATUS OF PAST 

Just as future does not exist because (in the future) 

future does not exist, in the same way past is not possible 

because in the past there is no past, for is the time of the 

past beyond its own essence or is it not? (Xl,5) Were it to 

be beyond the past how could it be past? After all, it had 
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already exceeded its own essence, just as, for example, curd 

which has gone beyond the state of milk should not be called 

milk. When what is not beyond the past is not empty of the 

activity of the past, it has its activity, so how should it be 

past? One may say: "But since the past lodges in the past's 

own essence it does not go beyond the past". Were a past 

established, that which lodges in its own essence would be 

past, but since it is the occasion of the investigation it is not 

established. How can it be past through lodging in the nature 

of the past? 

2.1.1.1.2.6. 2.1.1.3. REFUTATION OF FUTURE IN 

PARTICULAR 

2.1.1.1.2.6. 2.1.1.3.1. REFUTATION OF ARISING OF 

SUBSTANTIAL Y ESTABLISHED FUTURE 

For the Vaibhashikas, who approve of the view that 

everything exists because the three times substantially exist, 

the question arises whether they conceive of the existent 

future as arisen or as unarisen [ 131 ]. (XI,6) When it is 

thought that an arisen future exists, then why isn't it present? 

After all, it exists after having arisen, like a present vase. But 

when it is thought that the future exists as something that 

has not arisen, (then) the future is permanent. Since, like the 

nirvana insisted upon by the Vaibhashikas, it exists without 

having arisen, what else would it be other than permanent? 

(Xl,7) Were the future to be impermanent on the __ grounds 

that, in spite of being without arising, it is not indestructible 

the way non-creations are since when drawn to the state of 

the present on the strength of cause and conditions, it is 

destroyed, then it would be impermanent on account of 

corruption ofits intrinsic essence, but since regard to the past 
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its intrinsic essence is not destroyed or spoilt, due to what 

reason does one not conceive of it as permanent? That means, 

it would follow that it is permanent. Further, one expresses 

the word "time" because it is experienced through 

impermanence, but the impennanent is not even found in any 

of the three times, according to the following: (Xl,8) both 

present and past are not impermanent, for an intrinsic nature 

of a present is unspoilt and the impermanent, in being 

associated with nonexistence, is not possible as present. And 

as for the past, it stands for destruction, but what is already 

destroyed is not destroyed again, for (that) would be useless, 

there would be no basis, and there would be the fallacy of 

ad infinitum, in consequence. In a future, the third category 

distinct from both present and past, the impennanent does 

not exist, for the impermanent is based upon an arisen 

existent and, therefore, is not to be found in an unarisen 

future. Thus, just as the concept of three times is irrational 

with regard to space, etc., which are bare of impennanence, 

in the same way time is irrational [ 132] for those who assert 

that existents possess intrinsic nature, for impermanence does 

not exist (for them). 

One may say: "But future exists, for when the 

conditions exist, it later arises. What does not exist 

previously, (like) the son of a barren woman, etc., has no 

arising afterwards". (Xl,9) When inner and outer things 

which later proceed from cause and conditions really exist 

before their arising, then these things, without being 

contingent upon cause, would each be essentially established, 

and therefore the attitude of proponents of chance, that is, 

of those who maintain that things are really established 

without cause, would not be wrong. But their view is 
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fallacious, for the seen and unseen contradict their whole 
attitude. For when things are not contingent upon causes, they 
do not originate dependently and, hence, there are the faults 
of their not becoming objects of seeing, etc., as exemplifit,j 
by the horn of a donkey. And neither is it rational for what 
is existent to arise through this (dependent origination), for 
(XI, IO) it is not rational to say that a result which proceeds 
from or is generated by cause and conditions is existent prior 
to its arising. Were an existent to arise, even what already 
arose would arise but, again, this is not rational, for it would 
be useless or, since the cause itself would subsequently arise 
without end, a subsequent continuity of result, in 
consequence, would have no opportunity to occur. One may 
say: "The future exists, for after its intrinsic essence, as 'it 
really is, is known by the meditator's aspirational conscious
ness, it is predicted". It had already been declared that a 
future does not exist before the arising. Therefore, (XI, 11) 
when a meditator sees a future thing as a real essence, why 
doesn't he also directly see nonexistent things (like) the son 
of a barren woman, etc.? Since even both are equal in that 
they have no real naLUre, it is not appropriate to say that one 
is seen but the other is not. 

One may say: "But then, how [133] does the meditator 
know the future?" When the future does not exist by intrinsic 
essence, then its shape is not, as asserted by the opponent, 
directly known by a meditator; however, neither is it that it 
is completely nonexistent, for it arises on the basis of cause 
and condition, nor is it, therefore, that, like a son of a barren 
woman, it is not seen. So, since the future is dependent, that 
knowledge arises from a particular meditatiye stabilization 
in which the future, as if it would tum into a present thing, 
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is invited on the strength of aspirational consciousness, and 

thus postmeditational consciousness, posing as being in 

possession of the category of direct perception, predicts it. 

(But) since it does not exist as present, it is not endowed 

with the category of direct perception, and since it appears 

evident on the strength of the meditation, it is not perceived 

in a general manner but, nevertheless, since a future which 

is dependent does not fail to be a mental object, the 

meditator's aspirational consciousness is not even mistaken. 

When the Buddhas, with their spontaneous wisdom cognizant 

of the three times, by virtue of previous prayers proclaim 

teachings in which the state of things, as it really is, is 

exhibited, disciples receptive to such instructions under

stand their meaning through Their words. Then they will 

comprehend them according to their meaning as it really is, 

and they will understand discourses taught even at other 

times by the Thus-Gone in accordance with this. Hence, in 

dependence upon merely this it is conventionally said. that 

the Thus-Gone possesses an unobstructed spontaneous 

wisdom not attached to the objective three times, while for 

those who have penetrated the nature of things, no beholding 

of any thing, and no proc1aiming of any meaning, exist. 

Further, for him who contends that the future exists by 

intrinsic essence, the future has no distance, for there is 

intrinsic essence, just as (there is in) the present. But again, 

this [ I 34] is not insisted upon, for it had been accepted that 

distant things are past and future and that near things are what 

has arisen at present. Here, teachings are heard due to contact 

with a spiritual friend, by means of this the inte11ect matures, 

and from this generosity, morality, etc., proceed. (XI, 12) 

Were even those things, with their nature, to have intrinsic 
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essence in spite of not having been practised, the hardships 

of observances for the sake of their accumulation would be 

pointless, for even without them those would exist. And also 

when observances were to make some difference to these 

things, this difference would not exist previously, would be 

merely made and, hence, an existent future result would be 

impossible. Further, for him who has accepted that 

compositional factors are impermanent, such impermanent 

(compositional factors) are not amiss in the three times; so, 

(Xl,13) when all existents are impermanent, how can one say 

that all results exist from before? After all, impermanence 

and existence from before are inconsistent with each other. 

For (it is) like this: in the world, whatever has a beginning 

where something else does not exist before and an end where 

something else does not exist afterwards, it is mentioned as 

impermanent. 

2. l .  l .  l.2.6. 2.1. l.3. 2. REFUTATION OF FUTURE

NONEXISTENT AS EXISTENT

Also for those schools which, after having become aware of 

the falJacies of an assertion to the effect that the future exists, 

maintain that the future is nonexistent as existent, (XI, 14) it 

follows that there would be no endeavour to generate a noble 

path with the aim to prevent future emotional afflictions and 

births, for future emotional afflictions and births are 

nonexistent as existents, just as for liberatetl Foe-D�stroyers 

there is no destruction of future emotional afflictions- and 

births by force of a noble path, and endeavour for the sake 

of freedom is unnecessary for them here. Not only would 

endeavour for a merely [ 135] nonexistent freedom be 

irrational, but when the future is non-existent in such a way, 
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it will be irrational to say that consciousness arises, for 

consciousness that arises does not exist due to its very future 

and, since thus there is no basis, the activity of arising also 

would not take place.1 When consciousness has no arising, 

clinging which is basic to desire does not exist. Thus, when 

there is no basic clinging, desire, which is dependent upon 

it, originates without cause, but desire is not causeless, for 

the consequence would be that it arises even in Foe

Destroyers. The meaning intended through the word "also" 1

is that desire originates without clinging or, again, that the 

future is not nonexistent. 

2.1.1.1.2.6. 2.1. l.3. 3. REFUTATION OF VIEWS OF 

EXISTENCE AND NONEXISTENCE OF RESULT 

The Sankhyas maintain: "It is only an existent result which 

arises, for a nonexistent cannot have been generated and the 

result lodges in the cause as essence of a potential result; and 

also the flaw of everything proceeding from everything does 

not exist since the potential is generated by its potential. Were 

a nonexistent to arise, everything would proceed from 

everything". The Vaibhashikas, apprehensive of the 

consequential fallacy of a reality having arisen from the 

unarisen, conceive of all three times as existent; and they 

think that, again, the collection2 is temporarily resultant but 

not substantial result and that a substance of intrinsic identity, 

lodging in all three times, is turned into the mere state of the 

present by the collection of cause and conditions, while there 

is no generation of a substance which did not previously 

I. only occurring in the root text (line 4 of stanza 14) but not in the

commentary

2. of cause and conditions?
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exist. Thus, (XI, 15) according to both Sankhyas and 

Yaibhashikas, exponents of existent result, the variagated 

special decorations of pediments, pillars, etc., geometric 

designs, birds, etc., for the purpose of the result, a house, 

would be pointless, for the result, the house, exists [ I 36]. One 

may say: "But through decoration the house is brought into 

another form, one which is beautiful, etc." Then, since its 

qualities, inexistent before, are newly produced, the claim 

that the result exists will have to be given up. That the result 

does not exist is what Vaiseshika, Sautrantika, and 

Vijnanavada insist upon. They think that for an existent result 

arising is pointless, and hold that only a nonexistent arises. 

Also for them, decorating pillars, etc., for the sake of a house, 

will be meaningless, for the result, the house, does not exist. 

What is nonexistent cannot be established by anybody, as 

exemplified by the son of a barren woman. In the face of 

the occurrence of the aforementioned contradictions, inner 

and outer things, sprouts, compositional factors, etc., (and) 

their causes, seeds, misknowledge, etc., become meaningless 

for exponents of existence and nonexistence of result. Since 

the Centrist, who assert nonexistence of intrinsic nature, do 

not hold teachings of substance, existent or nonexistent, there 

is no room for contradiction and, hence, for them everything 

is established. As for the arising of anything, it does not exist 

prior to the arising, for the arising would be pointless; (and) 

it is not nonexistent (prior to the arising), for arising is 

contingent upon a collection of cause and conditions. 

Therefore, since the wise relinquish the two extremes, 

dependent origination should be asserted. Even this is merely 

an assertion for the sake of the conversion of the world, after 

what is familiar to it had been made valid cognition, while 
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in the Centrists' own tradition not even dependence 1s 

asserted, because it is declared in the "Entry into the 

Middle"2
: 'The Centrists I had not at all adopted a superficial 

in line with the substantial other-powered3 insisted upon by 

the Idealists4
. Even though these5 do not exist, for the sake 

of results the Centrists, in the face of the world, say: 'They 

exist"', (further) because there are no valid cognitions of an 

own Centrist [ 137] system through which dependence might 

get established, and because a thing not established by 

validating cognitions is not accepted by whoever admits 

preceding reflection. When the Centrist accepts merely the 

spontaneous wisdom of the nonconceptual meditative 

balance of a Noble as validating cognition, a thing established 

by it does not even exist to the extent the part of a tip of a 

hair, split a hundred times, (exists). Therefore it should be 

understood that there is no assertion whatsoever of an own 

Centrist system. 

2.1.1.1.2.6.2.1.2. REFUTATION OF THE PRESENT 

One may say: "Past and future may have been refuted, 

but as for the present, this exist; and since this exists the 

future also will exist, for the very transformation of the future 

is the present". Again, this is not rational, for transformation 

itself is not established. When transformation is conceived 

at a future, is it conceived because of a corruption of its 

intrinsic essence or because of its stability? In the first case, 

since transformation is dissolution of one amid the arisal of 

another, it is merely nominally imputed as transformation 

through arisal and dissolution. One may say: "But for us, 

I. literally: we 2. VI, 81 a-d 3. ie a mere, substantially established

mind 4. Literally: you 5. conventional things
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transformation is not like this. Rather, just as for example 

in the stable substantial intrinsic essence of the fluids of a 

cow another thing, the state of milk, turns into the slate of 

curd after having undergone change, so the state of future 

of the three qualities, lightness, motility and inertia, turns into 

the state of present after having undergone change". Since 

the world, after having noted three future qualities, does not 

see their transformation into present, this transformation is 

not justified. And neither is curd transformation of milk, 

[ 138] for curd and milk are seen as being separate with

regard to taste and potential, and a substance in them, apart

from taste and potential, does not even exist. Thus, this

opinion according to which future (XI, 16) things transform

into present will not even be held by a mind capable of

scrutinizing subtle, hidden, immaterial things, much less

by the five sense-consciousness. According to the

aforementioned, a transformation, a cause of the present, is

not noted but nevertheless the unwise, the ignorant, who

themselves did not grasp its definite intrinsic essence, believe

that that present exists.

2.1.1.1.2.6.2.2. REFUTATION OF PROOFS 

2.1.1.1.2.6.2.2.1. REFUTATION OF ESTABLISHMENT 

THROUGH THINGS 

One may say: "Time exists for things its causes, exist. 

Since time has no body it cannot be discerned thr(?ugh itself, 

but after things have been apprehended it is discerned". Even 

though time exists when things, the causes of time, exist, its 

substance does not exist, the reason being that things 

destroyed with each moment have no stability, and (XI, 17) 

how can a substance of time exist, even though things have 
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no stabi1ity? Which means, it cannot. One may say: "'Why 

have they no stability?" How can things consumed by 

impermanence have stabi]ity? When they have stability, no 

decay which they wou]d become objects distinct from their 

static, changeless substance wi11 occur, for these two are 

inconsistent with each other. When at first they had stability 

in tenns of substance, they wou]d subsequent]y remain in this 

very condition and, hence, the consequence would be that 

they do not ever grow old. So one shou]d rea]ize that from 

the outset they have no stability. Also in line with the 

fo1lowing reasoning, they lack stability: one may think that 

the object perceived by prior consciousness is also perceived 

by another, subsequent consciousness, so that, since the 

object seen before remains until the subsequent conscious

ness, it has stability; however, this is impossible [ 139], for 

after (XI, 18) just as one consciousness moment does not 

know two things, an anterior and a posterior, two 

consciousness moments, an anterior and a posterior, Jikewise 

do not know a single object, even the objects, precisely due 

to their dependent origination, are moments and, thus, do not 

last over the span of two consciousnesses. 

One may say: "But it is inconsistent with the 

Abhidhanna statement: 'Five externals known by two', 

according to which the five objects are known by two 

consciousness 1". There is no contradiction: since the sense

consciousness, discerning a present object (and) having the 

category of its direct perception, arise, and, together with 

their respective ground, also cease, it is in worldly tenns that 

I. the "externals" are form, sound, etc. and the "two" are sense

consciousness and mental consciousness
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the object had been declared to be the object of knowledge 

of two consciousness, after on the strength of the causal sense 

consciousnesses, and mental consciousness endowed with the 

categories of the object of the sense consciousnesses and 

simulating the manifest, had arisen; but in truth, this mental 

consciousnesses merely holds the generality of the object of 

the sense consciousnesses, and not its essence, for at that time 

(the object) is gone. One may say: "Stability exists, for it is 

characteristic of the time of the present, and the present, is 

itself not possible in what lacks stability". Does stability exist 

in relation to time or does it not? (XI, 19) When stability 

exists in relation to time as its content, it is not time for vessel 

and content are different, just as Devadatta staying in a house 

is not the house itself. Hence, since stability is not ( of) the 

nature of time, it also follows that it is not characteristic of 

time. But when stability does not exist in relation to time, it 

follows that a time in which there is no stability has not even 

an end, or destruction 1, hence, the present time would last 

for a long period and thus,. since time would be permanent, 

the present thing would also be pennanent2 . 

One may say: "Stability exists, [ 140] for things 

which have it have impermanence". Were any so-called 

impermanence existent by intrinsic identity, the question 

would be whether it is distinct from, or identical with, things. 

In even both (cases) it is not justified : (Xl,20) when 

impermanence is distinct from things, it follows that things 

L end, or destruction, require a basis with at least some sort of 

antecedent stability 

2. here, there seems to be reference to temporary stability, so there is
a difference between stability of such kind and permanence. Refer
also to the following objection
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will not be impermanent but permanent, for impermanence, 

its identity just being distinct from (that of) things, will not 

exist in them. When things and impermanence are one, things 

are just impermanence, so how can things be stable? Which 

means, stability 1 will be completely nonexistent, for they 

have the nature of impermanence. Therefore stability does 

not exist, and since stability does not exist, things do not exist 

and, again, since things do not exist, time does not exist. With 

respect to whatever had been declared before, when it was 

said: "How can a substance ( of time exist even through) 

things which have no stability? How can (things consumed) 

by impermanence have stability?"2
, one may say: "Even 

though stability exists there is impermanence, for at the 

time of stability it is stability which is strongest but not 

impermanence, and the weak is not at all capable of 

overthrowing the strong". (Xl,21) When at the time of strong 

stability any impermanence is weak, then through what cause 

will it be seen later as having reversed its weakness, ( or) as 

strong enough to overthrow stability? After all, since no 

particular anterior or posterior cause and condition exist, it 

will be either strong from the outset, or it will be just weak 

later on as well. In the same way, when at the time of stability 

stability is not weak but strong, through what cause will it 

be seen later as having definitely reversed its strength, (or) 

as so weak that it can be overthrown by impennanence? Such 

are the words of a raw presentation of refutation. Further, 

(Xl,22) when [ 141] impermanence is not weak but strong 

and, moreover, pervasively exists in all things, then no thing 

will have stability, for impermanence is strong in any ( of 

I. even that stability mentioned under- I

2. see XI, 17a, b
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them) while stability has no strength. Further, does 
impermanence occur together with a compound, the 

characteristic ground, or does it occur at a later time ? A 

characteristic is not mistaken in its characteristic ground, 
hence, (Xl,23) when impermanence always exists (in the 
compound), stability never exists (in it), for impermanence, 

inconsistent with such (stability), is always associated (with 
the compound). When, anxious to avoid this predicament, 
one maintains that (the compound) gets associated with 

impermanence later, then (the compound), after before it has 
already become permanent due to its possession of stability, 

would later become impermanent due to association with 
impermanence; however, it is not rational to say that a single 
existent is both permanent and impermanent. Again, the 

characteristics of a compound are not mistaken among 

themselves, hence, (Xl,24) when stability exists in a thing, 
a characteristic ground, along with impermanence will be 
cancelled in it, for it has stability, or it will be wrong to say 

that it has stability, for its impermanence exist. 

2.1.1.1.2.6.2.2.2. REFUTATION OF PROOF OF 
RECOLLECTION 

One may say: "But time exists, for the past exists as 

vessel in which a creations remain. Were past things to be 

nonexistent, recollections (like), 'At a past time I was like 
this, or that' would be unjustified". As for recol_lection, it 
refers to things which were experienced before. Since (Xl,25) 

things which had been seen before are already gone, they do 
not appear later. When they do not appear, then a mind with 

their objects does not arise once more; so after what one cal1s 
recollection refers [ 142] to things which, since they already 
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ceased, are wrong and without rea]ity, on]y what is wrong, 

what has no reality, appears, just as, for examp]e, in the 

waking stale one reco11ecls an object which had been 

experienced in dream. (But) it is not that past things are 

totally nonexistent, for they are objects of recollection and 

their results are seen. They do not exist by intrinsic essence 

for (that) would imply permanence and direct apprehension. 

Thus, since it is amid reference to such that reco11ection of 

the arisen exist, the past is not established as existing by 

intrinsic reality through things. 

(This was) the commentary on the eleventh chapter of 

the "Experientialist Four Hundred", in which contemplation 

negative of time was demonstrated. 
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2.1.1.2. REFUTATION OF OBJECTS OF VIEWS 

2.1.1.2.1. REASON FOR THE FAILURE TO PENETRATE 

CORRECT DISCOURSES 

2.1.1.2.1.l. DEMONSTRATION OF THE DIFFICULTY 

OF FINDING RECEPTIVE STUDENTS 

2.1.1.2.1.1.1. THE MAIN (PART) 

Now one may argue as follows: "After the Centrists had 

presented this doctrine of selflessness in the most perspicuous 

and comprehensive manner, and he who had realized it and 

instructed in it was even a Thus-Gone, why does the world, 

in general, fail to penetrate this doctrine? When aspirants to 

freedom are supposed to subscribe to this teaching alone, 

since all its author, its commentators, its great doctrinal 

nature are most perfect, why did opponents that is, certain 

Buddhist and non-Buddhist substantivists, appear?" Even 

though the Preacher [143] of this teaching, its commentators 

and its doctrinal nature are completely pure, it is difficult to 

find a noble-minded student suitable as recipient of this 

doctrine, the reason being this: one who possesses the 

following three I or five qualities is declared to be a student 

receptive to correct discourses: he is interested in Buddhist 

and non-Buddhist positions, since he is without dislike he 

does not drift into a position but (XII, 1) remains impartial, 

he has intelligence discriminating between substantial, 

correct discourses and insubstantial, faulty discourses, he 

strives after the correct, and he is devoted to, and confides 

in the doctrine and its promulgators. However, students with 

I . only three are mentioned in the root text 
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such properties are extremely rare, and hence, the world, in 

genera), does not penetrate this doctrine. Through the fault 

of the student, the teacher's virtues become fauhs and faults 

become virtues, but when a student is possessed of the 

aforementioned characteristics the teacher's virtues do not 

become faults (or) categories distinct from virtues (like) 

utterance of accurate, faithful words, correct definitions, and 

speech not disordered with respect to sequence, clarity of 

intelligence which penetrates the student's highest intention, 

absence of mind hankering after possessions, etc., and also 

for the student virtues do not become faulty things. Thus, 

even though the teacher is pure with regard to the doctrine, 

students who do not take into account their own deficiencies 

consider only the teacher as having faults. For example, to 

those who wish liberation the Transcendent Destroyer and 

the Possessor correctly (XIl,2) taught the four truths, that is, 

the five aggregates of appropriation which are results (or) 

existence, creation brought about by evolutionary actions 

and emotional afflictions as cause of, (or) means to, this 

existence, the noble eightfold path, the means to peace, and 

peace, the cancellation of all harm, (or) freedom from 

suffering 1, and [ 144] it is those who are zealous to hear this, 

to reflect upon this and to meditate upon this who, having 

penetrated the Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor's 

instructions as they reaJly are, comprehend them according 

to their meaning whereas we, the worldly people who do not 

make efforts to hear, reflect and meditate, and whose nature 

decidedly fails to be receptive, do not understand them in 

accordance with their meaning, declaring publicly, as if the 

I. or nirvana
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fault would be the Mighty One's, that the Buddha definitely 

fails to give true teachings. However, the Transcendent 

Destroyer and Possessor is not to blame like this since 

through His very demonstration of the correct Four Noble 

Truths, He is the demonstrator of a person's complete 

welfare. 

2.1.1.2.1.1.2. SUPPLEMENT 

2.1.1.2.1.1.2.1. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE MIGHTY AS 

OMNISCIENT 

One may say: "The Thus-Gone's speeches on ascendent 

status, (those on) generosity, morality, etc., are teachings 

clear in meaning. However, His speeches on ultimate welfare 

strees the point that all things do not exist, and since we 

cannot understand this it is precisely because of this that 

he does not satisfy our minds". All heretics insistent on 

freedom, the Sankhyas, Vaiseshikas, etc., maintain, that is, 

they have accepted it, that one goes beyond suffering through 

relinquishment of attachment to all ever-afflicted things, such 

as happiness, suffering, etc. Since it is like this, for what 

reason do those who say that freedom from suffering is 

attained through abandonment or refutation of all ever

afflicted things cause (their) displeasure? Anything 

proclaimed by the Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor 

(but) not having occurred fonnerly does not exist at all, and 

this [ 145] very claim by the opponent, according_ to which 

one goes beyond suffering through relinquishment of all, is 

merely what the Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor 

demonstrated by means of application of lack of intrinsic 

reality (as) a means to the relinquishment of all. Therefore, 

not fearing the Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor's 
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teaching, one should take great delight in it, and make this 

doctrine one's own. One may say: ··when even the Trans

cendent Destroyer and Possessor proclaims precisely what 

all heretics insist upon, namely attainment of freedom from 

suffering through relinquishment of all, where is the 

difference between Buddists and escapists?" Escapists 

confine themselves to the idea of relinquishment of all but 

do not know the procedure whereby everything is relin

quished. This is the difference. (XIl,4) How can he who is 

ignorant of the procedure of whereby all is relinquished, 

that is, the emptiness of the intrinsic reality of all things, 

relinquish them? Since escapists are ignorant of the 

procedure whereby all is relinquished, the Mighty, this 

certainly being His target, declared that peace definitely does 

not exist in any other than this doctrince, stating: "The first 

monk is only here. The second and third are only here. The 

fourth is only here. As for th';! philosophy of others, it is 

devoid of monks". Since the procedure whereby all is 

relinquished has been authentically demonstrated by the 

Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor unobstructed with 

regard to all applications of spontaneous wisdom, it is 

understood that Buddha demonstrates the correct meaning. 

One may say: "When He is omniscient He must 

cognize all manifest and hidden I things. But when the 

Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor demonstrates things 

beyond the (sphere of) sense organs, what reason does there 

exist for the definitiveness of this statement: 'This is 

according to Him only, but not according to others'?" (XII,5) 

Because of this doubt: "Is this only according to Him, or 

I. hidden from the point of view of ordinary beings
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not?", which will arise [ 146 j in regard to the most hidden 
among the Buddha's teachings transcending (ordinary) place 
and time, one must develop trust in Lhis Transcendent 

Destroyer and Possessor alone, in the following manner: 
since it is this teaching of emptiness of nature, this means 
to relinquishment of all, which is of supreme benefit to man, 
it cannot be demonstrated by other exponents, and, by 
reasonings which were presented and will be presented, 
proves to be unequalled. It has authentic meaning, (and) the 
Transcendent Destroyer and Possessor's ·other instructions 
which, on the basis of this, demonstrate meaning not directly 
perceptible should also be perceived accordingly, for the 
Thus-Gone taught them as instructions which demonstrate 

the meaning of emptiness of nature. One may say: "Isn't 

it that a Centrist does not make use of autonomous 
syllogisms?" At the time of examination of Thatness, no 
established position exists for the Centrist anc therefore he 
does not make use of syllogisms; however, when he enters 

into mundane conventions he makes use of syllogisms on the 
basis of what is familiar, since in "Clear Words" it is 
declared: "The mundane meanings are understood" on the 

basis of four validating cognitions: the validating cognitions 

of direct perception, syllogism, example and scripture. 

2.1.1.2.1.1.2.2. DEMONSTRATION OF THE ESCAPISTS' 

FAILURE TO BE OMNISCIENT 

That the escapists express the correct meaning just as 

the Thus-Gone (does) is not ascertainable, for they err 

concerning the true nature of what is seen, and when, for 
example, they teach an origin of this world, ( or) a Lord, an 
eternal self, etc., as its causes, it is inconsistent with what is 
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seen and it is inconsistent with logic. Thus, (XII,6) he who 
hardly sees the gross causality of this world, of environme!'}t 

and living beings, is a real fool ( when it comes) to the 

sophisticated [ 147] escsences of other, extremely subtle 

(things) shrouded in distant places and times, just as, for 
example, one who cannot see the full moon does not see what 

is (even) finer, stars, etc. Therefore, those who, instead of 

having approached Buddha, the Transcendent Destroyer and 

Possessor who shows the correct meaning, by their very 
desire for freedom follow escapists who are blind to the 

nature of seen and unseen things, will be ensnared in cyclic 

existence and reach no later end for an extremely long time. 

2.1.1.2.1.2. DEMONSTRATION OF THE PROFUNDITY 
OF EMPTINESS, THE OBJECT OF INSTRUCTION 

2.1.1.2.1.2.1. DEMONSTRATION OF THE CAUSE OF 
FEAR OF EMPTINESS 

One may say: "Why do those who long for freedom 

follow escapists (who have) wrong views?" Because they are 

afraid of hearing the teachings of emptiness of nature. Again, 

they are afraid (of this) because after the reification of a 

nonexistent self and property they apprehend their 

annihilation, and are therefore scared of it; and they are 

scared (of this) because of their long-standing practice of 

grasping at self and property. Therefore (XII, 7) those who, 

in spite of this long-standing practice, with the assistance of 

a spiritual friend cast out the filth of habitual adherence to 

existents, and thus walk themselves to the city of nirvana, 

accomplish something extremely difficult to do, for the base 

mind of a person used to adherence to self and property not 

only does not delight in entering nirvana itself but it does 
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not even delight in entering nirvana behind a guide who, 

possessed of great compassion, has himself accomplished 

what is hard lo do, that is, entered the city of nirvana. One 

may say: "Why does the base mind not even delight in 

entering nirvana behind a guide?" Because it is scared of 

emptiness, the path which leads to nirvana. One may say: 

"Who is [ 148] scared of emptiness?" Since those not versed 

in the letters of the treatises, cowherds, etc., do not penetrate 

emptiness in any way, and therefore (XIl,8) have not seen 

its meaning even though it already might have been 

demonstrated to them a hundred times, it does not stir up fear 

(in them), as exemplified (by) him who is blind to it in 

momentary destruction, or him whose mind is beset by 

wrong views in the fires of hell. In wise persons who by the 

stages of hearing, contemplating and meditating see the real 

meaning of emptiness, this fear will be expelled, for they get 

rid of habitual adherence to self and property, the cause of 

fear, just as, when (something) is being ascertained as a rope, 

one gets rid of the fear (caused) by thinking it to be a snake. 

Since fear is not stirred up (in) him who sees correctly and 

(in) him who has not seen anything at all, it invariably is to 

be established in him who in the matter of emptiness is a 

little bit learned and a little bit ignorant. For example, a well

trained person, when mounted on an intoxicated elephant, 

will be fearless; and a totally inexperienced person will also 

be fearless, for this one will only greatly pride -in being · 

mounted on it but be unaware of the dangers of falling, etc. 

As for one who knows a little bit, he is like one extremely 

alarmed by the thought: "I wonder if I am equal to this or 

not". One may say: "Again, why does this one, the one w�o 

knows a little bit, not search for the supreme goal ·as long as 
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his force is not (yet) complete?'' Because he is accustomed 

to what is wrong but not accustomed to emptiness, therefore 

he is scared. It is like this: ordinary, (XIl,9) naive persons 

are accustomed to habitually adhering to existents, to 

teachings which, for certain, cause them to enter into cyclic 

existence whereas they are not accustomed to what prevents 

this, to the emptiness of nature, and thus it occurs that they 

are frightened of emptiness, the teaching which cancels cyclic 

existence. Therefore the wise should go out of their way to 

demonstrate this teaching [ 149] of emptiness of nature to 

those who are receptive to it. 

2.1.1.2.1.2.2. THE DANGERS OF PREVENTING OTHERS 

FROM PENETRATING EMPTINESS 

When (XII, I 0) he who not only does not esteem 

emptiness himself but obstructs the view of Thatness, and 

its hearing, etc., in a person who is receptive to a demons

tration of Thatness but is obscured by some emotional 

afflictions (like) envy, stupidity, etc., does not even have 

auspicious and happy existences, a human or divine rank, 

since he definitely wanders into evil existences, then is there 

any need to say anything about room for the message of 

freedom? How could this one not have done hann to his own 

and others' minds? After all, it is through him that harm 

ensues to the process of the arising in the mind of the lamp 

of wisdom which fills all doorways of the directions with 

extremely clear light, infuses energy into the three times, is 

without pollution, increases the mass of its light since the 

darkness of misknow)edge has to be dispelled again and 

again, and is capable of illuminating the entire thinking of 

living beings. Being aware of precisely this, or the very hann 
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done to both oneself and others, the Transcendent Destroyer 
and Possessor declared in a discourse: "(XII, 11) A falJ from 
morality is minor, but by no means (fall) from view". The 

logic of this is expressed by the master 1 when he says: 
"Through morality .... "2, which means: when morality
degenerates but authentic view has not been destroyed, then, 
according to whether it is minor, medium or strong, only 
maturation to the extent of birth as never-satisfied spirit, 
animal and hell-being will occur; but when maturation of 
even the most minute degeneration of view cannot be 
equalled by (that of) countless hundred thousand 
degenerations of morality, what is there to be said when one 
has succumbed to a strong one? Maturation of morality 
merely brings to happy existences, (or) to heaven, ordinary 
persons in whom the authentic view did not arise but [ 150] 
perfect authentic view dispels all darkness of misknowledge 
prevalent since beginningless cyclic existence, and then, at 
the head of the entire realm of living beings, move to the 
supreme goal, nirvana. Thus the wise, having recognized this 
authentic view of Thatness as extremely significant, should 
try hard to prevent its degeneration. 

2.1.1.2.1.2.3. EMPTINESS IS NOT TO BE TAUGHT 
TO THE LOW 

When thus one has seen the dangers of degeneration 
of view, one should not demonstrate selflessness to those 
who are not receptive (to it), for (this) would -only result 
in failure, as had been declared in the following: "Giving 
teachiugs to a fool leads to derangement but not to 
subsequent peace. When a snake drinks milk this only 

1. i.e. Aryadeva 2. which is XII, I lc,d
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causes an increase in poison". Therefore, to stare off their 

misconduct (XII, 12) for vulgar men who cleave to the I-habit 

and show no appreciation of the doctrine of selflessness, it 

is best to give them instructions in keeping with their I-habit, 

for when they abstain from misconduct because, due to their 

adherence of self, they wish later happiness and prosperity 

for themselves, it will be easy (for them) to attain the happy 

existences. It would not be the demonstration of selflessness 

which would be the best, for their three doors 1 would be 

overpowered by rejection and perverted understanding. 

Hence, when this selflessness is demonstrated, the unwise 

one who applies selflessness in a wrong manner will merely 

move to bad existences but not to peace, whereas he who 

got instructions in the highest and is not vulgar, not 

unsuitable as vessel, will only move to peace but not to bad 

existences. 

2.1.1.2.1.2.4. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF 

SELFLESSNESS, THE OBJECT OF DEMONSTRATION 

One may say: "What is this selflessness which, while 

not being demonstrated to the vulgar, is to be demonstrated 

to the subject?" That which is (XIl,13) the gateway to peace, 

second to none because it is the only, matchless gateway for 

entry into the city of nirvana [ 151 ], that which, when seen, 

destroys all bad views, based upon existents, of permanence 

and annihilation, that which remains as referent of the 

spontaneous wisdom of Hearers, Self-Buddhas and 

Accomplished Buddhas or, again, that which is the referent 

of the spontaneous wisdom of all Buddhas remaining 

inseparable from the Body of Truth, that is called 

I. i.e. body, speech and mind
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selflessness. This selfless-ness with the aforementioned 

characteristics must not be demonstrated to persons of weak 

intelligence, for in (XII, l 4) the vulgar, in those not suitable 

as vessel of the profound, fear is generated by just the name 

- which intimates that everything is empty-of this doctrine

of selflessness. For it is the view of selflessness which is

stronger since it eradicates all views of the vulgar, (and) it

is the views of the vulgar which are weaker since they are

to be eradicated. That what is stronger induces fear in the

weaker, a statement to such effect is definite; for is anybody

seen in the world who is called stronger without inducing

fear in the weaker? It is, for example, like the mere seeing

of a strong lion or tiger, etc., which arouses fear (in) others.

2.1.1.2.l.3. DEMONSTRATION THAT THE PROFOUND 

IS NOT FOR THE SAKE OF DEBATE 

2.1.l .2.l.3.l. THE MAIN (PART) 

One may say: "When, according to this, selflessness 

subdues everything, this doctrine must, therefore, be 

demonstrated to those who are receptive to it in order that 

antagonistic debaters overpowered by bad views would be 

totally defeated and suppressed". No, (XIl,15) the Tathagatas 

did not proclaim this doctrine of selflessness for the sake of 

debate, or with the aim to defeat [152] other debaters, for 

they demonstrated it as the very gateway to complete 

freedom. Still, even though it had not been proclaimed for 

the sake of debate, this doctrine of selflessness, after having 

arisen in the minds of those loyal to it, reverses the perverted 

concepts of other wrong theories, for it naturally must bum 

all fetters of emotional afflictions, just as, for example, fire 

is for cooking, etc., and not for burning fuel, etc., but, 
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nevertheless, since it has the nature of burning, it must fulfill 

the desired function, and also bums fuel. The master also 

declared: "After contact with you, the debaters' arguments 

and faults will be wiped out just as dew drops at the tip of 

grass after contact with sunlight". One may say: "How does 

this doctrine, after having arisen in the minds of those loyal 

to it, bum other theories?" Since (XII, 16) he who through 

his organ of tongue, through hearing, contemplating and 

meditating, knows the ambrosial taste of this doctrine of 

emptiness of nature by experience and sees that the taste of 

views distinct from it has no essence, he will not delight in 

views distinct from it. Thus the master, since he had seen 

that all bad views do no longer arise in the mind of him who 

understands precisely this doctrine of emptiness of nature, 

expresses the following words which, since they are like the 

experience of the ambrosial taste of the noble doctrine, make 

the minds of intelligent persons contented: 'To me, the 

author of the treatise, (this doctrine) appears to be equivalent 

to a gateway to destruction of all base views" 1• Again, the 

statement "it appears to be equivalent to a gateway to 

destruction" intimates, with reference to a scriptural teaching, 

that nirvana completely destroys suffering together with its 

causes, that the gateway through which it is entered is of the 

nature of cognition of emptiness, the door [ 153] of liberation, 

and that also the doctrine which is taught appears, to the 

master, to be equivalent to that. 

I. the root-text only reads: "To me it appears to be equivalent to a

gateway to destruction''
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2.1.1.2.1.3.2. SUPPLEMENT 

2.1.1.2.1.3.2.1.THE REASON WHY THE HOLY DO NOT 

FEAR SELFLESSNESS 

One may say: "Again, why does this doctrine not 

become a cause of fear (in) Noble Ones?" Because the cause 
of fear, adherence to a self, is eliminated. He who adheres 
to a self will espouse existential views which are in accord 
with it, and he will not be delighted at the view of 
selflessness, since (this) is not in accord with it. But as the 
Noble (XII, 17) who adheres to thoughts like, "In Thatness, 
internal and external phenomena do not have a self, or 
intrinsic reality", becomes satisfied by what he sees, how can 

he become delighted by existence of a self? And how can 
fear through being apprehensive that the self would be 
destroyed, through what is not seen, arise in him? How can 
he be terrified by nonexistence of a self? After all, the holy 
are not attached to views of existence and have no anger at 
selflessness, and therefore for them, since it is nirvana which 

is their abode, selflessness is not a cause of fear. 

2.1.1.2.1.3.2.2. LOVE FOR THOSE WHO YEARN FOR 

TEACHING 

The world is pulled away from the auspicious path of 
nirvana by (XII, 18) many snakes of escapists who, shrouded 

in the extremely dense and thorny thicket of views of 
existence and nonexistence, through their alfegiance to 
substantivistic views, causative of suffering beyond limit, 
give rise to endless suffering in meaningless eye lie existence. 
Having pulled it into the thorny thicket of bad views, they 
gradually kill it by destroying the organs of its life, the virtues 
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germane to freedom. When (this) is seen, (in) whom [154J 

among the Bodhisattvas, cognizant of the nature of this 

doctrine, will love and compassion for a person who yearns 

for a teaching liberating from cyclic existence, fail to arise? 

Again, through (the Bodhisattva's)· love and compassion 

devotion is engendered, which is why this (person) will no 

longer be abducted there by the snakes of the escapists, (and) 

thus the path of enlightenment is to be demonstrated (to him). 

2.1.1.2.1.4. DIFF ERENTIATION (IN TERMS OF) 

SUBTLETY AND COARSENESS WITH REGARD·TO 

TEACHINGS (OF) DIFFERENT NATURE 

One may say: "Why do living beings rely upon 

escapists rather than upon the Gone-to-Bliss 1 ?" It is because 

of coarseness and subtlety. Again, (this is) as follows: 

(XII, 19) the fains, abstaining from the practice of cleanliness, 

claim that experience of sufferin_gs, through cold, wind, sun, 

plucking out hair, covering the body with dirty mud, having 
no bathing towel, etc., purifies, and since their tradition is 

to be understood through seeing precisely this, therefore the 

doctrine of the naked is grasped with the eyes. As for the 

Brahmans, they regard recitation of the Vedas as 

quintessential, and since that of theirs is an object of the ears, 

the Brahmans' doctrine is grasped with the ears. (However) 

the Shakya's sun-like view of realitylessness of existents 

illuminates even the mental continuum, it dispels the 

darkness of the misknowledge of bad views, reveals that 

creations, like dreams, illusions, mirages, etc., have no 

intrinsic reality, clears away all defilements of emotional 

I. Sanskrit: Sugata; epithet of Buddha
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afflictions, (and) a doctrine through which, thus, mental 

continua become stainless is to be understood through 

meditative equipoise alone. Therefore, since it is the doctrine 

of the Shakya's followers which is grasped by the mental 

consciousness, the Mighty's system is subtle. Thus it is 

because it is not perceived, that a person, even though he is 

longing for merit, may not subscribe to the Buddha's 

doctrine. 

One may say: "But when the world subscribes to non

Buddhist doctrines since they are the referents of coarse 

intelligence, even the Centrist should join [ 155] it in 

(subscribing to) them". Since Brahmans expect honour and 

wealth from others through activities (like) recitation of 

mantras, blessing, burning of offerings, purification through 

confession, etc., external change is the most important in 

their religion therefore those who wish freedom are opposed 

also to this religion. Since it is aligned with cyclic existence 

and is the cause of the increase of the proximate emotional 

afflictions associated with ingratiating speech, it is not taught 

to the Shakya's followers. (And) (XIl,20) just as the 

Brahman's religion, having been mentioned as mostly 

external change, is not to be practised by aspirants to 

freedom, in the same way the fains' religion, plucking out 

hair, etc., is not to be practised by aspirants to freedom, 

because it is said that it, too, mostly just makes the mind dull. 

Therefore what is taught by them is not to be practised by 

(Centrists). One may say: "But when their teachings are 

defective, why is the world loyal to them?" Since the 

Brahman's religion is mostly outer construction, ordinary 

worldly persons, whose minds delight in mere recitation, take 

recitation of Vedas, etc., for real knowledge, and thus their 
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loyalty to Brahmans arises. (And) (XII,21) just as their 
loyalty (to them) arises because they have received 
knowledge through them, in the same way affection towards 
Jains will arise in the ordinary world inc lined to the low, 
because the misery of plucking out hair, etc., is taken for 
purity of heart. (XII,22) The sufferings of these (fains), 
plucking out hair, etc., are not a religion through which sins 
get extinguished, for, like the sufferings of hell, they are the 
maturation of sinful acts which have been committed. (And) 
just as the Jains' sufferings do not become religion, in the 
same way also the Brahmans' birth is not a religion which 
causes attainment of heaven, for, like the eye, it is [ 156] a 
maturation of seeds. This denies a statement to the effect that, 
because among the four castes it is only the Brahmans who 
qualify for religious practices like burning offerings, etc., 
(Brahmanical birth) is religion. 

2.1.1.2.2. BRIEF DEMONSTRATION OF CORRECT 
DISCOURSE 

One may say: "But when birth and suffering are not 
religion, then what is religion?" An Intention of causing 
damage to living beings and activities of the three doors 
totally taken up by it, this is harmful, while non-harmful is 
the opposite such as, the paths of the ten virtuous deeds, and 

whatever benefits others in any way such as, generosity, 
pleasant words, etc., is also included in non-harming. 
(XIl,23) The Tathagatas briefly declared: "As for the religion 
which prevents evil existences, this is non-harming". The 
mind of a practitioner who is to meditate upon the emptiness 
of intrinsic nature, becomes, like water poured into water, 
the object which as essence of emptiness is unborn; and since 
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it extinguishes whatever is mistaken and no longer transfonns 

fonn, it is this which all Tathagatas declare this to be nirvana, 

whereas the mere absence of rearising of specific substances 

of existents is not nirvana, for there is no reversal with regard 

to intrinsic nature. In this (Centrist) tradition this is not 

asserted in the manner in which other followers of Buddhist 

schools of nirvana with remainder and (nirvana) without 

remainder insist that all emotional afflictions are given up 

(at both types of nirvana viz) when all aggregates have 

ceased and when (all) aggregates have not ceased, for even 

though all emotional afflictions have not been given· up, 

nirvana I is directly realized through seeing, it being declared 

in "Logic in Sixty": "That one has transcended suffering 

through seeing reality, and he has also done what should be 

done". Thus, it is the direct seeing of the realm of reality 

which is the direct realization of nirvana; and direct [ 157] 

realization of nirvana is not necessarily contingent upon the 

cessation of all aggregates, it being further declared in the 

same (text): "Through destruction of existents, cessation 

ensues but not through full cognition of creations. In whom 

would this directly occur? How (could) destruction (be) this 

cognition?" In this (Centrist tradition), from the path of 

seeing onwards, the meditative stabilizations of a Noble One 

are stabilizations in a nirvana with remaining aggregates 

because in meditative stabilization the meditator, in his own 

vision, does not see any sign whatsoever of creation (but) 

application of aggregates in the face of other persons has not 

stopped. The constituent factors of life have been given up, 

merely a mental body is established in the centre of a lotus 

I. that is, the first type of nirvana just mentioned, i.e. nirvana wi.th

remainder, or nirvana attained while the body is still alive
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in a pure land, which is said to be nirvana continuing in 

signless meditative absorption for immeasurable eons, since 

in the vision of others application of aggregates has entirely 

ceased. Two nirvanas are lodged in the three exalted Bodies, 

which is to be understood in accordance with the following 

explanation: "Nirvana in which aggregates are produced is 

mentioned as the two exalted Bodies of Form while in the 

exalted Body of Truth, since it is devoid of all aggregates, 

there are no aggregates". Thus, it is non-harming and 

emptiness which lead to attainment of heaven and liberation, 

which is why in this teaching of the Gone-to-Bliss teaches 

that those who wish their own welfare should adhere only 

to these two. It further means that it is only in this teaching 

of Buddha, and not in others, that these two expedients for 

heaven and Ii beration are seen as perfect. 

One may say: "Again, why do the non-Buddhists, even 

in seeing this teaching of the Thus-Gone, not apply these two 

things?" Because they cleave to their own positions. For it 

is attachment to tqeir (XIl,24) own positions, which since 

[ I 58] beginningless (time) they have practised in all worlds, 

and when, because of this, they are unable to relinquish 

attachment to that which, like the land of one's own 

birthplace, is dear and well-pleasing to the mind, for what 

reason should the cause which reverses their own positions, 

that which is inconsistent with them, (namely) this pair of 

teachings called non-harming and emptiness, become dear to 

the non-Buddhists 1 ? Which means, they simply will not. 

Therefore, because of their habitual adherence to their own 

I. the text of the commentary adds: "to you", which derives from the

root-text (XIl,24d)
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views, ignorant people do not avail themselves of these 

teachings of Buddha. 

2.1.1.2.3. ADVICE TO ASPIRANTS TO FREEDOM, TO 

RESORT TO CORRECT DISCOURSES 

Just as a wiseman, when he has seen a land as a source of 

trouble, even though it be his birthplace, places no more 

hopes in it and takes refuge in another beneficial one, in the 

same way (XIl,25) the intelligent seeker of the wholesome 

should accept a correct and useful meaning even from 

another tradition, as exemplified by the sun, which is free 

from partiality. Is not (the sun's) general activity of providing 

light for all who on the surface of the earth have eyes 

regarded as agreeable? It is, and likewise also this teaching, 

if comprehended, is only of great benefit to all adherents of 

Buddhist and non-Buddhists schools, but nowhere does it last 

through envy. Therefore, having gained an understanding 

along these Jines, one should, with great devotion, make this 

pair of teachings one's own. 

(This was) the commentary on the twelfth chapter of 

the "Experientialist Four Hundred", or the demonstration of 

contemplation negative of objects of view. 



CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

2.1.1.3. REFUTATION OF ORGAN AND OBJECT 

2.1.1.3.1. REFUTATION OF TRUE, INTRINSIC 

REALITY OF THINGS 

2.1.1.3.1.1. REFUTATION OF THE REALITY OF THE 

GRASPED, THE OBJECT OF ORGANS. 

2.1.1.3.1.1.1. GENERAL REFUTATION [ 159] 

2.1.1.3.1.1.1.1.MAIN REFUTATION 

One may say: "At the statement, 'The intelligent seeker 

of the wholesome should accept a correct meaning even from 

others' 1, what is that which is correct, that which is the

object to be accepted?" It is the view of the natural selfless

ness of all internal and external things. 

One may say: "One cannot perceive things as being 

without intrinsic reality, for intrinsic reality of a vase, etc., 

and of blue etc., are directly seen. It is the inexistent, the 

horn of a rabbit, etc., which does not exist in direct 

perception". This is not rational, either, (the reason being) as 

follows: just as on the basis of straw, wood, etc., there is a 

designation as house, and on the basis of aggregates 

designation as I, in the same way there is a designation as 

vase on the basis of the eight substances of the four elements 

and the (four) element developments2 . But (XIII, 1) when 

the eye sees the form ( of a vase) it fails to see all aspects of 

1 . See XII, 25a, b 

2. That is, form, smell, taste and touch
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the vase, for the vase basically is eight substances, and the 

eye sees form but not smell, etc., these being separate 

objects. Thus, the mundane, who do not analyse, regard 

their own perception as valid cognition, and then they 

arbitrarily say, "I have directly perceived a vase". But who 

cognizant of exactly this or (is) skilled in exposing the so

called direct perception of a vase as claim to the effect that by 

seeing one part the whole is seen. Which mean, it would not 

be proper to say (this). The word "also" 1 intimates that also

there is no direct perception of the appropriations of the vase, 

blue, etc. It should be understood that (XIII, 2) by this 

analytic reasoning which refutes direct perception of a vase, 

the wise, those of supreme intelligence, also individually 

refute direct perception of all objects of the organ, (like) the 

fragrant flowers of the autumn crocus, lotuses, blue water

lilies, [160] sandalwood, etc., all objects of the tongue, 

(like) molasses, salt, bitter neem, etc., and all objects of the 

organ of touch, (like) soft cotton, sand, stones, etc. (this) in 

accordingly since these too have the nature of the eight 

substances, the organs, in accordance with their nature, only 

grasp their respective objects but not the whole, so that also 

the so-called direct perception of a flower of an autumn 

crocus, sugar, etc., is just only worldly convention. So 

which wise person, cognizant of Thatness, would say (this)? 

One may say: "But since a vase is not separate from its 

form, by seeing its form the whole vase is seen". This is also 

without essence, for the following (reason): (XIII, 3) when 

1. occurring in the root-text only (XIII, le)
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just by seeing its mere form also all those aspects of the vase 

which are not seen are seen, then why should its form, even 

though it is claimed to be seen, not become the unseen 

because of the not being seen of the group of the other seven 

substances, smell, etc.? Even in the world one notes things 

are defined in accord with the majority. Even though there 

are white peas etc., one speaks, after the major portion, of a 

heap of brown peas. 

One may say: "But even though there is no direct 

perception of the vase, there is direct perception of the fonn 

of the vase, and therefore, perception of the vase also ensues 

indirectly". (XIII, 4) There is not even direct perception of 

homogenous form not connected with smell, etc., for this 

form also has a further side, or a rear part, a nearer side, or a 

front part, and a middle part. And, (as) before, these again 

have another further side, nearer side, middle part, and also 

these, [161] have others, and also these have others. Such 

analysis continues until finally the atom is reached. Then, 

even (XIII, 5) with regard to the atom, one undertakes 

further investigation into whether a further side, a nearer side 

and a middle part exist or not. When a front part, rear part, 

etc., ( of the atom) exist, then, because of this, the atom will 

be invalidated, in line with the vase, etc. When parts do not 

exist, then, since it is not to be apprehended, it becomes 

inexistent. 

2.1.1.3.1.1.1.2. SUMMARY OF REFUTATION 

Since it is like this, it is not appropriate to prove that 

which is to be proved, (viz) the existent with intrinsic reality 
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as posited by others; with the help of exactly unproved, and 

thus still to be proved, direct perception. 

2.1.1.3.1.1.1.3. DEMONSTRATION OF FURTHER 

REASONING 

Further, when all objects of the material organs are 

analysed, (XIII, 6) in dependence upon their respective 

conglomerates all, prove to be parts and, again, prove to be 

conglomerates in dependence upon their respective parts. A 

vase, for example, in dependence upon its eight substances 

(or) appropriations, is a conglomerate, and also these, in 

dependence upon atoms, their respective parts, are 

conglomerates, and even the atoms, in dependence upon 

front part and rear part, prove to be conglomerates. 

Therefore, conglomerates and parts in which intrinsic 

essence is established do not exist, so that vase, etc., are not 

directly perceptible. (And) just as the smallest particle of 

form, after investigation into whether atoms have parts or 

not, is unestablished, in the same way the smallest particle of 

name is also unestablished after (such) investigation with 

regard to letters. This is why expressions of the nature of 

letters also exist as mere conventions in this world but not 

through intrinsic essence. Moreover, it is said that. when a 

vase, etc., do not exist, expressions of letters denoting them 

also do not exist, for when a referent does not exist, 

awareness (and) expression (of it) do not take place. 
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2.1.1.3.1.1.2. DIFFERENTIATION AND REFUTATION 

IN DETAIL 

2.1.1.3.1.1.2.1. REFUTATION OF GRASPING OF 

OBJECTIVE [162] INTRINSIC REALITY BY ORGANS 

2.1.1.3.1.1.2.1.1. REFUTATION OF THE PROCESS OF 

SEEING 

2.1.1.3.1.1.2.1.l.l. REFUTATION OF OBJECT 

2.1.1.3.1. l.2. l. l. l. l. REFUTATION OF BUDDHIST 

SCHOOLS 

As regards the Buddhist Vaibhashikas who maintain 

that the medium of form 1 is basically both colour and shape, 

and that through its being equipped with these a vase is (an 

object) directly perceived in a process of seeing, do they 

conceive of this shape as being distinct from colour or as not 

distinct? (XIII, 7) If they conceive of shape as distinct from 

colour, how is this shape be grasped by the eye? After all, it 

is distinct from colour, like sound, etc. But if, anxious to 

circumvent this predicament, they claim that (shape) is not 

distinct from colour but identical (with it), then why should 

the body, just as in utter darkness it grasps shape, that is, 

length, etc., not grasp colour as well? After all, they are one, 

and for what is one the two aspects of having been grasped 

and not having been grasped are not possible. Since after 

such examination shape and colour are not established in 

terms of distinctness or identity, and since establishment not 

within the range of distinctness or identity is also ruled out, 

1 . i.e. medium through which a respective consciousness arises 
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therefore the medium of form, disproved when analyzed till 

the atom, is unestablished, and again, because it does not 

exist, an establishment through it, for direct perception, does 

not exist anywhere at all. 

One may say: "But the medium of form exists, for its 

causes, the four great element�, exist". Were the great 

elements, established in terms of intrinsic essence as causes 

of form, their separation from form would be noted, but 

since all eight substances of a single conglomerate invariably 

arise simultaneously, form separate [163] from elements is 

not noted. Needless to say, (XIII, 8) for that form which is 

not included, causes of form, elements separate from it also 

do not appear. And when the existence of form is inferred 

from causes of form which are not separate from form, then 

(XIII, 9) why should the eye not grasp elements, the causes 

of form, and form together? This, however, would not be 

rational since their characteristics are different and they are 

objects of different organs. For earth would be seen as hard 

and solid, as it is called. Since it also stays in the substance 

of the vessel of the body, with the very vessel the so-called 

content would be seen. However, it is held by the body, for 

its solidity is an object to be held by the bodily organ. Since 

it is like this, (XIII, 10) the term earth is expressible in 

(connection with) touch alone. Also because their 

characteristics and their grasping subjects are separate, there 

is no absence of separation of these two. For a reality-status 

of an existent which, because of this, is disentangled from 

identity and distinctness, this is not rational. Thus, the 
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causes of form do not exist, and since they do not exist, 

form also does not exist. 

2.1.1.3.1.l.2.l.l.l.2. REFUTATION OF NON

BUDDHIST SCHOOLS 

Now, there are some who say: "The vase indeed in not 

visible but since it is linked up with visibility it becomes 

visible. Having become visible, it is a perceived object". 

This also is not rational: a vase is (either) manifest since 

visibility arose or, when they are different, visibility has no 

purpose with regard to this vase. Upon examination of the 

two alternatives, it turns out that (visibility) is altogether 

useless. When visibility and an invisible referent are 

imagined, (this) is irrational. For this reason, just as 

visibility does not arise, it is irrational for an invisible vase to 

be visible [164] in any way. Hence, (XIII, 11) there is no 

substance of an existent invisible vase. Regarding visibility 

for a vase which does not exist, such a concept is irrational. 

2.1.1.3.1.1.2.1.1.2. REFUTATION OF SUBJECT 

Now, one may argue: "A directly perceived object, 

form, etc., does exist, for the grasping subject, the eye, etc., 

exists". The explanation 1 (is as follows): the five manifest 

(sense organs), eye, etc., are taught to have generally 

developed from elements. The activities of these, however, 

are separate grounds. Thus, the eye sees form but does not 

hear sound while the ear hears sound and does not see form. 

When, in accordance with this, "the eye, like the ear, 

1. of the relevent root-text which rebuts this objection (XIII, 11, be)
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develops (from) elements (and) the eye sees but the other 

does not" 1, then where can there be perception of an object 

through eye, etc.? After all, they lack suitability. 

One may say: "But when eye, etc., are not possible, 

how are these to be defined as natures having developed 

from deeds?" The Centrists2, here, deny an intrinsically 

essential status of existents, but they do not deny a fruition 

of deeds (in terms) of relatively originating eyes, etc. 

One may say: "But then 'the eye develops (from) 

elements ... ', etc. 3, proves to be a mistake". It does not. 
Because the fruition of deeds, of virtue, sin, etc., when 

logically examined cannot be an object of thinking, the (XIII, 

12) Mighty one declared it to be simply inconceivable. In a

discourse it is stated: "Since the fruition of living beings'

deeds is beyond thinking, this entire world emerges from

wind: lakes, mountains, the inestimable mansions of the

gods, jewel-dust4, scattered seeds4. From clouds arisen

through wind, rain falls and, again, through wind the clouds

are dispelled. Through wind, crops in the world become

plentiful, wind brings happiness to all living beings", etc.

Thus, the whole [ 165] mundane (world) is to be accepted.
One may say: ."But eye, etc., really exist, for their results,

conciousnesses, are noted". Were the consciousnesses really

established, eye, etc. would exist. However, ( the

1. the phrase within quotation marks, except for the words in brackets,
is a literal citation of root-text XIII, 11 be

2. lit. we
3. see XIII, I lb
4. the translation of these two terms is tentative
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consciousnesses) do not exist: visual consciousness does not 

exist prior to seeing, for its fundamental condition is 

incomplete. One may conceive of it as existing after the 

seeing, but for a form that is seen consciousness is pointless, 

for the seeing already exists prior to it. And when one 

conceives of seeing and consciousness as simultaneously 

occurrent, (which is) (XIII, 13) the third concept, then the 

activity of seeing will be without function in regard to the 

arising of the visual consciousness, for they would occur 

simultaneously, like right horn and left horn of an ox. When 

consciousness is thus not possible, the conception of an 

existence of eye, etc., is not possible. 

One may say: "The eye is not of the nature of activity 

but then what is it?" It is of the nature of an agent of activity. 

One may say: "So the statement, 'Third, activity will be 

without function' 1 is incorrect". When the eye sees the form, 

the question is whether this eye sees it after having gone to 

the place of its object or after not having gone (there). Were 

the eye to apprehend its object through contact with it, were 

it to be subject to an approach to the object, (things) located 

at great distance (like) the moon, stars, etc. would be seen by 

way of some long span of time and not by merely opening 

the eye. However, since, like (things) remain in their zone, 

(things) staying at great distance are seen by its mere 

opening, this is not rational. When the eye grasps amid 

contact, (XIII, 14) why are things extremely close to the eye, 

1. which is the literal translation of root-text XIII, 13a
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eye-medicine, small spoon 1, etc., and also those extremely 
distant forms not clearly grasped? After all, with regard to 
contact they are equal. Since this is also impossible, (this 
view) is therefore irrational. Moreover, when the eye sees 
form [166] by coming (to it), does it go to form after having 
seen it or does it go without having seen it? If it is thought 
that after the eye has seen form it goes to its place, then the 
eye's movement to the place, to see form, is of no benefit 
whatsoever, for prior to its movement, since it already sees 
form, this place just exists at it. If, however, it goes without 
having seen (form), (XIII, 15) it would be wrong to say that 
the place it wants to see is definitely seen, for like a blind 
person (the eye) does not see the place of the object which it 
wants to see. If now, anxious to circumvent those 
contradictions, one maintains that the eye grasps its object 
without going to it, then the mere eye, stationary here, will 
see all beings, distant and near, hidden and not hidden. This 
is because (XIII, 16) for an eye which is without movement 
to its object, ( or) which grasps it without contact, there is no 
distant object, and neither is there a hidden one, for all are 
equal in that they are not touched (by it). 

One may say: "But what about the scriptural statement2

to the effect that eye, mind and ear do not have contact with 

their objects?" This negates contact, but does not establish 

non-contact. The aforementioned reasonings hinder it. 

Again, (anything) inconsistent with reason was not 

1. for trickling eye-medicine into the eye
2. which occurs in Abhidharma
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proclaimed by the Thus-Gone. Moreover, when eye is the 

intrinsic nature of seeing, then, the intrinsic nature not being 

weakened with regard to anything, it would also see its own 

substance. Just as in the world it is the nature of all things 

which first appears to themselves, like, for example, the 

fragrance of flowers, magnolias, water lilies, etc., first 

observed in their own bases and later, after contact with 

them, also noted in sesame, etc. So, when the eye is the 

nature of seeing, (XIII, 17) for what reason [167] should the 

eye not be grasped by the eye itself? However, since the eye 

itself does not see itself, its seeing of other (things) is 

not established either. The Sautrantikas think that the mere 

eye has no power of seeing but that it is through an 

assemblage of eye, form and consciousness that it sees form. 

Such an idea is insubstantial: the eye has no consciousness 

which grasps form, for it is of material nature. Not even 

consciousness has the nature of seeing form, for it is 

immaterial. Both seeing and consciousness do not exist in 

form, for it is not of a conceptual nature and is of the nature 

of non-seeing. Thus, since mutual activity, through which 

form might be seen, is incomplete for organ, object and 

consciousness, (XIII, 18) how can form be seen even by 

their assembly? After all, the members are defective, as 

exemplified by an assembly of blind people. When thus, 

after examination, seeing is unestablished with regard to 

form, who cognizant of precisely this will posit a so-called 

seeing of form? 
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2.1.1.3.1.1.2.1.2. REFUTATION OF THE PROCESS OF 

HEARING 

Just as, by knowledge of precisely this, form is not fit 

to be seen,_ in the same way sound is not also fit to be heard. 

In keeping with the seeing of form, the hearing of sound also 

does not exist. For, if sound is heard, the question is 

whether there is heard one having come to the place of 

hearing or one which has not come. According to the 

former, does sound go to the place of hearing while being 

uttered or soundless(ly)? But if sound goes to the place of 

hearing while being spoken, for what reason will (this place 

of hearing) not become speaker of this very sound? 1

Therefore, since it is not speaker, it does not become sound, 

just as (it does not become) Devadatta. And even if (sound) 

goes to the place of hearing without being spoken, (XIII, 19) 

what should generate, with regard to this unspoken sound, 

an understanding the to effect that this is sound? Since not to 

be spoken is not the nature [168] of sound, it simply is 

not sound. Further, if sound is apprehended after contact 

with the ear, through what is that first of the sounds2

apprehended? After all, it is not grasped by the ear. Neither 

is it grasped by another organ. Therefore, it is not rational 

that such ungrasped things are also sound. When since 

sound is of the nature of the nine substances that is, the four 

elements, the four elemental developments3 and sound itself 

1 . there being nothing else that could cause sound 
2. which comes to the ear before contact with it is established
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it does not come alone, (XIII, 20) how should a mere, 

separate sound be grasped? Also smell, etc., their collections 

not being separate from it, should be grasped, for, like 

sound, they also have contact with the organ of.ear. 

One may say: "But when the first of the sounds is not 

grasped by the organ, what contradiction will there be?" As 

long as sound is not heard by the ear, it is not sound, for it is 

not an object of the ear, like smell, etc. 

One may say: "But when it is heard, it becomes 

sound". (XIII, 21) When thus even what at first is not an 

essence of sound were to become just sound in th� end, that 

would not be rational, as exemplified by smell, etc., which 

do not become just sound in the end. 

2.1.1.3.1.1.2.2. REFUTATION OF GRASPING OF 

OBJECT BY MIND 

Just as the organs have no power to grasp objects, so 

also the mind has no power to grasp objects. For does the 

mind discern an object after having gone to its place or does 

it discern it without having gone (there)? If it has not gone, 

even a single mind would discern all objects. If (it discerns) 

after having gone, the question is whether it goes to the 

object together with the organs or whether it goes alone. It 

does not go there while being equipped with organs, for the 

organs always remain in the body. A body without organs 

would be the consequence. And if it goes alone, which 

3. form, smell, taste and touch, which are -subtle to the extent that
even atoms have them; so they are not identical with their
perceptible aspects
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actions of seeing (169], etc., after having gone to the object, 

would a mind bare of organs, eye, etc., perform? The 

consequence would be that a blind person etc., would have 

also seeing, etc. And if it is further thought that after having 

gone to an object it apprehends its meaning, then, since an 

object has no limit, it will not reach its end even though it 

understands meaning. Therefore, it will not return. When it 

is like this, (XIII, 22) how should this living person not 

become mindless or thoughtless forever? (And) when he 

becomes just mindless, then he who is mindless is not even 

logical as a person, for the consequence would be that also 

pillars, vases, etc., would be persons. Hence, after such 

logical examination, a statement to the effect that organs, 

objects and consciousness, as they lack essence are empty of 

intrinsic reality is proven. 

2.1.1.3.1.2. REFUTATION OF REALITY OF THE 

GRASPING SUBJECT 

2.1.1.3.1.2. I.CHARACTERISTIC OF THE AGGRE

GATE OF DISCRIMINATING AWARENESS 

One may say: "But when the sense-objects have no 

intrinsic reality, how is the cause of their classification, 

discriminating awareness through which their particularities 

are discerned, possible?" Were existents to possess intrinsic 

reality, discriminating awareness, as that which discerns 

them, would be rational. However, since exfatents have no 

intrinsic reality, how can there be discriminating awareness 

discerning them? 
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One may say: "But is there absolutely on discriminating 

awareness?" It is not that it is nonexistent, for there is a 

mode of action that lacks intrinsic reality. In the following 

way: after on the basis of form and eye visual consciousness 

has arisen here, when it terminates, it terminates together 

with object and organ. After its termination, (XIII, 22) some 

matter of the form, etc., previously seen is subsequently 

apprehended by a mental consciousness. 

One may say: How is matter apprehended of what is 

already gone?" In a mirage, there is not even [170] a little bit 

of water. Nevertheless, discriminating awareness endowed 

with the category of water does arise on the strength of cause 

and condition. And likewise, consciousness with concepts 

also discerns existents which have terminated and have no 

intrinsic reality. In terms of, "This is blue", "(This) is 

yellow", "(This) is pleasant", "(This) is unpleasant", they are 

apprehended as particular. Thus this as cause of 

classification of all phenomena, form, feeling, etc., (XIII, 

23) is to be called the aggregate of discriminating awareness.

Distinctions concerning essence of things, and di visions, 

etc., also occur on the strength of discriminating awareness. 

It is not that they are results of a substantial intrinsic essence, 

for all is illusion-like, and thus an intrinsic essence cannot be 

classified. Hence, the cause through which all phenomena 

from form to omniscience are instituted is merely the 

discriminating awareness of conceptual nature. Thus it is 

quite clear that the entire superficial truth is nothing but a 
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reification through concepts. Like hairs appearing in front of 

a cataract sufferer, the basic objects reified and the illusion

like appearances of mind are merely deceptive appearances 

which have arisen on the strength of misknowledge. Their 

essence, like space, is not confined to any limits whatsoever 

(and) is beyond the range of intellect (and) expression. 

Further, they disappear all by themselves when, just as a 

cataract is removed and its appearance as hair is remedied by 

the application of eye-medicine, the cataract of 

misknowledge is removed by the eye-medicine of emptiness. 

Thus it is to be understood that the Buddhas' Body of Truth 

and Nirvana are in all respects devoid of signs, appearances, 

etc., (and) have the nature of space. Those in whom, in the 

face of such a sphere, fearlessness and joy arise and [ 171]: 

"When will (I) stay in such a sphere?", yearn for it, they will 

strive to procure freedom. Those who, frightened and 

terrified when hearing anything like this, say: "What is to be 

accomplished by attainment of such freedom", and mentally 

abandon it, such that not even a mere trace of a wish for 

freedom exists, how can the way of freedom develop in their 

minds? 

2.1.1.3.1.2.2. CORROBORATION OF THE TRUTHFUL 

NESS OF THIS 

One may say: "But discriminative awareness really 

exists. Were it to be non-existent, it could not categorize 

phenomena". Since this discriminating awareness is· also 

concomitant with consciousness, it does not exist beyond 
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the range of consciousness. However, also consciousness 

does not really exist, since consciousness, or mind, in 

keeping with the statement: "A sprout does not proceed from 

a destroyed seed, and neither does it proceed from an 

undestroyed seed. You declared all arising to be like the 

appearing of illusion", does not proceed from causes already 

dissolved when it arises in dependence upon eye and form, 

for a nonexistent is not possible as cause. And neither does 

it (proceed) from one not dissolved, for the absence of a 

mutual relationship in terms of (cause and result) would be 

the consequence of a simultaneous cause and result. Thus, in 

the manner that a sprout proceeds from an illusory seed, 

(consciousness) arises as mere deceptive appearance. Were 

this to exist by intrinsic essence, then (it would have to be 

said that) (XIII, 24) it is not rational to call that which really 

exists illusion, as the world does not say that a true woman 

is an illusion. That consciousness arises in the manner of an 

illusion is also demonstrated by scriptural statements to the 

effect that it is like an illusion. Thus, consciousness has no 

intrinsic reality. 

2.1.1.3.1.3. DEMONSTRATION OF THE REALITYLESS 

AS CAUSE OF SURPRISE 

One may say: "After from no (point of view) 

whatsoever is it possible (that) organs grasp objects, this 

statement, 'Visual consciousness arises in dependence upon 

eye and form' is surprising". With such (statement), nothing 

should be cause for surprise (172], for are not these (things) 
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also greatly surprising: dependent designation of vase, etc., 

which, when sought in their constituents by means of the 

five modes ( of investigation) 1, do not exist, or the

emergence of present results from actions performed and 

heaped up after the cessation of which much time had 

elapsed (and) which did dwell anywhere, or origination of 

sprout in dependence upon seeds in spite of the fact that it 

does not proceed from a destroyed seed or from an 

undestroyed seed, ( or) honey, water, etc.? Therefore, when 

for the wise, in the way mentioned nothing is accompanied 

by surprise does not exist on earth the whole world, in the 

manner of an optical illusion, appears as cause of amazement 

(to them), (XIII, 25) how can the perception of objects 

through realityless organs likewise be called amazing? For 

when the existence of anything inappropriate to the world is 

noted in any direction, (this) is regarded as amazing but a 

nature equal in all is not, since heat of fire is not a cause of 

amazement. 

2.1.1.3.1. WHAT HAS NO REALITY IS LIKE 

ILLUSION, ETC. 

Since what has no reality (and) is like illusion, etc., 

develops in accordance with conditions, an intrinsic essence 

not being ascertainable, it is, for the intelligent, p@rverted 

1. these are the five modes according to which an existent is not

identical with and not distinct from its constituents, is not

contained in them, does not contain them, and does not possess

them, and thus, is not a real existent.
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perception, like the circle of a fire-brand, a piece of burning 

wood quickly whirling around, which, even though it 

appears in the shape of a circle, (for them) does not exist as 

such. Even though women or Mighty Ones 1 created on the

strength of meditative stabilization do not exist as such, they 

become causes of great distress and salvation. A dream-body 

appearing to the consciousness concomitant with sleep, even 

though it does not really exist, functions (as) the cause of its 

being erroneously apprehended as a person. A young lady 

magically created by a juggler, like the vessel of a real young 

lady, confuses the minds of those ignorant of her nature. 

Even though a water-moon, having originated in dependence 

upon water and [ 173] the moon is devoid of reality, it 

becomes for fools the cause of a mistaken moon. (Likewise), 

haze having arisen in dependence upon some special place 

and some special time (may) appear, to those staying far 

away, as real smoke. An echo, from a mountain forest, from 

a range of mountain peaks or from within the depth of a 

valley (may) evoke the idea of a real human voice. A mirage 

created by sun-rays (and) air in springtime (may), even 

though it is empty of water, cause the perception of water in 

those who are at distance it clouds (may), from great 

distance, create the false impression of mountains, etc. 

Though analogy with all (these), even though the universe 

and its creatures, conditioned by evolutionary actions ejected 

by misknowledge, equally have, like fire-brands, etc., a 

1. "Mighty One" is epithet of Buddha
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deceptive, false nature, (and) are empty of intrinsic reality, 

for the intelligent, those who are cognizant of the nature of 

relativistic origination as it is, they are seen to deceive naive 

persons. Hence, since those cognizant of the nature of 

existents are liberated by way of extinction of adherence in 

all respects, this statement, "Like fire-brands, etc., 

(existents) have no intrinsic reality", stands. 

(This was) the commentary on the thirteenth chapter of 

the "Experientialist Four Hundred", or the demonstration of 

contemplation negative of organ and object. 

•



CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

2.1.1.4. REFUTATION OF EXTREMISM 

2.1.1.4.1. DEMONSTRATION OF CREA TIO NS AS 

BEING EMPTY OF NATURE 

2.1.1.4.1.1. BRIEF EXPOSITION 

Now, one may argue: "But when the world, like fire

brands, etc., is without intrinsic reality since it is [ 174] 

dependent, what is it that has intrinsic reality?" Intrinsic 

reality cannot be examined in (connection with) any existent 

whatsoever, for an existent with intrinsic reality is not noted 

in any way. (XIV, 1) Were any existent to be without the 

slightest dependence upon any other established intrinsic 

essence, then it would exist by means of itself, since what 

has freedom is not dependent upon anything else. Thus, it 

would be established in the nature of this intrinsically real 

existence. For an existent not having proceeded from cause 

and condition is not dependent upon anything else, is it? 

However, such a causelessly originating existent does not 

exist anywhere or at any time. Since it is like this, no existent 

whatsoever has intrinsic reality. Therefore, (existents) 

remain analogous with circles of fire-brands, etc. 

2.1.1.4.1.2. DETAILED EXPLANATION 

2.1.1.4.1.2.1. REFUTATION OF ESTABLISHMENT OF 

COMPOUNDS IN TERMS OF FOUR CATEGORIES 

2.1.1.4.1.2.1.1. BRIEF DEMONSTRATION 

Now, when some compound called a vase substantially 

exists, is it identical with its components or is it distinct from 
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them? As far as the first is concerned, (XIV, 2) the vase is 

not identical with form (in the sense ot) a statement, 'The 

very form is the vase", for, in consequence, where there is 

form there is vase, and when its blue form is destroyed 

because of the emergence of red colour, etc., stemming from 

the process of firing, the vase would also be destroyed. 

Anxious to circumvent this predicament, one may figure that, 

just as Devadatta possesses a distinct cow, a vase [175] 

distinct from form may possess form. However, vase does 

not exist as (anything) distinct from form, for in 

consequence, just as Devadatta is conceivable separately (or) 

without contingency upon cow, vase would be (conceivable) 

separately (or) without contingency upon form. Were vase 

and form distinct, they would also be rational in (terms of) 

vessel and content, like metal-dish and curd, but since there 

is no distinctness, form does not exist as a content in the 

vase and neither does vase exist as content in form. Hence, 

vase has no intrinsic reality. 

2.1.1.4.1.2.1.2. DETERMINATION BY CONTESTING 

REPLIES 

2.1.1.4.1.2.1.2.1. REFUTATION OF NON-BUDDHIST 

SCHOOLS 

2.1.1.4.1.2.1.2.1.1. REFUTATION OF CHARACTE

RISTIC 

2. l. l .4.1.2.1.2.1.1. l. REFUTATION OF (VASE) BEING

BASIS OF GENERALITY

The Vaiseshikas say: "Even though form and vase do 

not exist in (terms of) distinctness, existence and vase exist 
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in (terms of) distinctness. Existence is the great generality 

while vase is the particular substance. Because of association 

with existence, vase is termed existent". When it is said that 

existence is generality because it has the characteristic of 

applying to all things and that vase is particularity because it 

has the characteristic of excluding them, (XIV, 3) both 

existence and vase are seen as irreconcilable with regard to 

their characteristics. When vase is distinct from existence, or 

substance, why does not also substance, become distinct 

from vase since the characteristics are irreconcilable? 

Therefore, since the expression and idea of distinctness 

already apply on account of the irreconcilability of the 

characteristics, there is no need to construe another thing, a 

property called "distinctness", as cause for the expression 

and idea of the distinct. 

2.1.1.4.1.2.1.2.1.1.2. REFUTATION OF BASIS OF 

PROPERTY 

One may say: "But vase exists, for it is the basis of 

properties. Since one uses terms (like) one vase, two vases, 

etc., vase is expressed as a basis of properties. So it is 

oneness, etc., [176] which are words for, and meanings of, 

properties, while vase is substance". But if, since according 

to this method 1 the referents of the words are separate, a

number one is not accepted in a vase, the vase, like duality, 

etc., does not even become one, for as referent of the word 

�substance' it is distinct from a number one. 

l. lit. : of your method
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One may say: "But since properties are contingent upon 

substance, only the vase becomes one while it is not oneness 

which becomes the vase". The current term "equipment" 

equally (refers) to two related (things) but not to unequal 

ones, as exemplified by a brother related to his very brother 

but not to just anybody. Equipment here does not equally 

(refer) to vase and oneness, for it has been accepted that a 

mere vase is not equipped with oneness and that all 

properties are contingent upon substance. Or since vase is 

substance and oneness is property, both substance and 

property not even being equal, these two are not (related) in 

terms of equipment. Because of this absence of equipment 

the statement to the effect that a mere vase, after having been 

equipped with oneness becomes one also does not occur. 

Further, belongiryg to the opponent's 1 system is the

following statement: "The properties depend upon the 

substance and do not depend upon the other properties". 

However, for the properties other dependent properties are 

possible, for (XIV, 5) when it is accepted that just as is the 

configuration, of the nature of height and breadth of the 

substance, so is the configuration of height and breadth of 

form as well, then why would form, at that substance which 

is thin and tall, not invariably become thin and tall, as well? 

It must. Thus, the property of form must also be accepted as 

basis of the properties of thinness and tallness. 

One may say: "But to say: 'Since form is property and 

also thinness and tallness are mere properties, property does 

1. lit. : of your system
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not become the configuration of property [ 177]' this is our 

tradition". Were the antagonist to belong to a class of 

Buddhist schools, he could be defeated on (his view) being 

inconsistent with (their) doctrinal principles (and) thus, since 

(this) could change it, one would have to point out to him 

that it is inconsistent with the Buddhist tradition. But when a 

non-Buddhist is the antagonist, how can a statement (to the 

effect that his view) is inconsistent with its doctrinal 

principles affect him? After all, he engages precisely in 

dismissing these doctrinal principles. For him, a statement 

(to the effect that his view) is inconsistent with reason and 

the mundane is appropriate, for by means of this, can be 

changed. Hence, that his view be inconsistent with scriptures 

is not an answer. The flaw is not cleared away by this alone. 

2.1.1.4.1.2.1.2.1.2. REFUTATION OF CHARACTER

ISTIC GROUND 

One may say: "Notwithstanding the rebuttal of 

distinctness, etc., a substance of what is called vase exists in 

terms of intrinsic essence, for the characteristic ground, an 

essence of vase, has not been rebutted". As for just that 

which exists here, etc., they have attendant characteristics, 

But when this vase, after it has been said that vase, having 

the characteristic of excluding, is exclusive of number, 

thinness, tallness, form, etc., it cannot be instituted in terms 

of a statement: "Its nature is like this". Hence (XIV, 6) since 

nowhere at all does this so-called excluding characteristic 

establish a vase, a characteristic ground, an intrinsic essence 

of an existent called vase, established apart from number, 
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etc., does not exist. Again, number, form, etc., are the 

characteristics of v,ase while vase is a characteristic basis 

because it is the object characterized by them. Apart from 

characteristics, number, etc., an essence of vase, a 

characteristic ground, is not established anywhere at all, for 

it is not seen. Were the essence of a characteristic ground to 

be found, then, it being said: "This is the object characterized 

by number, etc., and those, number, etc., are its 

characteristics [ 178]", (vase) would certainly be separate 

from number, etc., for it is in that non-establishment of an 

existent of a characteristic ground that there is no existent of 

a vase separate from number, etc. 

2.1.1.4.1.2.1.2.2. REFUTATION OF BUDDHIST 

SCHOOLS 

The system of those disputants for whom the identity 

of vase and form, etc., is doctrinal principle is also 

fallacious. (XIV, 7) Since, not being distinct, vase is 

identical with all eight substances, form, etc., which have 

different characteristics, it is, in consequence, not one but 

many. 

One may say: "But vase is many". Since a vase is not 

found in each individual substance, form, etc., a plurality of 

vases is not justified. 

One may say: "But through the interconf!ection of its 

substantial characteristics the vase becomes one". Only an 

object of touch, since it is to be grasped by the organ of 

body, is tangible. Thus (XIV, 8) the alleged connection, or 

contact or touch, between such tangible object of touch and 
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what 1s intangible, form, smell, etc., does not exist, as 

exemplified by space and vase. Such being the case, 

interconnection of form, etc., is illogical in all respects. 

Therefore, a statement to the effect that an assembly of these 

(substances) meeting each other be a vase, is not correct. 

One may say: "But their assembly is vase without 

mutual contact". Vase is compound while form, etc., are 

components. (XIV, 9) Form is a component of vase. Form 

is not the vase. The same holds good in the cases of smell, 

etc. 

One may say: "But since form, etc., are components, 

some compound exists, doesn't it? Components not 

contingent upon compound [ 179] are not rational either". 

Since a vase does not exist in those, form, etc., any so-called 

compound does not exist. Since a compound does not exist, 

components, form, etc., do not exist, either. Through the 

following are assembly of form, etc., also not vase matter 1

of smell, taste, etc., which are subsumed in the material 

aggregate, also exists in blanket, etc., just as (in) vase. 

(XIV, 10) The characteristic of matter, in (terms of) mere 

materiality, is not even out of place in all matter existent in 

vase, blanket, etc., for its nature is the same in all. Thus, 

what reason is there for one matter to acquire the 

characteristic of vase and for another matter, that connected 

1. what is to be mentioned here is that the Tibetan term gzugs (form)
can have two meanings: (a) visual object (b) matter, the first, of
course, also being subsumed in the latter. Even when gzugs is used
in its expanded meaning (matter), identity of vase and gzugs will
lead to an absurd consequence, as shown subsequently.
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with blanket, etc., not (to aquire it)? So, also the other 

(would) exist as vase alone, for their characteristic is not 

different from (that of) matter existing as vase. Just as vase 

is not distinct from all eight (substances), form 1, etc., so, in 

consequence, also form, smell, etc., will not be distinct, for 

they are not other than a single vase. 

One may say: "But even though these are not other than 

vase, the consequence is not that they are not distinct, for in 

form (the vase) exists as (something) distinct from taste, 

etc." (XIV, 11) When the opponent maintains that form is 

other than taste, etc. since they are to be grasped by different 

organs but that form is not other than vase, then vase is even 

other than form, for how could this vase the substance of 

which is not to be established without those, taste, etc., 

which are distinct from form, since it is not distinct from 

taste, etc., not be other than form? That means, it necessarily 

1 S. 

One may say: "But since the assembly of form, etc., 

[ 180] is expressed as vase, the consequence is not that the

vase becomes many, even though form, etc., are indeed

many". (XIV, 14) Although form, smell, etc., consistent

with each over, have become an assembly, that form

becomes the very smell, or smell the very form is irrational,

for those what is located in an assembly does riot shed its

1. here, gzugs is again used in the sense of visual object. This first
part of the sentence is just repetition of the opponents' view, to the
effect that vase and its components are one.
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respective characteristics. Therefore, even though form, 

smell, etc., are fitted together, they do not become one 

nature. Thus, in line with the statement, "Because of the 

characteristics and because of not being distinct the vase is 

not one" 1, an assembly, because of the characteristics and

because of not being distinct, is also not justified as one. 

Although to the basic text, this stanza2 occurs later, on the 

strength of its relevance to the subject its explanation is 

anticipated (here). When thus form, etc., are not possible as 

causes of designation of vase, then others are not justified as 

causes either. (XIV, 12) For vase there are no causes of 

application of designation. Again, where there are no causes, 

it itself is not a resultant referent of designation. Hence, no 

vase whatever exists apart from components, form, etc. 

One may think that, even though vase has no 

appropriation of form, etc., it is resultant on the basis of its 

own components, grit, etc. and that it is grit, (etc.), which 

are causes; but (XIV, 13) when vase is established through 

the causes of grit, etc., which causes, and its very causes, 

grit, etc., established through other causes, pebbles, etc., 

how can grit, which has no establishment through itself, 

generate a vase, another result, in terms of intrinsic essence? 

Thus, vase does exist by intrinsic nature. This procedure of 

refutation of vase is applicable to the refutation of all [181] 

results. 

1 . see stanza 7 of this chapter 
2. i.e. stanza 14
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2.1.1.4.1.2.2. REFUTATION OF SUBSTANTIALLY 

EXISTENT COMPONENTS 

(XIV, 15) Just as, upon examination by way of the 

aforementioned reasonings, a vase does not exist outside 

form, etc., in the same way form, smell, etc., also do not 

exist outside the great elements earth, water, fire, air, etc., 

for causelessness would be the consequence. Again, just as 

form, smell, etc., not included in air, etc., do not exist, in 

the same way also the elements are not established without 

contingency upon each other (or) through intrinsic essence. 

Now, fire is the agent of burning while the three elements are 

what is to be burnt. After only the fuel of these three 

elements is to be burnt by fire, having become (XIV, 16) 

heat, fuel turns into the very fire. Is not fuel to be burnt? 

(And) how could even what is not heat be burnt? After all, it 

has no connection with fire. When, since another object of 

burning, not included in these two, does not even exist, the 

alleged fuel not contingent upon fire does not exist in terms 

of intrinsic essence. Then, the cause not being existent, fire 

is not existent either. 

One may say: "(XIV, 17) But even though fuel is not 

heat since, by nature, it is compact, etc., when it has become 

heat on account of having been overpowered by fire, it is the 

object of burning". Since it is ( of) the nature of heat, why 

does not also such (as) this become fire? But when-, in spite 

of its having been overpowered by fire, it is regarded as not 

hot, or as not being heat, then, having become a thing 

distinct from fire, fuel of the nature of the three elements is 
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inconsistent with fire. Therefore, it is not possible to say that 

it exists as fire. Thus, when mere element-free heat is not 

fire, these elements do not exist without reciprocity, for it 

would be inconsistent with the declaration: "(Causes) which 

are simultaneously produced (are) mutual results, (like the 

four elements, mind, etc.)"1 Further [182], this would be

illogical, since the cause would become nonexistent when 

there is no fuel for fire. (XIV, 18) 

One may say: "But since the substantial atoms of fire 

do not have the three elements, fire without fuel exists". 

Were, because of this, fire without fuel to exist, precisely 

this consequential flaw of causelessness would occur. When 

there is not even a cause, one would, like the Vaiseshikas, be 

asserting eternal atoms. And when, apprehensive of the flaw 

of causelessness, one thinks that the atoms of fire have fuel 

of the nature of the three elements, then one cannot assert 

that the atoms of fire exist with a nature of a single 

substance. 

2.1.1.4.1.2.3. REFUTATION OF ESTABLISHMENT IN 

ONENESS OR PLURALITY 

Not only are atoms unestablished in terms of single 

nature, but (XIV, 19) whatever external or internal existents 

are examined by reason, they all prove to be without 

1. source: abhidharmakoshakarika (chapter 2), where this statement
refers to the six causes, the elements and mind and mental factors
serving as examples. This statement expresses the Vaibhashika
view.
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oneness. Just as the great elements do not exist without 

reciprocity, in the same way, s_ince causelessness would be 

the consequence, the developments from elements also do 

not exist without the elements. After mind and mental 

functions and characteristic ground and characteristics, 

likewise, also do not exist without reciprocity, there does not 

even, by any standard, exist a unit in things. Thus, plurality 

does not exist either, for plurality is based upon the 

accumulation of units. 

One may say: "But this refutation is justified in the face 

of adherents of Buddhist schools who have accepted that 

elements and developments from elements, etc., arise 

together, but not in the face of non-Buddhists, for these 

(XIV, 20) claim that where an atom of earth, etc., does not 

exist with things different from it, a single substance of 

permanent earth exists". Even in their tradition, atoms of 

earth have three (aspects) of what are called substantiality, 

oneness and existence per se. [183] Qualities also have the 

three (aspects) of what they call quality per se, oneness and 

existence per se. Therefore, since in their tradition all 

existents, atoms, etc., have precisely three aspects, no thing 

whatsoever of alleged oneness exists. Likewise, also for the 

Sankhyas no single thing whatsoever exists since (for them) 

everything is ( ot) the nature of the three universal 

principles.1

1. that is, lightness, motility and inertia, or the three qualities (guna),
as espoused by the Sankhya school
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2.1.1.4.1.2 .4. RE CAPITULATION OF THE 

REASONING S WHICH .. NEGATE THE FOUR 

EXTREMES 

(XIV, 21) As for the procedure whereby one refutes 

theories according to which result exists, does not exist, both 

exists and does not exist, or neither exists nor does not exist, 

it is those previous declarations, "(For) exponents of existent 

result...", etc.1, which experts, those of good intelligence, 

have to consistently apply at their refutation of theories 

according to which cause and result are identical or, because 

of " etc."2, distinct, both, or neither. Thus, the theory of 

identity of cause and result is the position of holding an 

existent result. To this the following is to be applied: "(For) 

exponents of existent result, ... having decorated pillars, etc., 

for the purpose of a house, would be just pointless"3, and:

"It is not rational to say that what proceeds is existent before. 

Were an existent to arise, even what already arose would 

arise"4, etc. The claim of distinctness of cause and result is 

the position of holding an inexistent result, and to this the 

following is applied: "(For) exponents of inexistent result, 

... having decorated pillars, etc., for the purpose of a house, 

would be just pointless"5. The claim to the effect that cause

and result are identical [ 184] and also distinct because Indra, 

since previously he dwelt in the nature of life, dwells in the 

1. see XI, 15
2. occurring in the basic text (XIV, 21b)
3. see XI, 15a, b, d
4. see XI, 10
5. see XI, 15b, c, d
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previous nature of life when he assumes a present body and 

because a (previously) non-existent person of Devadatta is 

born, is the position which insists on both existence and 

non-existence of result. Here, in the face of one debater, 

both refutations expressed in view of the two theories of 

existent result and nonexistent (result) are to be expressed. 

(And) in the face of insistence upon (result being) neither, 

(the refutation proceeds) in this manner: were a result both 

existent and nonexistent, through its negation the alleged 

(result) neither would occur, but when (one that is) both 

existent and nonexistent is unfounded, then how can what 

has been negated become one which is neither? 

2.1.1.4.2. EXPOSITION OF THE REASON WHY 

EXISTENTS ARE MISTAKEN FOR REALITIES 

One may say: "But when existents thus have no 

intrinsic nature, with what justification do these 

substantivists of Buddhist and non-Buddhist schools take 

pleasure in conceiving of things as existent?" In reality, there 

is no justification whatsoever for this. Still, (XIV, 22) just 

as, as long as the group of causes and conditions exist, the 

momentarily dissolving fires of a lamp appear as a 

continuous flow of previous causal moment and subsequent 

resultant moment, so do momentarily dissolving creations, 

when the group of causes and conditions exist, appear as a 

continuous flow of previous and subsequent moments.· 

Having seen that (such) continuity is erroneous, since an 

intrinsic essence of it did not really build up, heterodox 

sages, recollecting the previous situation and also not 
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currently directly perceiving the momentary destruction of 

creations, come to think that a stable self, or a stable world,_ 

exist. Likewise, elements and developments from elements, 

mind and mental functions, characteristics and characteristic 

ground, houses and vases, etc., originating, like reflections, 

echoes, etc., in dependence upon their respective collections 

of causes and conditions, respectively function through these 

as mere designations of special and general characteristics, 

after having been adopted, or [185] relied upon, with the 

objective to convert the world when worldly perversions had 

been made authoritative. Although those arise, only 

collections arise. Although ( those even ) cease, only 

collections cease. But when, notwithstanding this, the real 

nature of such collections is not understood and the vision of 

it is erroneous, debaters in an illogical manner, on the basis 

of mere perversions, come to conceive of external and 

internal things as having real existence. 

2.1.1.4.3. BRIEF DEMON STRATION OF THE 

RATIONAL OF REALITYLESS(NESS) 

One may say: "When the opponents' existents are 

perverted views, then, were not even the Centrists to accept 

existents, a view of nonexistence would be entailed. This is 

also utterly irrational since it is inconsistent with what is seen 

and what is not seen". The Centrists do not advocate 

nonexistence for they advocate dependent origination. 

One may say: "What is the meaning of dependent 

origination?" Lack of intrinsic nature is its meaning and, 

being like illusion, mirage, reflection, etc., emptiness and 
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selflessness are its meaning. In the following manner; 

whatever is established by means of intrinsic nature does not 

originate dependently, since it is not contingent upon 

anything else. Whatever is created originates dependently, 

and (XIV, 23) what thus originates in dependence upon any 

existent does not possess freedom, for it arises while being 

contingent upon cause and condition. All these existents lack 

freedom. Therefore, an essential self-nature is not to be 

found in any existent whatsoever. Thus, dependent 

origination means being devoid of intrinsic essence, it means 

emptiness. It is not that nonexistence of everything is its 

meaning. Therefore, since illusion-like dependence is 

imbued with reification and repudiation, views of existence 

and nonexistence are wrong [186]. When dependence is 

accepted as illusion-like, there is no room for fallacies of 

etemality and annihilation. 

2.1.1.4.4. DEMONSTRATION FOR THE SAKE OF 

COMPREHENSION OF REALITYLESS(NESS) 

It is precisely because anything arisen by its very 

essence does not exist that (XIV, 24) all external and internal 

things without result lack constitution 1. What is established

by intrinsic nature, due to its permanence, is not contingent 

upon result. What is constituted for the sake of a result, this 

is not constituted for Noble Ones who behold its nature, 

which means, they don't proclaim it to be reality. Precisely 

because of this, (XIV, 25) the cause of cyclic existence, 

consciousness together with emotional afflictions, will cease 

I . in terms of cause and condition 
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when it is seen that the cause of birth in cyclic existence is an 

ignorant consciousness which, beset with emotional 

afflictions, habitually adheres to substance, that the objects, 

such as form, etc., are its sphere of activity, and that, on 

account of the aforementioned procedures, objects do not 

have an intrinsic reality of their own. It is cyclic existence 

which, thereby, is to be presented as cancelled in Hearers, 

Self-Buddhas and Bodhisattvas who have acquired 

acceptance of non-arising phenomena. The mind of 

enlightenment, the cause through which the spontaneous 

wisdom of a Buddha arises, is not cancelled in them, for the 

spontaneous wisdom of a Thus-Gone will, without doubt, 

arise in everyone. 

(This was) the commentary on the fourteenth chapter of 

the "Experientialist Four Hundred", or the demonstration of 

contemplation negative of extremism . 

•



CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

2.1.2. REFUTATION OF AN INTRINSIC NATURE OF 

THE CHARACTERISTICS, ARISING, ETC. 

2.1.2.1. ESTABLISHMENT OF WHAT IS WITHOUT 

ARISING, IN THE MANNER OF ILLUSION 

2.1.2.1.1. REFUTATION OF ARISING [187] 

2.1.2.1.1.1. EXAMINATION AND REFUTATION OF 

THE POSITIONS OF EXISTENCE AND NON

EXISTENCE 

Now, one may argue: "Created things exist by intrinsic 

nature, for their characteristics, arising, etc., exist". Were 

characteristics to exist, (things) would exist. However, they 

also do not exists. 

One may say: "Why?" When here, (at) this arising, 

created (things) are generated, then the question is about 

what is generated: What exists or does not exist? Here at 

first, according to the exponents of nonexistent results, since 

the sprout does not exist at the time of the seed, the sprout 

arises at the final moment of the seed of a group of cause and 

conditions. Thus, (XV, 1) a nonexistent sprout arises at the 

final moment of a seed. This is also irrational, for in 

consequence the horn of a donkey, etc., could also_arise. So 

where does a nonexistent arise? Which means, an arising 

nonexistent is not possible. 

Apprehensive of this predicament, exponents of 

existent result may say: "An existent arises''. Since a seed's 
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sprout which exists before has from the outset already 

arisen, it is not logical for it to arise again. Its own essence 

already having been established, no benefit is to be brought 

forth through its arising. Were what is existent to arise, it 

would never manage not to arise, and thus arising would 

become endless. However, this also is impossible. So, 

where does an existent arise? Which means, an arising 

existent is not possible. Moreover, (XV, 2) through the 

process of the arising of the resultant sprout, the cause, or 

what one calls seed, is destroyed, for without cessation of 

the seed the sprout does not arise. Thus, a nonexistent sprout 

does not arise, for what is nonexistent has no power to 

destroy a seed. Hence, a nonexistent does not arise. And 

since a sprout already established does not again have an 

establishing agent, an existent also does not arise. Arising 

further does not exist because a time of arising is not 

possible. (XV, 3) At the time of that established own essence 

[188] of the sprout, arising does not exist, for (the sprout) is

an established essence. And at the time of non-establishment,

other than what has been established, arising does not exist,

for, there being no basis at what is unestablished, an activity

of arising does not occur. And also at a time of being in the

process of estab_lishment, when something is established and

something other is not established, (a sprout) does not arise,

for the faults of both mentioned occur. When even in all

three positions arising is impossible, then, when will there

be arising? Here, one may argue: "Since milk becomes

substance of curd, (there) is arising". This is also irrational.

First, milk inherent in substance of milk has no arising as
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nature of this, for it exists as the nature of milk. And (XV, 4) 
just as, therefore, this milk has no arising as its substance, in 
the same way what is other, a substance of curd, has no 
arising from this milk either. When examined, the substance 
of curd is not possible in milk. 

2.1.2.1.1.2. EXAMINATION AND REFUTATION OF 
BEGINNING, END AND MIDDLE 

What is created is without arising also because of the 
following: arising (XV, 5) beginning, and a stable middle 

and dissolving end are not possible prior to arising and thus 
the created does not exist prior to arising. Also the idea that it 

arises at the time of arising, is stable at the time of stability, 
and dissolves at the time of dissolution is not rational for the 
following (reason). Since all these three are not simultaneous 
and at the time of one the other two do not exist, therefore, 
how will each, a�sing, etc., commence without the (other) 
two characteristics, stability and dissolution, etc.? After all, 
what is created does not exist when not even each ( of) these 
characteristics exists. 

2.1.2.1.1.3. EXAMINATION AND REFUTATION OF 
BOTH SELF AND OTHER 

For the following [ 189] reason also what is created 
does not arise: a vase is not established by intrinsic essence, 
for it is contingent upon grit. Grit is not established by 
intrinsic essence, for it is contingent upon pebbles. (XV, 6) 

Without grit, another substance, the substance of the vase 
itself does not occur. B ut grit, since it has no essence of its 
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own, is also not other in relation to vase, so that the vase 

neither arises through itself nor through what is other, as self 

and other are not established. 

2.1.2.1.1.4. EXAMINATION AND REFUTATION OF 

SEQUENCE AND SIMULTANEITY 

2.1.2.1.1.4.1. GIST 

Further, the question is whether this arising is held to 

be prior to, subsequent to, or simultaneous with the what 

arises. As regards this, a statement to the effect that arising 

exists (XV, 7) prior to what arises is not justified, for no 

basis exists. (That it is) subsequent to (the ariser) is not 

justified either, for the what has not arisen does not exist, or 

subsequent arising is pointless. That they exist 

simultaneously is not possible as statement, for then both 

become non-interdependent 1. Since it is like this, arising and

vase, the ariser, have no simultaneous origination. When 

they do not exist simultaneously, a statement to the effect that 

a vase arises proves to be unjustified. 

2.1.2.1.1.4.2. REFUTATION OF PROOF OF ARISING 

Now, one may argue: "An arising (of) vase exists, for 

an old one with the characteristic of ceasing exists in 

(connection with) this". This is also not justified. When an 

so-called old one exists, the question is whether it exists in 

(connection with) one having ansen before (it) or in 

(connection with) one having arisen later. Now, an entity of 

1. since, in such a case, both simultaneously have intrinsic identity
and, thus, do not depend upon each other
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a vase (XV, 8) having arisen before does not become old, 

for because of this prior arising, it is called new. And one 

having arisen later does not become an old one either, for at 

the time of later arising, it [190] is also new. Thus, since an 

old one does not exist, an arising evidenced through it is not 

possible. 

2.1.2.1.1.5. EXAMINATION AND REFUTATION OF 

THE THREE TIMES 

Since arising does not exist in the three times it is also 

through this that arising does not exist. (XV, 9) An existent 

of the present does not arise from this very present, for cause 

and result do not exist simultaneously. From the future there 

is no arising either, for that does not exist. And, again, there 

is no arising from the past, for that, having ceased, does not 

exist. Hence, arising by intrinsic nature does not exist. 

2.1.2.1.2. DEMONSTRATION OF THE RESULT OF THE 

REFUTATION OF ARISING 

Furthermore, if existents had intrinsic reality, they 

would when they arise have to come from some place. Since 

intrinsic reality is not cancelled, they would not occur after 

not having occurred. Also, when they ceased they would 

have to go to some place since, after having occurred, 

nonexistent ones would not exist. However, this is 

impossible on account of the Transcendent Destroyer and 

Possessor's following declaration: "Monks! The eye, when 

it arises, does not come from anywhere at all; and when it 

ceases it does not go anywhere at all". Therefore, according 
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to this, (XV, 10) there is no coming from future to present at 

any arisen object and no going from present to past at (any) 

ceased (object). Thus, intrinsic reality does not exist. The 

master 1 , relying upon the spontaneous wisdom of the Noble 

Ones, proclaims the result of the investigation as follows: 

"When its unreality is such, how can the external and internal 

world be other than illusion-like?" When thus the Noble 

Ones behold the illusion-like world as essenceless, all their 

adherence to the essenceless cyclic existence gets completely 

extinguished and, thereby, they become liberated. So there is 

no lack of logic whatsoever here, for since they do not 

repudiate dependent origination, they do not [ 191] destroy 

any of the mundane arrangements. Since they penetrate truth 

as it really is, they accomplish freedom. 

2.1.2.2. DEMONSTRATION OF EMPTINESS OF 

INTRINSIC REALITY OF CHARACTERISTICS 

2.1.2.2.1. EXAMINATION AND REFUTATION OF 

SEQUENCE AND SIMULTANEITY 

Since these characteristics of the created (XV, 11) 

arisal, stability and dissolution are mutually contradictory, 

they do not occur simultaneously. Neither do they occur 

sequentially, before (and) later, for each does not occur 

without the other two. (And) since causeless ones 

established beyond sequence and simultaneity do not exist, it 

is said2 : "At what time will they occur?" 

1. Aryadeva or Nagarjuna
2. in XV, 1 ld
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2.1.2.2.2. REFUTATION (BY) CONSEQUENTIAL 

INFINITUDE OF CHARACTERISTICS 

Since (XV, 12) all characteristics of the created, arisal, 

etc., are included among the aggregates of formative 

factors 1, they are accepted as created2 , and since thus all 

characteristics of the created, arising, etc., again will occur in 

them, arisal will have another arisal. Dissolution also being 

similar to arising as regards this procedure whereby arisal 

has another arisal, will have another dissolution. Stability 

also being similar to dissolution, stability will also have 

another stability. Because these are also created, they require 

other characteristics. Since one can say: "Also these (require) 

others, and these others ... ", they become infinite. But when 

there is not even an end, everything is unestablished and, 

therefore, the characteristics of the created do not exist by 

means of intrinsic reality. 

2.1.2.2.3. REFUTATION OF NOTIONS OF IDENTITY 

AND DISTINCTNESS 

Are these characteristics distinct from the characteristic 

ground, or are they not distinct? Here, at first, (XV, 13) one 

may say: "The characteristic ground is other than the 

characteristics". Then, through what is the created 

characteristic ground just impermanent? Which means, just 

as heat and cold, and happiness and suffering, do __ not exist 

within each [ 192] other on account of distinctness, so (the 

1. and within these among the so-called non-associated formative
factors

2. since all aggregates are not other than created
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created characteristic ground) would occur without 

impermanence. This is also irrational, for what is created is 

impermanent. Now, anxious to avoid this predicament, one 

might assert an identity of characteristics and characteristic 

ground. Then all four that is, the three characteristics and the 

characteristic ground will not exist, because they do not 

clearly exist in (terms of) existent essences. The 

characteristics, on account of being identical with the 

characteristic ground, do not become characteristics, and also 

the characteristic ground, on account of being identical with 

the characteristics, does not become a characteristic ground. 

Thus, since all four do not exist or, again, since an essence 

does not exist, identity and distinctness are untenable. 

2.1.2.2.4. REFUTATION OF NOTIONS OF EXISTENCE 

AND NONEXISTENCE 

One may say: "Arising etc., exist, for their causes 

exist, and when here sprouts, etc., originate in dependence 

upon their respective sets of causes and conditions, 

intelligent persons call it arising". Were anything to arise 

from anything, arising, etc., would occur. However, (this) 

is also impossible: the substance of a sprout already 

established as (XV, 14) existent does not arise from a seed 

already established as existent, for an immutable seed does 

not exist as agent generative of sprout, the rearising of a 

sprout already established is also irrational. A result already 

having become -existent does not arise from a nonexistent 

cause, for what is nonexistent has no power to generate 

result, and what had already arisen does not arise once more. 
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Nor does a nonexistent result arise from a nonexistent cause
. ' 

for [ 193] what is nonexistent has no power, and what is 

nonexistent does not arise, as exemplified by a barren 

woman's son. (And) result without existence does not arise 

from a cause already established as existent, either, for the 

flaws already mentioned are encountered. Thus, arising 

being impossible, sets of causes and conditions are 

pointless. Also through the following since arisal and 

dissolution are irrational characteristics do not exist. Are 

arising and dissolving apprehended in the nature of an 

existent or in the nature of a nonexistent? Here, at first, (XV, 

15) an existent, an intrinsic essence already established, does

not again become an existent. That means it will not arise,

for with regard to what exists, arising is pointless. A

nonexistent, that which does not exist, does not become an

existent, which means it will not arise, for even a barren

woman's son would in consequence arise. Since arising of

existent and nonexistent are impossible, arising does not

exist. Likewise, dissolution does not exist either. A

nonexistent would not dissolve or become nonexistent, for

like a barren woman's son, what does not exist has no

dissolution. And neither does an existent become a

nonexistent; for they are inconsistent with each other.

2.1.2.3. REFUTATION OF INTRINSIC REALITY OF 

THAT WHICH IS ARISING 

2.1.2.3.1. MAIN REFUTATION 

2.1.2.3.1.1. REFUTATION OF A HALF ARISEN IN THE 

PROCESS OF ARISING 
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2.1.2.3.1.1.1. REFUTATION OF ESSENCE 

Now, one may argue: "Although existents and 

nonexistents do not arise, objects which are in the process of 

arising arise". When the term (XV, 16) "process of arising" 

is expressed for what is half arisen (and) at what is half 

unarisen, then because of this, a process of arising does not 

exist. A third category, (anything) other than what refers to 

arisen and unarisen, does not exist. Thus, that which is in 

the process of arising, just nonexistent, will not arise. But 

when one conceives of the arisen and the unarisen as a 

process of arising, then, that being so, all [ 194] three times 

will consequently be a process of arising, for the arise and 

the unarisen are the process of arising and these two 

comprise even all. three times. Both past and present, the 

activity of arising already having taken place, are the arisen, 

while the future is the unarisen. Further, when such process 

of arising is conceived, the question is whether it is 

conceived with respect to something that is substantial object 

of the process of arising or something that is not substantial 

object of the process of arising. Both options are irrational. 

An (XV, 17) object in the substance of the process of arising 

does not again become an object for the process of arising, 

for it fully resides in its substance. Neither does a non-object 

in the substance of the process of arising become (that) for 

the process of arising, for they are inconsistent with each 

other. Hence, a process of arising does not exist. 

2.1.2.3.1.1.2. REFUTATION OF PROOF 

One may say: "A present process of arising exists, for 

it takes place between past and future. Were it nonexistent, in 
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relation to what would past and future form? Since it exists, 

what has not yet arrived is future while what already 

transpired it is past". In the system (XV, 18) of a debater for 

whom there is no development without it existing between 

the two, past and future, a present process of arising does 

not exist, since also this present process of arising has 
another interval and also this has another interval, and so 

forth, there being no end. Just as the present process of 

arising would take place between past and future, in the same 

way this present process of arising, (being) of the nature of 

the arisen and unarisen, would also necessarily have another 

interval in relation to which it is instituted as arisen and 

unarisen. However, this is also irrational, for the 

consequence is that the conceiving of further present 

processes of arising between arisen and unarisen in 

everything becomes endless. 

2.1.2.3.1.2. REFUTATION OF PROCESS OF ARISING 

OTHER THAN THIS 

One may say: "Of course, (195] as it entails the 

aforementioned flaws, the half arisen is not found in the 

process of arising. But then, how is it? An existent, arisen 

(XV, 19) because some process of arising ceased, implies 

arising, a situation prior to its having arisen. This is to be · 

called the process of arising. Therefore, a process of arising, 

distinct from (that involving) a half arisen, exists". Were one 

able to distinguish process of arising and existence, in terms 

of the statement: "From this that arises", then a process of 

arising could be inferred from an existent having arisen from 
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a process of arising. However, (XV, 20) it is not possible 

since, when the existent has arisen, the process of arising 

has ceased, and again, because it is not possible, the alleged 

arisen having proceeded from the process of arising, through 

which the process of arising is inferred, is not established. 

2.1.2.3.1.3. REFUTATION OF AN ARISEN IN THE 

PROCESS OF ARISING 

One may say: "But the arisen is that which is in the 

process of arising". When the arisen is that which is in the 

process of arising, then why would that which is in the 

process of arising arise? After all, (for) what already arose, 

arising is not even possible. 

2.1.2.3.1.4. REFUTATION OF AN UNARISEN BEING 

IN THE PROCESS OF ARISING 

2.1.2.3.1.4.1. GIST 

One may allege that what is in the process of arising is 

expressed as arising since, even though it is merely unarisen, 

it is approaching arising, because of this an arisen is what is 

in the process of arising, and that this is not even pointless 

arising. But then there is no difference between arisen and 

unarisen because when the unarisen is also expressed as 

arisen, the arisen becomes unarisen. So, why is a vase with 

functional efficiency, scooping up water, etc., at the time 

when it is arisen not regarded as unarisen and nonexistent as 

well? This is not even possible and, therefore, it is irrational. 

2.1.2.3.1.4.2. REFUTATION OF DENIAL OF FAULT 

One may say: "But it is not that that which is in the 

process of arising does not differ from the unarisen, for what 
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is in the process of arising is a thing connected [ 196] with 

the activity of arising". Since (XV, 22) what is in the process 

of arising, even though it has not been completed by means 

of the activity of arising, is connected with the activity of 

arising, the opponent indeed has formulated it as standing 

outside the unarisen. Nevertheless, just as what is in the 

process of arising stands outside the unarisen, since it is 

connected with the activity of arising, in the same way it 

stands outside the arisen, for it is (of) the nature of 

incomplete arising. Therefore, when what is in the process 

of arising arises, it could be say that the unarisen arises. 

Apart from this, the unarisen would also arise because of the 

following. (XV, 23) What is in the process of arising is 

alleged to exist after what is said to be the process of arising 

at present, even though a process of arising had not occurred 

before, later connects with the activity of arising. Also under 

this presentation, one would have to say that a mere unarisen 

arises, for it comes to this. Since what before is not in the 

process of arising later connects with the activity of arising. 

One may say: "Which fault exists when an unarisen 

really arises?" As for an unarisen, it has no existence of its 

own, to be called non-occurrence. Since, in such, activity of 

arising does not start, it does not arise. 

2.1.2.3.2. SUMMARY OF IMPORT 
-· 

(XV, 24) When the activity of arising is complete, one 

speaks of an existent thing. When the activity is undone or 

not complete, one speaks of a nonexistent one. Since these 

two reject each other and, thus, are inconsistent with each 
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other, the third, their aggregation, does not exist. Therefore, 

when what is said to be in the process of arising, beyond 

being complete and not being complete does not exist, then 

which object is expressed as being in such a process of 

arising? Thus, since its intrinsic essence is not ascertainable, 

it does not exist. 

2.1.2.4. PRESENTATION OF THE FINAL SUMMARY 

OF THESE REFUTATIONS 

When, upon such examination, cause and result have 

no intrinsic reality, since result not included in cause does 

not exist, then there being no basis, starting (viz) arising of 

result and stopping (viz) dissolution (197] of cause are 

simply unjustified, in keeping with the following detailed 

statement by the Transcendental Destroyer and Possessor: 

"Not any living being, be he man or son of Manu, having 

been born and having died here, is born. Escapists cannot 

understand that all things, their nature being space-like, are 

empty". Therefore, since upon such examination the intrinsic 

reality of existents is not established, what is individually left 

in existents as remainder is just that illusion likeness. This is 

clearly illustrated by means of the following example: when 

horses, elephants, etc., (appearing) through an illusionist's 

spells, medicine, etc., are designated as (something) that has 

reality. When attachment and anger arise, in those for whom 

they are objective, then as long as the illusion is not 

destroyed, it are functionally efficient for them. Since the 

illusionist, even though he perceives these various (things), 

knows their nature, he does not like the worldly person have 
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any adherence whatever to them. And it goes without saying 

that when a person not weakened by the spells of an illusion 

does not even perceive an illusion, he will not, after having 

adhered to one, designate one. In the same way, when the 

external and internal existents, appear like illusions to the 

naive person weakened by the spell of the misknowledge of 

adherence to substance, (these) following names applied 

since beginningless (time) are adhered to in an irrational 

manner and designate as real. As long as authentic 

spontaneous wisdom has not arisen, (these existents), 

according to (the naives') own adherence, are functionally 

efficient and non-deceptive for them, as exemplified by the 

worldly person weakened by the spell of an illusion. Even 

though there are mere illusion-like appearances in the 

aftermath 1 for Noble Ones who did not abandon 

misknowledge devoid of emotional afflictions, they do not in 

the least adhere to their reality, as exemplified by the 

illusionist. Authentic spontaneous wisdom removed (from 

them) the defilement of adherence to substance [198]. And it 

goes without saying that fully accomplished Buddhas who 

have totally eradicated all residues of misknowledge and 

who, in every respect, reside in the Body of Truth at which 

point for Them not even mere traces of appearances exist do 

not adhere to a reality, as examplified by a person with pure 

eyes not weakened-by the spell of illusion. And even though 

Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, just as illusionists and persons 

with pure eyes, designate illusions in harmony with them, 

1. that is, in the postmeditational state
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for those whose eyes are weakened by spells, pronounce 

various superficial truths in keeping with what is familiar in 

the world, (this) is a procedure whereby They convert the 

world. It is not that superficial truths exist for Them. Again, 

just as so long as the illusion is not destroyed 1, the 

appearances of the illusion are not abolished by the illusionist 

even though he reverses the concept of a reality in them 

though negating by various reasons the true establishment of 

men, women, etc., in the world so as to reverse the 

adherence of the world deluded by the illusion so the Noble 

Ones even though, by various logical reasons, they negate 

the intrinsic reality of existents real for the naive, merely 

loosen the fetters of their adherence to substance while they 

do not, as long as the seeds of their misknow ledge devoid of 

emotional afflictions are not totally eradicated abolish the 

appearance of illusion-like dependence. Therefore, the 

diverse sets of Centrist reasonings precisely refute adherence 

to substance, which functions as cause of bondage, but they 

do not refute illusion-like dependence. This cannot be 

refuted. Further, were it refuted, the flaw [ 199] of 

repudiation of dependence would come up. Since the 

appearance of illusion-like dependence is not negated and 

remains until the achievement of the appearance-free goal, 

non-deceptive for the mundane, having acted in accordance 

with them, the Centrist also does not refute it but accepts. 

Nevertheless, it is not that he accepts it or establishes it as a 

position of a rational system of his own. Like two moons, 

1. due to the continuing effect of spell, medicine, etc.
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etc., are seen by some one afflicted with cataracts, it is 

merely an illusive exhibition of misknowledge. It is not even 

established by any validating cognition. Hence, this 

declaration: "The Centrist has no position whatsoever of a 

system of his own" remains altogether unshakeable. 

One may say: "When all this is illusion-like, are 

bondage and liberation not even in the least accepted even 

here? After all, in illusion no bondage and liberation exist. 

Then, however, all efforts become pointless". Even bondage 

and liberation are accepted in the manner of illusion, as 

follows: "Their own minds being unreal, illusory creatures, 

through these, are roving in the fairy cities of the unreal three 

worlds, following unreal appearances of objects, water in a 

mirage. This mode of being unreal is the natural disposition 

of cyclic existence. Illusory creatures fancy truth in illusions; 

their eyes see castles in the air. A knot of space gets liberated 

into the sphere of space. This manner of nonexistence of 

liberation is the natural disposition of liberation". 

(This was) the commentary on the fifteenth chapter of 

the "Experientialist Four Hundred", or the demonstration of 

contemplation negative of created objects . 

•



CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

2.2. DEMONSTRATION OF THE PURPOSE OF THE 

FIFfEEN CHAPTERS 

The purpose of the treatise is this. It serves to install 

trainees in freedom from suffering (nirvana), after they have 

abandoned their attachment to cyclic existence. When the real 

meaning of emptiness is not [200] ascertained, nothing 

whatsoever can arouse enthusiasm for nirvana after 

abandonment of attachment to cycle existence. Since this 

emptiness of intrinsic reality of all things also utterly terrifies 

uninformed beings bound by the fetters of habitual adherence 

to self and property, an expert in the way a person expert in 

reporting (something) unpleasant intimates the beloved 

queen's death to a king has to install them (in nirvana) 

gradually through some reasonings. Now, the mundane, 

subject to perversion of adherence to self and property after 

permanence, etc., the four perversions, in existents having 

the nature of impermanence, etc., are identified as obstacles 

to the view of emptiness perceive only a world which is not 

empty. Therefore, the first four chapters were composed 

with the objective to refute the view of its non-emptiness. 

After the four perversions had thus been cleared away, 

impermanence, etc., of the created is certain. When 

hereupon, on the strength of great compassion for living 

beings sunk in cyclic existence with a nature of 

impermanence, suffering, etc., the mind of enlightenment 

wishing to liberate them has arisen, it is imperative that 

Bodhisattva deeds are performed. So the fifth chapter serves 

7 
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to demonstrate a Bodhisattva's deeds. Since the emotional 

afflictions are cut in the course of Bodhisattva deeds, the 

sixth (chapter was composed) with the aim to set forth the 

procedures whereby these are removed. Since for trainees to 

get installed in nirvana, relinquishment of cyclic existence is 

indispensable and, again, since this is to be relinquished 

through relinquishment of its cause evolutionary actions 

therefore, in order to demonstrate the procedures whereby 

evolutionary actions are relinquished, the seventh ( chapter 

was composed). To make trainees fit as vessels of the 

profound, the eighth (chapter) presents modes of purification 

of the students' minds. Since those whose minds had thus 

[201] been _cleansed are fit as vessels of the profound, the

remaining chapters were composed with the intention to

determine, as the procedure whereby authentic spontaneous

wisdom is generated, the emptiness of intrinsic reality of all

things. Hence (XVI, 1) all fifteen chapters individually refute

those perverted causes, (like) holding existents. Even though

devoid of intrinsic reality, to be permanent, etc., on account

of which even these existents empty of intrinsic reality

appear as if they were not empty (of it).

2.3. ELIMINATION OF BAD DEBATERS' REMAINING 

CRITICISMS 

2.3.1. REFUTATION OF REASONINGS REBUTTING 

EMPTINESS 

2.3.1.1. INABILITY TO REBUT THE OTHER POSITION 

One may say: "But when for such purpose these 

chapters were composed, then it is precisely these which 
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have proved that all things are not empty. (XVI, 2) When the 

Centnst, the author of the chapters, exists and when the 

expressible subject, the import expounded by the fifteen 

chapters, and - because of the term 'also' 1 - the Centrist's

words, even though they expound the import of emptiness, 

exist, then all are established Therefore, it is not possible to 

say that they are empty". This is not correct, for the 

following (reason). According to the Centrist, there is 

designation as author, but not non-author, in dependence 

upon words and expressible subject. Likewise both words 

and expressible subject are also designated in dependence 

upon the respective other two. Hence, since whatever 

originates in [202] dependence does not exist by intrinsic 

reality, the three author, expressiblt subject and words also 

do not exist by intrinsic reality. Thus, since emptiness of 

intrinsic reality is proven, there is no fault. 

One may say: "But when all this is empty, then, all 

organs and objects being nonexistent, the world is proven to 

be like the horn of a donkey". Were the world not empty 

(XVI, 3) supposing the aforementioned flaw of being empty 

establishes it as not being empty, then since intrinsic reality 

has no cancellation, it would remain forever. Thus it would 

be eternal, unarisen and ceaseless. Hence, why should not 

also the above mentioned demonstration of the flaw of its not 

being empty establish emptiness? 

1. this interpolation seems to refer to, and explain, the word "ang"
(also) occurring in XVI 2a
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2.3.1.2. INABILITY TO ESTABLISH THE OWN 

POSITION 

2.3.1.2.1. ELIMINATION OF FAULT 

To own position, a substantivistic theory, does not get 

established through the mere elimination of the theory of 

emptiness. Hence, a debater who asserts a position other 

(than emptiness) would have to both (XVI, 4) reverse the 

other position through refutation and prove the own position 

through establishment of proof, but after all the opponent 

merely engages in annulling the theory of emptiness. When 

he is pleased with one position, why isn't the one which 

refutes the other position, also pleased to prove his own 

position? In order to prove this own position, he would have 

to express some justification, but since for the exponent of 

emptiness all is equal to what is to be proved, (the opponent) 

cannot prove a position. Hence, since he is bereft of the 

ability to prove a position, he should relinquish adherence to 

positions. 

2.3.1.2.2. REFUTATION 

One may say: "Since this position of the exponent of 

emptiness, (XVI, 5) when examined, is irrational, it does 

not exist. But since what does not exist is [203] not even a 

rational position, the opponent's position, there being no 

other, is established". Just as the Centrists' position, when 

examined, does not exist, so do even all three identity, and 

because of the "etc."l, distinctness, inexpressibility, etc. 

I. occurring in the basic text (XVI, 3)
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when examined, not exist for debaters, thus failing to be 

positions. Hence, since all positions, when examined, do not 

exist, one should relinquish adherence to positions. 

2.3.1.3. REFUTATION OF ANOTHER REASONING 

2.3.1.3.1. REFUTATION OF DIRECT PERCEPTION OF 

VASE 

One may say: "But the Centrist's statement to the effect 

that on account of emptiness, positions of identity, etc., are 

not rational, is unjustified, for (XVI, 6) where a vase is 

directly perceived a reason establishing it as emptiness 

becomes pointless. The reason of direct perception, by 

implication, precludes it". Since direct perception of the vase 

had already been ruled out before, it does not do harm to the 

Centrists. 

One may say: "But direct perception of the vase had 

been ruled out by the Centrists and not by the opponents. 

Therefore, since for the opponents a vase is directly 

perceived, it is irrational as emptiness". Here, the exponent 

of the logicality of its emptiness does not accept the reason 

stemming from the other system, for he wants to 

demonstrate the illogicality of precisely that other system. 

One may say: "But for whom is the reason of the 

(other) system possible?" It is said: "It exists for the other"1,

which means where debaters have the same views, a system 

is valid (for both) since both accept its meaning. However, 

when logic is applied, it is necessary to only hold on to 

meaning which has justification. 

1 . in XVI, 6d of the basic text 
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2.3.1.3.2. REFUTATION OF ESTABLISHMENT OF 

PARTNER THROUGH EMPTINESS 

One may say: "But since the exponent of emptiness had 

asserted a substance of emptiness and an emptiness not 

related to what is not empty [204] does not even exist, all 

existents are proven as being in possession of intrinsic 

reality". Were there to exist, with regard to what is called 

empty, the slightest establishment by intrinsic essence, all 

existents would possess intrinsic reality. However, this does 

not exist, for were the slightest non-emptiness to exist, its 

antidote the empty would also exist, since everything arises 

relativistically. But (XVI, 7) when what is not empty does 

not exist, then through what will its antidote emptiness arise. 

How will, without the other, the negatee, the antidote 

negating it, arise? Which means, it will not. It is, for 

example, like a nonexistent dog, which is not the opposite of 

a monkey. 

2.3.2. REFUTATION OF ADHERENCE TO EXTREMIST 

POSITIONS 

2.3.2.1. MAIN REFUTATION 

2.3.2.1.1. REFUTATION OF POSITIONLESS(NESS) 

BECOMING POSITION 

One may say: "Granted, emptiness does not become a 

position because it does not even in the least exist. -But, this 

notwithstanding, positionlessness becomes a position, and 

since a position not related to counter-position does not exist, 

counter-position also occurs". (XVI, 8) If, for the Centrists, 
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there had been existence of the slightest position, their 

positionlessness would be a real position. However, not 

even the slightest position exists (in their positionlessness), 

for a counter-position does not exist. Again, that a counter

position does not exist was demonstrated through the already 

accomplished annulment of the positions of all debaters. 

When positionlessness is thus not established as a position, 

what is counter-position related to it? Hence, since no 

position and counter-position whatsoever exist, one should 

relinquish adherence to positions [205]. 

2.3.2.1.2. REFUTATION OF PROOF OF EXISTENCE 

OF THINGS 

One may say: "Things exist with intrinsic reality, for 

their properties are noted. For example, (XVI, 9) were 

things nonexistent, how could fire be hot? Therefore, since 

the properties of things are noted, things exist with intrinsic 

reality". (This) has already been dismissed when, (in the 

verse): "Heat is the very fire. How could even what is not 

heat bum? Therefore the alleged fuel is not existent. This not 

being existent, fire is not existent"l, it was declared that fire 

of the nature of heat also does not exist. Hence, since 

properties do not exist, an intrinsic essence of things does 

not exist. Further, (XVI, 10) when through the seeing of the 

existence of fire the nonexistence of fire is reversed, why 

would not also its existence, by reason of relativistic 

origination, be reversed through the seeing of the 

nonexistence of its existence? Thus, after investigation in 

I. see XIV, 16
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accordance with (the verse): "As for the procedure whereby 

existent, nonexistent, existent and nonexistent, and neither 

existent nor nonexistent (are to be refuted), it is those 

(previous declarations) which experts have to consistently 

apply to identity, etc." 1, is flawlessness seen in any of the 

l
four positions? Since faults are seen in all four positions, it is

not appropriate to adhere to positions. Adherence to

positions is inappropriate also because of the following.

How can atoms occur, or arise, when after investigation in

accordance with (the verse): "Even with regard to atoms,

further investigation into whether parts exist or not is

undertaken ... "2 not even the finest things, atoms, have really

existent substance? Which means, they simply do not arise.

For those who have an appearance-free sphere, the Buddhas,

completely [206] awakened after having dispelled the dense

darkness of misknowledge with the sun-rays of Their

realization of th� unperverted Thatness of things, not even

nonexistence is added on after They have relied upon Their

spontaneous wj sdom. This is for the very reason that, not

having perceived any phenomena whatsoever, They also do

not behold their nonexistence, just as (They do not behold)

their existence.

2.3.2.1.3. DEMONSTRATION OF THE SAMENESS OF

NON-DUALITY IN ALL

(XVI, 12) In whatever ts created or uncreated, 

existence and nonexistence, as duality, do not exist. First, an 

1. see XIV, 21

2. see XIII, 5ab
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eternal thing not created by causes and conditions cannot be 

examined through an investigation into \vhether it exists or 

does not exist, for eternity, the basis to which the 

investigation refers, does not exist. Nor can a created thing 

having arisen in dependence upon causes and conditions be 

examined with regard to whether it exists or not, for it has no 

intrinsic reality. And since things other than the created and 

the uncreated objects which are being discerned cannot even 

be presented as existent, in which object does a truly existent 

existence exist? Nowhere at all does even the slightest nature 

of existence or nonexistence exist. So why do debaters not 

espouse this straight and clear, rationally obtained path? 

Since it is rational, after having discarded the dualistic 

theories contrived by their own minds, debaters, should 

adopt this position of non-duality. But should it be possible, 

due to any reason, that this sense is not established, then 

may this reason, which will convince the Centrists, be 

stated! However, when not even the slightest reason 

disagreeing with the aforementioned sense can be stat�d, 

then this procedure of relinquishment of two extremes by the 

mere reasons presented by the Centrists is also correct for the 

opponents. So, why do they keep levelling criticism at the 

Centrists, the exponents of non-duality? This non-duality is 

indivisible in all mundane and transcendental existents. It is 

precisely because of this [207] that it has not arisen from 

causes and conditions, for the consequence would be that it 

would possess the produced nature (XVI, 13) of all internal 

and external existents. Therefore, the absence of existence is 

its only nature. The division of even this into separate 
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(entities) is not rational. For example, just as in the essence 

of merely formless space there is no separation even though 

vase, metal-dish, etc., are separate vessels in the same way 

this unarisen essence, the nature seen in all substances, is not 

to be divided into separate (entities). It is precisely because 

of this that it has already been declared: "He who is the seer 

of one thing is declared to be the seer of all. What is the 

emptiness of one, that is the emptiness of all" . 1

2.3.2.2. REFUTATION REJECTING FAULTS 

(Now), one may think: "Those who are confronted 

with the previous examinations either have to accept this 

sense obtained by the aforementioned reasonings or they 

have to make a reply by analytically refuting it. However, to 

make a reply is appropriate in the face of him for whom at 

least something is possible, but since for him for whom all is 

substanceless, subjects to be discussed, words, etc., do not 

exist at all, how is a reply to be made? Therefore a reply, for 

such (person) is simply unpronounced". (XIV, 14) When 

thus, since all does not exist, a reply with respect to the 

position of the other, the Centrist, is not to be expressed, 

then why does the opponent not establish just his own 

position, reversed by the Centrist's reason of emptiness, by 

means of some justification? To accept what is unestablished 

is also irrational. 

One may say: "But then again, (XIV, 15) in the world, 

one is used to saying that it is difficult to find reasons 

1. see VIII, 16
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establishing one's own system, but that it is easy (to find) 

reasons refuti1fg the other system". Since this ease with 

which, according to this, refuting reasons are found exists 

for the opponent as well, why is he not even able to just state 

faults [208] in the Centrist's the other's, position? Thus, 

since the opponent cannot state faults in the other's, the 

Centrist's, position, it is not easy to find reasons refuting it. 

2.3.3. DEMONSTRATI ON OF SAMENESS OF 

REASONING WITH REGARD TO EXISTENCE AND 

NONEXISTENCE 

(XVI, 16) When, without there being reasoning, things 

exist in actuality by the opponent's mere word "existent", 

then why will they not also become realityless by the 

Centrist's mere word "realityless"? Therefore, after we have 

eliminated the dualistic theories of both ( existence and 

nonexistence), the non-dual centre becomes established. 

One. may say: "But when in the ultimate sense things 

do not exist, there will be no designation 'existent' for non

existents, (conventionally), and since the designation 

'existent' is inappropriate for a barren woman's son, they 

exist by intrinsic reality". (XVI, 17) Due to having been 

labelled "existent" or "abiding" things do not become non

existent, this is not possible either. Things do not become 

existent because they had been labelled "existent". As 

regards names, these do no echo the intrinsic nature of the 

named since they are formed, according to wish, prior or 

subsequent to them, just as, for example, one whose eyes 
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are sound may be called blind, one whose life is short may 

be called long-lived, etc. 

One may say: "Even the opponents do not maintain that 

sounds touch the intrinsic nature of their referents but, 

nevertheless, the referents familiar to the world, as expressed 

through sounds which do not touch their intrinsic nature, 

exist in the ultimate sense". (XVI, 18) When all things exist 

by intrinsic reality, and exist for the mundane, since sounds 

which do not touch their intrinsic nature express the 

mundane, then these things which in actuality truly exist 

become merely ultimate in sense. How [209] do they become 

mundane? Which means, they simply do not. 

2.3.4. REFUTATION OF DEVELOPMENT OF 

NIHILISTIC POSITION 

One may say: "The Centrist may indeed have refuted 

both existence and non-existence. Still, since he has cleared 

away existence, existents become nonexistent for him". 

(XVI, 19) When, the development of the very position of 

nonexistence is in keeping with this, since all existents do 

not exist after having been refuted, then all Centrist positions 

are not rational as nonexistence: when, by the 

aforementioned procedure, mere existence is not possible, 

then, (XVI, 20) since the negatee, existence does not exist, 

nonexistence its negation will not be possible. 

One may say: "This again, why?" When a dissolving 

thing becomes something other, one speaks of nonexistence 

in the world but without a dependence ground, and existent, 

at that time, by means of what will the dependent, 
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nonexistence, by established? Thus, since existence and 

nonexistence are contingent upon each other, they are not 

established by intrinsic essence. 

2.3.5. REFUTATION OF REASON AND EXAMPLE 

ESTABLISHING EMPTINESS 

One may say: "Since no matter whatsoever is 

established without cause the Centrist, without doubt, has to 

present a reason corroborative of emptiness. However, 

(XVI, 21) on account of an establishment of emptiness 

through reason, all is not empty, for, like the reason, also the 

other (things) exist". Are generative cause or awareness 

producing cause said to exist for the establishment of 

emptiness? Since, according to the first, emptiness will be 

produced, it will, therefore, become deceptive, like an 

illusion. However, since emptiness is ( of) the same nature 

from the beginning, it cannot be deceptive. Therefore, (the 

cause) is not a generative cause. 

One may say: "But when an awareness producing 

cause is taken into consideration, a cause establishing 

emptiness exists". A reason is expressed [210] for the sake 

of establishing a thesis, but when the reason is distinct from 

the thesis, then, since it is not ( of) the position's quality, it 

does not cause comprehension of the thesis. And when a 

reason is not distinct from a thesis, then, (being) in line with 

the thesis's own nature, it is not a .reason. Thus, since 

reasons corroborative of emptiness do not exist, 

realitylessness of existents is proven. (XVI, 22) 
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One may say: "Although reasons do not exist, all is not 

empty, for examples of emptiness exist, and thus also the 

other things, being similar to the examples, exist". With 

regard to these examples, when examined, the question 

arises: are they thought to pertain to the sense of the reason, 

or are they not. According to the first, they are precluded by 

the very refutation of the reason. But when it is assumed that 

a sense is established through a mere example which does 

not pertain to the sense of the reason, then one will be able to 

say: "Like the blackness of a crow, I am also black". 

However, this is not at all possible, and therefore example is 

irrational, for there is no purpose. 

2.3.6. EXPOS ITION OF THE PURPOSE OF THE 

DEMONSTRATION OF EMPTINESS 

One may say: "But when, after neither reasons nor 

examples exist, just all things do not exist, what benefit is 

the Centrist's treatise, this mass of activity, to bring about?" 

The establishment of emptiness in this treatise serves to make 

behold Thatness and, again, Thatness is nature, or essence 

per se. (XVI, 23) Were things truly existent by intrinsic 

reality, it would be fine to see this, in one's effort to get 

liberated. So, what would be the point in seeing emptiness? . 

Not only would it be pointless, it would even be a fault, for 

it would lead to repudiation. (But) this treatise reveals the 
-· 

realitylessness of reality less existents when worldly persons,

after they conceive of realityless existents as being full of

reality, enter into cyclic existence [211] on the strength of

emotional afflications and evolutionary actions caused
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thereby. It abolishes all repudiation and reification and thus 

precisely, demonstrates, realitylessness, so that also the 

world, after having understood existents as realityless, does 

not adhere to existents, just as (one does not adhere to) 

reflections, phantoms, etc. Then, when all emotional 

afflictions and evolutionary actions caused by habitual 

adherence are obliterated through this, (the world) will 

certainly have become liberated from all bondage, desire, etc. 

Hence this treatise only demonstrates the realitylessness of 

existents. It is not that therein, illusion-like relativistic 

origination is disavowed. 

One may say: "Then, what is being refuted through 

these numerous types of reasonings?" Through concepts 

which reify what is not real, the naive see existents as being 

full of intrinsic reality, and thus get entangled in cyclic 

existence. Therefore it is this adherence, the cause of 

suffering in cyclic existence, which has to be stopped 

through the numerous groups of reasonings in this treatise. 

Thus, through this treatise, the master has explained that, in 

sum, it is this illusion-like relativistic origination empty of 

intrinsic reality, which is the import of the Buddha's exalted 

speech. 

2.3.7. DEMONSTRATION OF THE MISTAKE IN 

ADHERENCE TO EXISTENCE AND NONEXISTENCE 

Buddhist schools (like) the Consciousness (cittamatram 

school) etc., since they do not really comprehend the import 

of the exalted instructions, (XVI, 24) declare that some, 

consciousness, etc., exist and that some, external vase, etc., 
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do not exist, but (such declaration) is neither Thatness, ( or) 

ultimate in sense, nor world, ( or) superficial. For when they 

wish to pronounce worldly things they also have to accept all 

five aggregates since, then, worldly perceptions are regarded 

as valid standards. And when [212] they wish to pronounce 

transcendental Thatness, then, on the basis of holy 

spontaneous wisdom, they have to declare that also all five 

aggregates are empty of intrinsic reality. Since it is like this, 

a statement to the effect that this consciousness exists and 

that those externals do not exist is simply impossible. 

Superficially, just as mind and mental functions (exist), 

externals, vase, etc., also exist, for they are familiar to the 

whole world. (And) in the ultimate sense, just as vase, etc., 

are not established when examined, mind and mental 

functions do not exist either, for they are without logic. 

2.3.8. DEMONSTRATION OF INABIL ITY TO 

RATIONALLY REFUTE POSITIONLESS(NESS) 

One may say: "When, because of such elimination of 

substantivism by means of various groups of reasonings, a 

refutation of the theory of emptiness cannot be pronounced, 

then, granted, we 1 are not able to counter the Centrist with 

definite statements now; but, nevertheless, (in future) there 

will appear (men) who will show great(er) zeal for the Thus

Gone' s teaching, ( and) they will counter �he Centri�t". When 

a firmly grasped position exists, then, through establishing 

m a different way, one may be able to refute it in an 

1. here, the speakers seem to be adherents of the lower buddhist
schools
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extremely distant time; however, (XVI, 25) where the three 

positions, that is, existence, nonexistence, and both 

existence and nonexistence, do not exist in any respect, 

criticisms cannot be expressed in an extremely distant time 

either, just as, for example, one cannot paint a picture in 

space and then torment it by striking it with a stick. 

(This was) the commentary on the sixteenth chapter of 

the "Experientialist Four Hundred", or the demonstration of 

contemplation detennining teacher and student. 

•
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EPILOGUE 

may those through whose force [213 J the precious treasure 

of the fine words of the Noble' s 1 sublime treatise become 

fully manifest in this midst of snow-mountains2 , he, of 

moon-like renown, bearing the exalted name "Moon "3, and 

he, of sun-like renown, bearing the name "Sun "4, be 

victorious! 

Holding the juice of the profound, the water-lilies of the 

excellent treatise, having been opened by the moon-rays of 

the glorious moon, were threaded on the string of true 

elucidations, and (thus) this neck-ornament for fortunate 

minds was made. 

May, through the immaculate, stainless virtues elucidated 

here, all living beings, roving in the wilderness of the world 

covered with the dense thicket of extremism, walk on the 

path of the Middle devoid of extremes. 

May also this excellent treatise last as long as space is not 

destroyed; may it remove completely the pitfalls of cyclic 

existence and peace, and may its sublime benefits, welfare 

and happiness, spread in the ten directions. 

I. Tibetan: 'phags pa; sanskrit: arya, which stands for Aryadeva
2. i.e. Tibet
3. Tibetan: zla ba; sanskrit: candra, which stands for Candrakirti

(Renowned moon); Candrakirti composed the "Catuhsatakatika", a
commentary on the "Experientialist Four Hundred", which was
translated into Tibetan by the Tibetan scholar and translator Nyi ma
Grags

4. Tibetan: myi ma, which stands for Pa tsab Nyi ma Grags
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COLOPHON 

Merely clarifying the meaning of the words of the "The 

Bodhisattva's Experientialist Four Hundred", the work of 

the illustrious Master Aryadeva, this comvzentary on it was 

composed by the monk Gzon nu Blo gros, so as to swiftly 

introduce persons interested in the profound, but of weak 

intelligence, to this sublime treatise, the source of a treasure 

of fine elucidations. May it be auspicious! 

THE PRINTER'S EPILOGUE 

May through, whatever virtuous cause has been 

achieved as the result of having accomplished this, all living 

beings attain the wisdom of Sugata! May the sole remedy for 

the sufferings of beings and source of all happiness, the 

teaching, together with riches and honour, last for a long 

.time. May the Sakyapa doctrine spread, through which is 

illuminated the teaching in this midst of snow-mountains, the 

land filled with oceanlike scholars and saints, supreme 

protectors guarding the northern direction 1 ! May [214] the 

religious and worldly (pow�r) of Glorious Sakya, the 

adamantine seat, the hub of (the land) of snow, Tibet, 

expand! May its lineage of emanations be unbroken, and, 

again, the exalted deeds of all ( of these) be like space ! 

WELL 

1 . seen from India 

WELL WELL 
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